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Pipedream brings in

Heavy Hitter as new CEO

letter from the editor

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

Matthew Matsudaira

By the time you pick up this issue of EAN, summer should be
in full swing. Or maybe it isn’t.
It has become risky betting on
the weather. But here’s a much
safer prediction: Consumers
wwill be focusing on the FIFA
world cup. So, a major sporting
event and (potentially) hot summer weather – sounds familiar,
right? Right. This combination
is always a bad sign for the
brick and mortar stores, which
are already struggling to cope
with declining footfall as it is.
I don’t want to bore you by
regurgitating old sayings about
dog days and doldrums, but
there is no way around the fact
that the brick and mortar trade
will experience a little period of
drought as summer and football
hold sway over Europe. That
said, if you take a closer look
you will find that the adult retail
trade is no longer faced with the
leaden summer lull of the past.
Our industry has changed,
and so have the products that
are sold in retail stores. Erotic
lifestyle and sexual wellness are
things that don’t just fade away
when the thermometer hits 25
degrees Celsius, and there is
a big female audience, many
of whom may not be football
fanatics – no gender stereotyping intended. The diversification of the market has helped
alleviate the effects of the
summer slump, and there are
concrete examples to underpin
this fact: At the end of June,
womanizer are going to launch
their new product! And come
July – another one of those
summer months – SHOTS are
going to invite the trade to their
Sales Week! You couldn’t ask
for clearer indicators!

Chatswort, USA - Pipedream Products has announced Matthew Matsudaira as the company’s new Chief Executive Office. Matsudaira comes to the industry after successful leadership roles at ultra-performers Nordstrom, Amazon and Chewy.com where he spearheaded
one of the largest acquisition deals ever.

“I’m looking forward to
strengthening Pipedream’s relationships with
our distributor and
retailer partners,”
says Pipedream
CEO Matthew
Matsudaira. “The

entire team is ready for new leadership
and I’m confident the next era will be
better than ever.” The international mega-manufacturer has a strategy in place
to keep Pipedream on its continued path
to success and is always looking for ways
to improve the company, processes, relationships and the customer experience.

Up to date with
the EAN Newsletter
To stay up-to-date, there is hardly a better choice than
the magazine you are holding. Background reports,
numerous interviews, insights into companies and the
technical development are important in order to make
informed decisions. But the world of the erotic industry
is turning faster and faster, so that the news from last
week are sometimes already outdated.
For this reason, we publish the latest news about
personnel decisions, product news and distribution
channels at www.ean-online.com daily.
An even more convenient way to stay informed is our
weekly e-mail newsletter. Every Thursday we send the
most important news of the industry directly into your
mailbox: Simply log on to
www.ean-online.com/newsletter and stay up to date.
At this point, the editors would like to point out that due
to the new data protection regulations, many subscribers who have received the EAN newsletter in the past,
may have to register again.

That‘s it for this month!
Matthias Poehl
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Womanizer Group and Standard
Innovation combine forces
WOW Tech Group
Berlin, Germany / Ottawa, Canada - Womanizer Group Management GmbH and Standard
Innovation Corporation combine forces to
create a new global pleasure product industry
leader.

The new company will further develop the
market-leading We-Vibe and Womanizer
brands through new investments in innovation, marketing and promotion, broadening
the geographic reach, and management of
intellectual property. “The combined company brings together two of the industry’s
most successful, innovative and recognized
brands,” says Johannes Plettenberg, managing director of Womanizer Group. “We-Vibe
and Womanizer have much in common.
Both lead the industry in innovation, technology, and superior product design. Bringing
together the teams behind these brands
provides an exceptional foundation for a new
phase of growth.” “We-Vibe and Womanizer
are poised to take advantage of their complementary strengths to benefit our retail and
distribution partners, and consumers,” says
Frank Ferrari, president of Standard Innovation. “The industry can expect new innovative
products and superior marketing from leading
brands that elevate the category, and our
customers can expect enhanced service from
a trusted, reliable partner.”Under the terms of
the agreement, Womanizer Group acquires
all outstanding shares of Standard Innovation, and Standard Innovation shareholders
reinvest in the combined entity. The teams
behind both brands continue in place to
drive future success. Standard Innovation
founders, Bruce and Melody Murison, remain
investors in the new company but will no longer be involved in management operations.
Subsequent to the transaction both companies will be grouped under the newly founded
holding company WOW Tech Group.
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XR Brands updates classic sensation

device with Electric Wartenberg Wheel
Favorite sensation play tool equipped with e-stim technology from Zeus Electrosex
Huntington Beach, USA - XR Brands is officially shipping the Electric Wartenberg Wheel
Estim Kit, a modern update to the classic design boosted by intense electrostimulation.
Designed to be used with a Zeus Powerbox, this exciting kit takes the beloved Wartenberg
Wheel sensation play tool to an advanced level and lets users easily experience a range of
stimulation, from tiny tingles to sizzling jolts.

he Electric Wartenberg Wheel Estim
Kit includes a Wartenberg wheel,
conduction pads, and a set of leads to
attach to the Zeus Powerbox (not
included). Users can attach one pad
and the pinwheel to the leads to make
controlling the e-stim intensity quick and
easy, and whether solo or with a
partner, they can experience the sharp

T

The Electric Wartenberg Wheel Estim
Kit includes a Wartenberg wheel, 2
conduction pads, and leads and is
compatible with most Zeus
Powerboxes (not included)

pinpricks of the Wartenberg wheel
enhanced by the shocking pleasure of
e-stim! “We expect the Electric Wartenberg Wheel Estim Kit to turn a lot of
heads; it’s not every day you find a
classic sex toy tool updated with
modern stimulation technology,”
XR Brands General Manager Rebecca
Weinberg said.

Sensuous wins China trademark war

Keith Jones, co-founder
and CEO of Sensuous

08

Gold Coast, Australia - After four long
years Sensuous has finally won back key
trademarks for two of its bestselling products. The Australian company went into
battle after it discovered that its distributor
in China had started making and selling
counterfeit Sensuous products and had not
only stolen some of their IP but had blatantly tried to trademark the product names
Edge and Frenzy in China. Keith Jones, joint
founder and CEO of Sensuous said that at
the time he just couldn’t believe what was
happening.“We had been exhibiting at the
AAE show in Hong Kong and had invited
our Chinese distributor to be on our booth.
We thought that everything had gone well,
and our distributors had gone back to
China with some very good orders. When
we got back to Australia we were surprised that after a few weeks we still hadn’t
received an order from our distributors in
China. We checked their website and were
horrified to see that they were now selling
their own version of Edge and Frenzy and

claiming that it was a Sensuous product.
We also discovered that they had applied
for the Chinese trademark for both Edge
and Frenzy.” The company then instructed
trademark lawyers to see if there was a way
to intercept the counterfeit application. They
discovered that then the battle was to prove
who used wthe trademarks first in China.
The race was on. “Every time we found any
documentation which we thought would be
fine, the Chinese authorities kept telling us
that what we were providing could be counterfeit. It was extremely frustrating!” The
company finally managed to get their local
council involved who were able to substantiate that Sensuous had travelled to China
with them as part of a trade mission back in
2010. “Our lawyers agreed that even with
all the proof and all our weighty evidence
our chances of winning were no more than
fifty-fifty. So I was absolutely delighted when
I got the notification that we had won, and
that we were now the true official owners of
the Chinese trademarks Edge and Frenzy.”
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Shunga’s Dragon Virility Cream
Available at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Intensifying intimate fun with Shunga’s best-selling Dragon Virility Cream – now fully in stock at
SCALA. The brand’s best-selling formula will ignite passion for both partners, making it a unisex essential in any erotic wellness selection.

he Dragon Virility Cream has been one of
the most popular products in Shunga’s
indulgent collection. The exclusive formula
made from natural extracts helps men unleash
all the power and energy from their manhood
all while sensitizing the female genital area to
intensify her pleasure and help her achieve
multiple orgasm. The quality cream offers an

T

intense fire and ice sensation, whilst
the all-natural extracts and herbs
ensure this product is body-safe and
comfortable on the skin.
SCALA has ensured maximum product availability on Shunga’s Dragon
Virility Cream, allowing retailers to
stock up big on this bestselling choice.

The international b2b trade fair for the erotic industry
Hannover Messe Hall 2 • D 30521 Hanover • Germany

03-05 October 2018
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Fantastic stock availability

on pjur ORIGINAL and other best-sellers
SCALA

Wijchen, The Netherlands - SCALA has stocked up big on the brand’s best-selling pjur
ORIGINAL lubricant, allowing retailers to profit from maximum stock availability on this
consumer-favorite in intimate drugstore.

hen it comes to erotic drugstore,
pjur has established itself as a goto brand for premium quality formulas.
The brand’s wide selection of lubricants
caters to all types of preferences, from
vegan-options to sensitive lubes, anal
formula’s to heating options: you want
glide, pjur has it! To accommodate the
big market demand for pjur, SCALA has
stocked up on the brand’s best-selling
SKU’s – including the ever-popular ORIGINAL Glide – a must-have in any intimate
wellness assortment. pjur ORIGINAL
is one of the most sold silicone-based
lubricants in the world which is also suited
as a massage fluid thanks to its special
formula. The brand describes the product
as: “Silicone molecules are not absorbed
by the skin but remain on the surface, en-

W

dowing pjur ORIGINAL with a long-lasting
lubricating effect for sexual intercourse as
well as a good, long massage. Just a dab
will suffice for a pleasant and long-lasting
gliding pleasure. It leaves the skin feeling
soft and silky smooth: a reliable lubricant
for good, long-lasting fun. You can decide
on the right amount for a stimulating body
massage as you see fit and enjoy that
silky smooth skin sensation - the right
choice for exciting moments. It is naturally
taste neutral and odorless, particularly
skin compatible and contains no preservatives. There are no limits to your fantasy
and pleasure any more. Try it and see for
yourself, as the saying goes! pjur ORIGINAL: our all-around product for all who
are keen on having fun. Compatible with
latex condoms.”

New Sex Swing from You2Toys
Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale
has expanded its extensive sex toy label,
You2Toys, by adding a new sex swing to
the assortment. This sex swing will really
spice up a couple’s love life! The laws of
gravity can be defied and a couple can try
out exciting positions without compromising on comfort. The new sex swing from
You2Toys makes the passionate sex positions possible that most couples wouldn’t
even dream about. One person just has
to sit on the comfortable seat with the
12

backrest, then put their hands and feet
(depending on the position) into the tear-proof nylon loops and the other person
can then start pleasuring him or her.
The sex swing from You2Toys is made
out of 100% polyester and metal, and it
supports up to 100 kg. It’s delivered in
high-quality packaging (without mounting
accessories) and there are suggestions
of positions on the packaging as well. An
instruction manual in German and English
is included.
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BWILD CLASSIC
BUNNY

Vixson Lingerie exclusively

PLEASURE WITHIN REACH

available at EDC Wholesale

Dual motors have this petite rabbit-style massager
working overtime to deliver next-level sensations.

‘Life is too short to wear boring things’
Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC Wholesale
is exclusive European distributor of the sexy
lingerie brand Vixson, offering a wide collection of
panties, bras, garter belts, G-strings, stockings,
clubwear and role play outfits.

Sensual to touch, the silky glide of its curved shaft is
perfectly paired with a precise tickler for those who
can’t be tamed.

he collection
is available
for retailers to
order now. This
new brand offers
a high-quality
standard for sexy lingerie and with its philosophy ‘Life is too short to wear boring things’,
it developed seductive bedroom wear with
the quality to wear it all day. The products are
made from silky smooth materials with the purpose to feel comfortable on the skin. Seducing
your bed partner has never been so easy with
the Vixson collection, offering a wide product
range in different styles, colors, and sizes.

T

CalExotics presents Silicone
Remote Panty Pleaser
Ontario, USA
- CalExotics released their new
Silicone Remote
Panty Pleaser,
an ergonomically contoured, remote-controlled stimulator
designed for placement in a pair of panties. It
has 12 functions and a state-of-the-art memory
chip. The Pleaser can be used at work, on a
date, or in the pool. The remote has a range
of 32.75’/ 10m. Jackie White, Executive Vice
President of CalExotics says, “Our remote-controlled toys are extremely popular. They are the
perfect toy for both beginners and non-beginners. Their power, price and functionality have
them flying off the shelves.”
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Warning of fraudulent

fair guides for eroFame
Expo Guide S.C. / Connect Publisher S.C, Construct Data Publishers and Event-Fair

Hanover, Germany - Since the first eroFame in 2010, exhibitors have reported that they get
E-Mails by four companies, one Mexican named Expo Guide S.C. / Connect Publisher S.C.,
two Slovakian companies called Construct Data Publishers and Event-Fair The Exhibitor’s
Index, and Mulpor Company (International Fairs Directory) from Uruguay.

Exhibitors of the upcoming eroFame 2018
now have reported, that those companies are sending out letters again. All four
companies claim to be putting together
an exhibitor’s list for this year’s eroFame in
Hanover. These companies ask exhibitors to give certain company data on the
pretext of including them in the exhibitors’
list. The Mediatainment Publishing eroFame GmbH strongly advise all of the eroFame participants not to consent to the
publication of these data or to agree to
the offer at all. The fine print of the faxes
sent by Expo Guide, Mulpor Company,
Construct Data Publishers and Event-Fair

reveals that agreeing to this offer obligates
the signee to a three-year subscription
to ad placements on an online platform,
amounting to 1171 to 1271 Euro per
annum. The official eroFame 2018 event
catalogue is published by Mediatainment
Publishing Verlags GmbH and no one
else. The Mediatainment Publishing eroFame GmbH have no business relationship whatsoever with Expo Guide, Mulpor
Company, Construct Data Publishers or
Event-Fair. Neither Expo Guide S. C., nor
Construct Data Publishers, Mulpor or
Event-Fair has been authorized or commissioned to create an exhibitors’ list.

Öivita Introducing the Öring+

ÖRing+ is a wearable waterproof
smart ring designed to detect health
data during playtime

20

Danville, USA - Öivita is a tech solutions
provider known in online circles for their
ÖVibe and ÖRing products in the sex
toy category. This year, they’re back with
a new product, the ÖRing+, and more
options, features, and customizations
than ever. A Crowdfunding campaign for
the new product starts at May 30. “Sex
is one of the most phenomenal things we
do in our lives, as not only does it foster
intimacy, but it has also been identified
as an effective form of exercise,” the
company says. “Studies have however
shown that one of the leading causes of
breakups and divorces is lack of quality
sex. Many products have attempted to
tackle the bedroom health market, but
missed the mark. This is where Öivita
Creative and the ÖRing Plus come into

play as the premier sexual health tracker
and ultimate intimacy enhancer.” ÖRing
Plus is a wearable waterproof smart ring
designed to detect health data during
playtime. The device measures the heart
rate, blood oxygen saturation, and other
factors to determine the sexual stamina
of the user. The device can be controlled
via the Öivita Bluetooth-connected app,
allowing users to track their health status
and also create customized vibration patterns. ÖRing Plus is designed to spice up
things, while helping users lead a healthy
life. Made with medical-grade silicone,
the band comes with a PPG Sensor, Motion Sensor, and Dual MCU integration,
as well as a lithium-Ion, 170 mAh, 3.7V
battery that can last for as long as
4 hours.
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Vibes

with strong and deep vibrations

Shine Toycleaner by Sliquid
Now available at Eropartner
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - The organic way to
clean toys with the naturally unscented organic
Toy Cleaner from Sliquid.

Sliquid Shine
organic intimate
toy cleaner is
infused with
body & nature
safe cleansing
agents like tea tree oil and castor oil, which
have natural anti-bacterial and anti-fungal properties. This non-foaming toy cleaner does not
contain glycerine, parabens, alcohol, triclosan
or other harsh chemicals. To use, simply spray
Shine directly on to area to be cleaned. Rinse
with water (where applicable), then wipe dry
with a clean cloth, and store. Ingredients: Organic Aloe Barbadensis Leaf Juice (reconstituted),
Organic Tea Tree Oil, Organic Castor Oil, and
Organic Jojoba Oil. 100% Vegan friendly,
cruelty Free, no animal testing, 100%
recyclable packaging.

Big Vibe
0590851 0000

M
2 Motors

Splash-proof

Big Vibe
0590843 0000
Can be recharged with the
included USB cable

Various Vibration Modes

“Urban Collection” from Mister B
Flensburg, Germany - ORION
Wholesale has
expanded its
assortment: the
“Urban Collection” from Mister B
is available. The
collection offers
stylish outfits for
men. They will look sporty and sexy in this underwear, whether they’re wearing it at the beach,
to a club, for sport or just as normal underwear.
Whether it’s jocks, briefs, shorts or socks, this
high-quality underwear is comfortable to wear
and fits perfectly too.

G-Spot Vibe
0590134 0000

Rabbit Vibe
0590142 0000

Memory function

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
grosshandel@orion.de

21
1804-092

www.orion-wholesale.com
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pjur group acquires its US distributor
Buy-out of Richie Harris and Jack Palmquist
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - The pjur group will be directly managing its activities in North
America with immediate effect. Client services and workflows in the territory will remain unchanged. The only personnel change will be the well-earned buy-out of the previous owners
of the US distribution, Richie Harris and Jack Palmquist.

ichie Harris stated: “We were very
proud to have been part of the global
pjur team for so many years. pjur is a
premium brand and a great success
around the world. We are happy to see
the pjur group take over and expand its
US presence. This will have a great impact on the market and you can be sure
that we will give pjur our loyal support
whenever needed.” This move will provide
pjur customers in the US with even more
direct support from the brand: „pjur is
seen as a premium brand the world
over and we are committed to further
expanding our reach through a uniform
brand concept and global campaigns that
closely align with our corporate identity.
Our commitment has enabled us to significantly raise brand awareness in recent
years. Now, we want to share our global
brand vision and increase awareness in
the US, just as we have done in the rest
of the world,“ explains Alexander Giebel,
CEO & Founder of the pjur group.
US dealers will continue to receive direct
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support on site from pjur through their
trusted contact partners John Marinello
(sales), Joe Powell (marketing) and Grace
Sanchez (operations). pjur will also launch
a number of major campaigns from its
head office to promote the brand in the
US. One of the first projects will involve
the launch of the „pjur - gives you more“
campaign, which has already been a success in other parts of the world. This will
include advertising campaigns with the
world‘s largest B2C magazines such as
Playboy, GQ, Cosmopolitan and Glamour
as well as B2B advertising, PR activities,
social media campaigns and events, PoS
material and product training sessions,
all of which are aimed at raising brand
awareness further. „We look forward to
working directly with our customers in
the US and increasing our activities in the
country while at the same time expanding
our US offices. We would like to say a big
thank you to Richie and Jack for the many
years of outstanding collaboration and
partnership,“ stated Alexander Giebel.

Nexus introduces the G-Stroker
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - The
Nexus G Stroker is a truly unique and
versatile toy that can be used by a man
or woman, anally or vaginally. The base
of the shaft hides tiny stroker beads that
dance up and down in three speeds for
22

unparalleled pleasure whilst the buzzy
vibrations in the base simultaneously
tantalise in 6 patterns. Whatever the
pleasure is, G Stroker has it covered.
The G-stroker is made of silicone and is
completely waterproof.
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Free Wonderlust POS
THE SURGE® MASTURBATOR
WITH VIBRATING PROSTATE PLUG

available at SCALA
Special deal
Wijchen, The Netherlands - SCALA customers
can profit from a special deal: order a product
from the Wonderlust collection by BMS and
receive an eye-catching POS Adhesive Chalkboard with Marker for free.

0592846 0000

he beautiful
Wonderlust collection
by BMS offers
feminine vibes
with powerful
skills – all at a very attractive pricing that makes
luxury affordable to all. SCALA customers who
order a product from the Wonderlust range
now receive an extra bonus: a unique POS
Adhesive Chalkboard with Marker matching
the brand’s aesthetics – allowing you to write
down your own message to entice consumers
to explore their wanderlust with Wonderlust!
The Wonderlust range at SCALA contains the
Serenity, Clarity and Harmony vibes – all made
of premium silicone and featuring 20 functions
of vibration.

T

0592838 0000

JOYRIDE releases
lubricant and cleaner
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10
VIBRATION MODES

PLEASE USE
WATER-BASED LUBRICANT

SOFT TOUCH SILICONE

3.
1.

TRIPLE STIMULATION
WITH ONE MOVEMENT

2.

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
grosshandel@orion.de

www.orion-wholesale.com

1804-094

Wadgassen,
Germany- The
JOYRIDE brand
has unveiled two
new products:
an effective
cleaning spray which is suitable for the cleaning
of erotic toys as well as for the intimate body
regions, and a lubricant. According to ST, it
is a long-lasting and lubricious water-based
lubricant for a long lasting effect.
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Electrifying backdoor

fun with Mystim’s newest arrivals
SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - New and ready to order at SCALA: the Rocking Force Butt Plug
and Booty Garland Anal Chain by Mystim. These backdoor beauties will truly electrify the
anal play – adding a thrilling spark with their innovative, e-stimulation silhouettes.

For consumers who are looking for anal
pleasure providers that gone one step
further than ‘regular’ plug and probes,
Mystim has just what they need: the new
Rocking Force Butt Plug and Booty Garland Anal Chain. These state-of-the-art
designs combines classic silhouettes with
thrilling e-stimulation satisfaction – taking
the anal play to a whole new dimension.
The Mystim Rocking Force Butt Plug is
– according to the brand – ‘the comfiest
horse in the Mystim stable’. The brand
continues to describe the release as: “The
Rocking Force is an ergonomically formed
bi-polar e-stim butt plug with cable plugs
on the side, allowing for comfortable wear
even for longer periods. The butt plug
is made of 100% medical-grade platinum silicone. With a vertical separation
of the poles, the electrostimulation can

be felt directly upon insertion, and the
user will have a very happy bottom in no
time…” “The new Booty Garland is a
sleek bi-polar e-stim anal bead with cable
plugs on the side. These literal balls of
electrostimulation will send you to heaven
through the backdoor, so to speak”, Mystim states. Made of 100% medical-grade
platinum silicone, and with their classic
black color, they are chic, sleek and very
pleasurable. To activate the poles and
electrify the backdoor fun, the Rocking
Force Butt Plug and Booty Garland Anal
Chain require an additional e-stim device
– like Mystim Tension Lover, or the Mystim
Pure Vibes – which consumers need to
purchase separately. The new Rocking
Force Butt Plug and Booty Garland Anal
Chain are both ready to order at SCALA
in two sizes: small and large.

pjur love – gives you more WOW
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - Part of
pjur’s image campaign „gives you more”
includes advertising in some of the largest
B2C magazines in the world. Specifically,
pjur will be promoting its pjur ORIGINAL,
pjur med After Shave Spray and pjur
BACK DOOR Relaxing Anal Glide. The
next four issues of PLAYBOY Germany
will feature ads and editorial content on
pjur ORIGINAL. Men‘s magazine GQ
already contains full-page ads featuring
the pjur group‘s best-seller plus an online
advertorial providing information on different sex positions and a recommendation
for pjur ORIGINAL. myself, jolie.de and
desired.de all contain ads and advertori24

als for pjur med After Shave, and BACK
DOOR Relaxing Anal Glide will feature
in upcoming issues of all Schwulissimo
magazines printed in Germany, reaching
an audience of over 120,000. pjur is also
planning to publish major advertorials and
banners on cosmopolitan.de and gay.
de. „Retailers should expect to see an
increase in demand, especially for the
ORIGINAL, BACK DOOR and After Shave
Spray products we are promoting,” explains Alexander Giebel, CEO & Founder
of the pjur group. The print and online ad
campaigns in Germany alone will reach
over 7.5 million people in the direct target
group.
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…“eroFame b2c“ at the largest
German consumer fair:
INFA 2018!
… classy, modern, perfectly close
to your (female) main target group

next step:
eroFame goes public!

… far beyond any „sleezy image“
or a pornographic touch
… 180.000 - 200.000 expected visitors
… target audience:
women and couples
… huge community of love toy
brands in the heart of fair life
(about 1.500 m2)

… individual booths starting
from 12 m2 including big
meetingpoint, a bar,
café, show stage and an
ordering station
… 13.10 - 21.10. 2018
in Hanover - two weekends
included
… hostess service upon request
(individually trained staff)
… strong regional and nationwide
advertisement - supported by
market-leading German onlineshops
… ideal connection to b2b
eroFame Global Trade Convention

Safe the date!

• Germany’s largest event and shopping fair
• about 1.500 exhibitors - with more than 100 exhibitors from abroad/ from about 40 nations
• approximately 100.000 m2 of exhibition space in 8 halls
• daily from 10 to 6

Mediatainment Publishing eroFame GmbH • Große Kampstraße 3 • D 31319 Sehnde
Phone: +49 5138 - 60 220 14 Huda Lutz • hlutz@mptoday.de
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New ‚Sweet Smile‘ Silicone Stars

in the sky of pleasure
ORION Wholesale

Flensburg, Germany - ‚Sweet Smile‘ is one of ORION Wholesale’s best-selling labels. This
is because these sex toys are full of life: their design is as beautiful as love and their range
goes from playful romance to crazy fun.

'Sweet Smile‘ is one of ORION
Wholesale’s best-selling labels

The silicone toy’s highlight is its silky
soft-touch surface – it provides intense
feelings of passion and opens the door
to new, tingling experiences of pleasure.
There are now two new ‚Sweet Smile‘
stars in the sky of pleasure. The new love
balls are purple and are made up of two
velvety soft balls that are joined together
by a small bridge. The love balls can be
easily removed, thanks to the retraction
strap. The inner balls provide the vibration. The weight (83 g) means that they’re
great for effective training and they feel
extremely pleasurable as well. The blue,
USB rechargeable massage wand, with
its silver-coloured details, is small but
extremely powerful . Its 20 unbelievable
vibration modes can be adjusted at the

push of a button and its flexible massage
head pleasures every area on the body.
The ‚Sweet Smile‘ sex toys are delivered
in a high-quality cardboard box that also
has a description of the product in various
languages on it as well. The product
can be seen behind the blister packaging once the front of the box has been
opened. The box can be easily opened
and closed because it has a magnetic
fastener. Not only is the packaging eyecatching and guarantees a sale, but it
can also be stood up or hung up with
the hanger in the middle. More products
will now fit into the sales space because
they’re more compact. They also take up
less space when they’re in storage
as well.

Clandestine Devices partners with EDC Wholesale
Veendam, The Netherlands - Luxury
pleasure product manufacturer Clandestine Devices announced that its wildly-popular MIMIC adult massager has
secured a new distribution channel in Europe via EDC Wholesale in The Netherlands. “We’re really excited to be offering
the award - winning Clandestine Devices
products to our retail customers,”
said Eric Idema, CEO of EDC Wholesale.
The deal with EDC Wholesale supports
MIMIC’s further expansion into the European market; the award-winning vibrator
has a glowing reputation that precedes
it, with media buzz and word-of-mouth
boosting worldwide demand. “We are
so proud of MIMIC’S popularity and
26

our further development into Europe,”
said adult industry icon and President
of Clandestine Devices Jules Jordan.
“We are excited to be working with EDC
Wholesale and looking forward to a
prosperous future together.” The curved
handheld rechargeable toy comes in
three colors (black, lilac & seafoam
green), is made of medical grade silicone, waterproof and offers six speeds/
intensity levels, eight vibration patterns
and 90 minutes of powerful vibes on a
single charge. „We love the sleek design
and the beautifully vibrant packaging,”
said Idema. “I’m sure our customers are
equally thrilled to introduce these amazing items in their shops.”
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Motorbunny presents

new Mount Gushmore attachment
For clitoral stimulation
Los Angeles, USA - Motorbunny, the makers of the only motorized ride-on-top vibrator
with Bluetooth control, is taking clitoral stimulation to another level with its all-new Mount
Gushmore attachment.

Mount Gushmore is a clitoral-focused
attachment with four cascading ridges
at the front, allowing users to grind,
comfortably, at varying heights

“Our customers want a very wide range
of experiences, from penetrating to vibration-only. Mt. Gushmore adds another
exciting option for riders who are looking
for something more than the standard
flat attachment experience,” said Craig
Mewbourne, CMO of Motorbunny. “We
make it a point to listen to user feedback at every point in the process. The
name, Mount Gushmore, was the result
of offering our social media followers the
chance to submit names for this attachment. It was just a fun way to include
them even further. We have very creative
customers, and they did not disappoint!”
Made entirely of silicone, Mount Gushmore is a clitoral-focused attachment
with four cascading ridges at the front,

allowing users to grind, comfortably, at
varying heights. The center pommel was
designed for total vulval stimulation, while the overall staggered shape allows for
greater sensation control, helping riders
reach that zenith of gushing excitement.
The Mount Gushmore attachment is
available exclusively at Motorbunny.com
for $29.99. This new attachment follows
the release of the only penetrative saddle
vibe attachment for males, the Keister
Bunny, and the success of the innovative
Bluetooth-enabled Motorbunny LINK
Controller and its MB LINK app, which
gives users the ability to control the
speed and frequency of the “buzz” and
“twirl” functions from their mobile phone
or tablet.

Le Wand now at ABS
Ringwood, England - The brand new Le
Wand is now available at ABS Holdings
in stunning pearl white as well as a grey
version. ABS will also be stocking a range
of attachments and wand covers that
transform the Le Wand for a brand new
sensation. The Le Wand Pearl White massager is a luxurious wand that’s powerful,
stylish and sophisticated. This wand is
rechargeable for anytime play, and has 10
rumbly vibration speeds and 20 patterns
for completely personalised play. This toy
is super sleek and the focused vibrations
target the erogenous spots with precision. This wand is easy to handle and
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the flexible neck rotates 360 degrees,
allowing to target those hard-to-reach
hot spots. The body safe silicone head is
smooth and feels amazing on bare skin.
This wand invites to start off slowly for a
sensual warm-up, as working the way up
to more powerful sensations. This massager is cordless for effortless pleasure
and comes with a travel case, allowing
users to take their Le Wand with them
when they’re on-the-go. This toy is splash
proof, and can also be used with a water
based lubricant. The multiple sensations,
powerful vibrations and easy, elegant
design make the Le Wand an instant hit.
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Pipedream promotes Kristian Broms
Chief Design Officer
Chatsworth, USA - Pipedream Productsannounced the promotion of Kristian Broms to
Chief Design Officer. He will oversee all design and innovation aspects of Pipedream’s
products.

“We deeply value all our employees and we
are pleased to watch them meeting such
great challenges and reaching towards an
array of newer and higher responsibilities.
Kristian has been a key part in the success
of Pipedream and we are thrilled to promote
him to this important position. This is just
one of the many things that our customers
should be excited about,” said Matthew
Matsudaira, Chief Executive Officer of
Pipedream. Broms joined Pipedream in
2005 as senior designer and was promoted
to vice president of design in 2011, where
he led the product development and design
team. Broms has been highly influential in
the creation of Pipedream’s award-winning
products and has continued to show an
exemplary commitment to his role as an
innovator who is obsessed with providing
an optimal customer experience. In addition
to product development and design, Broms
led important projects to completion and
has been at the forefront of moves to stre-

Kristian Broms

amline the product development process as
well as ensuring compliance from manufacturers. “I’m looking forward to working with
Matthew and the Pipedream team. There
has been a revitalization on how we think
about delivering world-class products to
all our customers. Matthew sold me on his
vision for the company and his leadership is
exactly what Pipedream needs. I’m honored
and excited to be part of the team who will
take Pipedream to the next level, and continue to innovate on behalf of Pipedream’s
customers,” said Kristian Broms, the newly
appointed Chief Design Officer. Before
joining Pipedream, Broms worked for Phase
One Graphics as a graphic designer. Broms
received a Bachelor’s degree in Graphic
Design from Mississippi State and Masters
of Fine Arts in Electronic Visualization and
Film from Florida State University. In his
spare time, you can find Broms spending
time with his family, playing tennis, or hiking
trails throughout California.

More Mister B at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - SCALA has
added hundreds of new Mister B designs
to the brand’s selection. Mister B has
been around since 1994, evolving from
a brand specializing in fetish leather
and rubber clothing to a go-to name for
daring novelties, quality drugstore and
premium BDSM-accessories. The brand
has made it is mission to produce a high
quality, well priced, extensive and varied
collection of erotic articles that have their
30

origins in the gay fetish market – helping
consumers explore their desires and
boost their sexual development. The
new items by Mister B are both toys
and drugstore products – extending the
current selection at SCALA with essentials for a kinky love life. New arrivals
include fuck machines, dildos, butt
plugs, harness and strap-on systems,
chastity cages, puppy play accessories,
BDSM-gear and more.
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Kheper Games, Inc.

and ABS Holdings join forces
For the European market
Seattle, USA - Kheper Games, Inc. is pleased to announce that ABS Holdings has begun
distributing their products in the U.K. and European markets. Kheper Games, Inc. is a game
and novelty company based in Seattle, USA, that was founded in 1994.

hey primarily focus on items that are
fun for adults. Their products are
typically the softer items at the front of
adult stores within the adult industry. In
the mainstream industry, they are often
the more risqué items you might find towards the back of a mall, gift or clothing
store. They focus most of their attention
on adult party, romance, and drinking
games but also produce a wide variety of
barware, bride-to-be party items, weed
themed games and novelties, and ladies
nights items. They sell over a million products each year in over 100 countries.
ABS Holdings has been in the industry
for over 40 years, and are always excited
to introduce new pleasure products
to the market. With a strong focus on
customer satisfaction, quality products,
a superb range, exclusive brands and
value for money, they have become the

T

leading erotic goods eholesaler in the
UK, with an impressive reach and dedicated team in the E.U too. Justin Vickers
is Head of Global Trade Sales at ABS
and can’t wait to bring this 50-strong
new range to the market. “The whole
Kheper Games range is creative and
so fresh. We love the fact that Kheper
Games is bold, risqué and so much fun
- and each game targets a niche in the
market that deserves something unique
and innovative, from ladies nights to bar
games and romance.“ “We very excited
to be partnering with ABS Holdings,”
explains CEO Brian Pellham. “They
are very committed to introducing our
best sellers across all product lines of
ours to the U.K. and E.U. markets. Now
European customers will be able to order
all types of products from our company
through ABS Holdings.”

Two new Fleshlight Girls butts
available at Eropartner

New from Fleshlight: Angela White
Entice & Tera Patrick Twisted
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Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Tera Patrick’s new Twisted texture offers a single
ring which twists around the full length
and circumference of the canal slowly
drawing men deeper and deeper into this
Twisted experience. The canal tightens up
as men slide further along the length of
the sleeve. The ribbing is spaced perfectly
to allow men to experience just as much
stimulation as men can handle. Angela
White Entice enhances the spiral-rib

texture concept with new impressions
and creates its own unique stimulation
world. Because the spiral-rib has a lesser
amount of windings the caused ‚milking
sensation‘ is less intense noticeable
but therefore the spiral-rib itself and the
pointed bump stimulations are much
more in the foreground. The many bumps
on top of the spiral-rib provide an intense
stimulation and it is great to how tight the
rib is winding around the penis shaft.
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Chakrubs debuts ‚The Forest Line‘
Wooden artistic pleasure Wands
New York, USA – Vanessa Cuccia, founder of The Original Crystal Sex Toy Company, Chakrubs, has debuted her latest collection of mindful pleasure products, The Forest Line. The
Forest Line finds Chakrubs exploring wood as a new form of sexual-spiritual media.

Each piece is carved from walnut or Rock
Maple wood and hand-dyed by artist
Cara Marie Piazza using botanical and
plant essences, making no two pieces
exactly alike. “The Forest Line asks the
user to strengthen the muscle of imagination with the symbolism of trees and
flowers as the base,” says Cuccia of the
inspiration behind the series, which includes 6 unique insertable wand pieces,
a c-ring, and a stand specially made
to hold Chakrubs‘ products. Released
on Earth Day, Cuccia invited press and
close friends to an exclusive launch
dinner in New York City, complete with
a flower-infused, multi-course meal for
invitees, prepared by gourmet chef Elisa
da Prato. “Flowers, after all, are nature’s
sex organs,” continues Cuccia. “They
remind us of our innate sensitivities and
help us tune into our feelings and sense
of touch. Trees hold a special bond with
humans because we provide life force

New from Chakrubs: The Forest Line

to each other; the trees emit oxygen for
us to breathe and thrive off our carbon
dioxide.” The Forest Line collection is manufactured in Long Island, New York by
craftsman Kevin Itwaru and coated with
Nobessence’s patented Lubrosity finish,
ensuring that each piece is silky-smooth,
odorless, non-porous, hypoallergenic,
and body-safe. As the Forest Line became available for direct sale on May 15th,
Cuccia is putting out a call to potential
collaborators, small retail boutiques, and
galleries and specialty shops with an
interest in offering one-of-a-kind pleasure
objects for viewing or sale. “By contrast
to the wholesale approach that supports
Chakrubs‘ crystal products, The Forest
Line will be offered in smaller quantities,”
says Cuccia, “and I‘m eager to select a limited number of businesses, art galleries,
and other unique promotional avenues
that share the core values and mission of
the Chakrubs brand.”

Nexus appoints a familiar face
London, England - Nexus welcomes back
Chloe Pearce as International Sales Manager on the departure of Kerri Middleton. As
part of the original team, Chloe helped to
build the Nexus brand and worked her way
through the ranks over the period of 7 years. In the 2 years away Chloe has worked
within both the pharmaceutical and beauty
distribution industries, bringing with her a
wealth of new skills and experience. “We
are delighted to welcome Chloe back, says
Monique Carty, Director of Nexus. Although
a lot has changed in the last two years,

Nexus welcomes back Chloe Pearce
as International Sales Manager
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Chloe has vast knowledge of the brand and
the industry which is extremely valuable.”
Chloe will be servicing all territories except
for the USA, looking after their sales and
marketing needs, as well as exploring new
avenues of distribution. “I am honoured
to come home to the Nexus family, a lot
of great work has been done over the last
two years and I look forward to continuing
the success of the brand in the EU and
beyond.” Nexus would also like to thank
Kerri Middleton for her time at Nexus and
wish her luck in her new position.
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Eropartner is oﬀering

the new Zumio Caress
The Zumio family is growing

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - After the successful launch of Zumio, now the popular product has a new member in the family: the Zumio Caress. Zumio Caress retains virtually all
the great engineering, functionality and physical dimension characteristics of Zumio Classic
with the exception of the stylus and tip.

n order to reduce the intensity, we
shortened the length of the tip to create
smaller circles. We increased the size
of the tip slightly, by adding a body safe
translucent ‚pillow‘ to absorb some of
the energy and to increase the area of
contact which in turn further distributes
energy. The result is a decrease in the
overall intensity without sacrificing the
unique mechanism of action, pressure
control and ability to precisely target
pleasure zones. And yes, some people
will have to get used to the design of
the Zumio - it has a very different look.
Some say it’s not so sexy looking, but
the reviews indicate an efficiency that
proves otherwise. Zumio brings women

I
Zumio Caress is for users who are
more sensitive and prefer a more
gentle experience

to an intense orgasm, even women
who experience difficulties achieving an
orgasm find this product very helpful.
It’s a great addition for couples who love
to play. Zumio Spirotip Vibrator Caress
whirls around in tiny circles, applying
wonderfully unique pulses of pleasure
to one small area on the body (vagina)
at a time. Each sensory zone around,
near, and right on the clitoral button has
a unique pleasure sensation and only
Zumio let women zoom in to experience
each one. Go solo or use Zumio with a
partner, even while making love. Zumio‘s light weight, small tip and slender,
non-vibrating handle make it easy to hold
in one hand.

Xgen Products is shipping new items
Horsham, USA - Xgen Products, which
acquired both OVO Lifestyle Toys and
The Rabbit Company among other
brands earlier this year, has new items
from said brands in stock and ready to
ship. From OVO, Phase V introduces
five very distinctive toys. All five items
have a unique ridged texture that provides an added sensation and simulates
the feeling of motion. As an added feature, both the E7 rabbit vibrator and the
E8 vibrator are enveloped in a special
SilkSkyn material, which contours under
pressure for a softer feel. “The Phase V
items from OVO are truly unique,” said
Andy Green, President of Xgen Pro36

ducts. “Customers and end-users alike
will be impressed by this collection.”
From The Rabbit Company comes the
XL collection. The four most-popular
styles are bigger and better than ever,
with a longer run time and increased
power where it’s needed most. The
Classic Rabbit, Beaded Rabbit, Realistic
Rabbit, and Come Hither Rabbit were
all ‚supersized‘ and are 30% larger than
the standard sizes. “These XL Rabbits
are something to see,” added Green.
“They are 30 percent bigger, more powerful, and last longer, with each coming
in two colors, offering more choices for
the customer!”
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MIMIC’s good vibes

rate high with customers
Clandestine Devices
Chatsworh, USA- Clandestine Devices’ MIMIC is getting buzz from some satisfied customers. While initially marketed to women, the MIMIC has also proven to be a big hit with men
– and couples, in particular – when it comes to stoking the erotic pleasures in the bedroom.

ccording to Clandestine Devices’
Director of Operations Kimberly Faubel, “we have received many letters and
emails with amazing testimonials from our
customers and store buyers, and we are
so giddy about the positive feedback –
especially from men – that we wanted to
share.” One married couple sent a letter
of praise to the company, writing, “In case
you didn’t know, the MIMIC is great for
ball & taint stuff. Record. Time. Finishing.”
Amy W. in Texas wrote in to share, “I
experimented with the MIMIC on him.
He’s a big fan.” Another delighted male
customer agreed when Samantha M. in

A

MIMIC is now available online and in
stores in over 40 countries

Arizona wrote of her husband’s experience: “I started [the MIMIC on] a medium
setting and used it under his balls and he
liked it. Then I started giving him head at
the same time and he really loved it!” The
waterproof, rechargeable MIMIC, with its
versatile design, user-friendly interface
and glowing LED light affords ease for the
user, even in the dark and underwater.
Available in three colors – black, lilac &
seafoam green – MIMIC is made of medical grade silicone and offers six speeds/
intensity levels, eight vibration patterns,
a glowing LED light and 90 minutes of
powerful pulsations on a single charge.

XR Brands Expands Zeus Electrosex line
with stimulating C&B, Probe Tools

The new designs offer
electrostimulation enthusiasts some
exciting new tools for safe and
stimulating e-stim play
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Huntington Beach, USA – XR Brands has
expanded its top-selling Zeus Electrosex
e-stim collection with new ways to tickle,
tease and probe using the erotic power
of electricity. With new additions including
the Jolted Cock and Ball Strap with Penis
Stim, Amped Ass Cock and Ball Strap
with Anal eStim, and Amplifier Cock and
Ball Strap with Penis eStim, customers
now have access to exciting electropowered options for penis, testicle and anal
stimulation. The new e-stim probes are
designed to be used with the Zeus Powerbox and are built around cock-ring-inspired straps that deliver electrostimulation
directly to the testicles and/or penis.The
Jolted Cock and Ball Strap with Penis
Stim features an adjustable loop-style ring
that can be worn as a traditional cock ring

that surrounds the penis and testicles or
placed anywhere along the length of the
shaft. It comes complete with a flexible
sounding device that delivers electrostimulation directly to the urethra. The
Amped Ass Cock and Ball Strap with
Anal eStim functions as a dual stimulator
for the anus and penis with an adjustable
elastic e-stim strap that wraps around the
penis and testicles, as well as a 14-inch
bendable silicone probe that conducts
current. The Amplifier Cock and Ball Strap
with Penis eStim featuwres an adjustable
elastic e-stim strap that wraps around the
penis and testicles and a 14-inch long silicone sounding rod that conducts current.
The bipolar electrical stimulation provides
simultaneous internal and external sensation for an unique e-stim experience.
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MIMIC vibrator now at ABS
Curvy and sleek design
Ringwood, England - The MIMIC by Clandestine has a unique design that’s curvy and super
sleek at the same time. This ultra modern toy has a fresh and innovative design that helped
it win Innovative Sex Toy of the Year as well as Luxury Pleasure Product of the Year at the
2018 Xbiz Awards.

t mimics the shape of a stingray in flight
and the ergonomic shape complements
the natural curves of the body for maximum contact and complete comfort. The
MIMIC vibrator has 8 vibration settings
and is fully rechargeable for anytime play.
It’s also waterproof, for bath and shower
fun. This toy is made from body safe silicone and is safe for use on most sensitive
erogenous areas. It comes with a travel
lock that keeps it discreet when on-thego, and the LED glow leads the way

I
ABS is excited about the arrival of the
MIMIC vibrator – a fresh and fun new
addition to their portfolio

when the lights go out. Mimic has an easy
interface that makes it great for beginners
and those with experience. It’s easy to
handle in the heat of the moment and
users can aim those powerful vibrations
right for their sensitive spots, or they can
opt for broader stimulation that targets
a larger area. This vibrator is a creative,
stylish way to make the next session an
incredible one. MIMIC is available at ABS
in 3 exciting colours – elegant Lilac, fresh
Turquoise and chic Black.

HUNG SYSTEM now new to ST RUBBER
Wadgassen, Germany - ST RUBBER
now has the HUNG SYSTEM new in its
product range. The special feature of this
brand is that your customer can combine
the products in many different ways. The
base station Easy Squat black is deliver-

ed with the Hung Toy Winky. Many other
attachable toys are available from
ST RUBBER. If you have any further
questions, please do not hesitate to
contact ST RUBBER customer service
at +49 6834 4006-0.

New Mystim Geisha Balls at Scala
Wijchen, The Netherlands – The new
Mystim Geisha Balls come in two versions:
the Unplain Jane and the Jane Wonda. The
Unplain Jane features a sleek silhouette with
one kegel ball, Jane Wonda has two bumps
for double the intensity. What makes these
kegel balls unique is the option of electrostimulation, adding a whole new pulse to
intimate play. Both kegel balls are made
of premium silicone and come with an
easy-removal stem for extra control during
use. Mystim describes its latest releases:
“There are lots of geisha balls, but our Jane
is unique: She combines classic pelvic
floor weight-training with a rotating ball
40

and – when used with our Mystim Cluster
Buster – the type of EMS training that was
developed for competitive sports. That not
only helps prevent or reverse incontinence,
but also strengthens the pelvic floor in a
truly intense and lasting way. This has been
proven to increase a woman’s ability to
climax. Of course, Jane can also be used
as a classic e-stim toy.” Be aware that
consumers will require an additional e-stim
device, such as the Mystim Tension Lover,
to activate the poles and make the Unplain
Jane and Jane Wonda electrifyingly good.
This e-stim device is not included and
needs to be purchased separately.
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Eropartner stocks

two new Svakom items
Bonnie & Anya
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - The two newest Svakom additions Bonnie and Anya are now
available. Bonnie is powerful, talented and elegant. It‘s ergonomically designed for easy
holding. It has 2 super strong motors which can be used independently or in company.

t‘s ideal for stimulating clitoris, G-spot
and nipples. For tempting foreplay or
breath-taking intercourse, for solo sex or
playing with partner, Bonnie will satisfy
every need. Ideal for clitoris G-spot and
nipples stimulation Bonnie is versatile. The
big head is perfect for clitoral massaging.
The small head is ideal for stimulating
G-spot. It can also embrace both nipples
simultaneously. Anya is a powerful vibrator with heating function. Its medium size
makes it convenient to hold and very easy
to use.

I

Anya has a powerful motor. Its strong
vibration brings passionate stimulation to
the G-spot or to the clitoris. The built-in
heating core in Anya can heat up to 38
degrees Celsius which is close to human
temperature. This warm touch and soft
silicone feel like second skin. Therefore,
consumers can enjoy hot sex even in cold
winter. With 5 vibrating modes, each with
5 levels of intensity, plus the intelligent
mode, Anya has 26 different ways to take
you from the beginning all the way to the
heights of ecstasy and back.

Get fashionable with Leg Avenue’s newest arrivals
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Leg Avenue
is a premium choice in erotic apparel.
The brand incorporates the latest trends
in fashion with the most popular erotic apparel silhouettes, generating best-selling
looks that look great on every body and
every shape. From feminine baby dolls
designs to naughty body stockings: there’s something for each style-preference.
The new Leg Avenue arrivals at SCALA
span many product categories such as
bra-sets, briefs, baby dolls, teddy designs

and body suits. Oh, and don’t miss the
new tops and dresses – which can be
worn as both lingerie or normal wear.
Simply pair one of the new, sexy fishnet
tops over a black bra and you’re ready to
hit the club. Or perhaps a lace body-suit
paired with some classic denim shorts for
a great festival look? Leg Avenue allows
you to be your stylish, sexy self – how you
mix and match your items is completely
up to you – but one thing is guaranteed:
you’ll look and feel amazing!

Eva Lovia is back
Seville, Spain - Eva Lovia’s products
were temporarly unavailable because the
actress was changing her contract with
Fleshlight. Few months after, everything is
ready to give her the welcome again.
The actress of american-japanese ascen-

The re-launch
starts on June 19th
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dence shows now her new image with
more bra size and new packaging for her
own custom textures: Sugar vagina and
Spice butt. Her return is essntial because
she is one of the most demanded Fleshlight girls.
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Creative Conceptions have got three

new Satisfyer Men lubricants now in stock
Warming, Cooling & Neutral

Newark, England - Lovingly made to enhance the pleasure levels of Satisfyer Men users
everywhere, these luxuriously smooth water-based lubricants work wonders with the
high-quality silicone of the Satisfyer Men stroker.

vailable in Warming, Cooling and
Neutral, getting wet and wild never
felt so good, with each lubricant offering
a uniquely enhanced experience for the
Satisfyer Men lover. The Warming lubricant creates a sensual warming effect,
giving heightened sensations to touch of
any kind. The Cooling lubricant provides
intense stimulation through a chilling
effect, and the Neutral lubricant is the
perfect partner for realistic pleasure, with

A

no effects or gadgets, only unadulterated
sliding lubrication. All three lubricants can
be used with condoms and are therefore perfect for partner sex also. With the
frequent use that the Satsifyer Men will
surely entice, the welcome addition of
the Satisfyer Men Renewing Powder and
Cleaning Spray will have men enjoying
maximum pleasure time and again,
whilst renewing the stroker to its
pristine condition.

SCALA has reduced pricing on over 6000 items
Wijchen, The Netherlands - SCALA is
excited to announce that they have
reduced pricing on over 6000 items.
This means that from today onwards,
SCALA customers can get even better
deals on toys, drugstore and lingerie,
with price drops on a wide variety of

brands, including some of the favorite
best-selling collections and SKUs. New,
more attractive price margins ensure
retailers can fully maximize their profit
potential and take advantage of these
exclusive deals only available to SCALA
customers.

Kerri Middleton joins Bathmate

Bathmate‘s new Business
Development Manager:
Kerri Middleton
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Horbury, England - Kerri Middleton joins
Bathmate in the position of Business
Development Manager, bringing with her
10 years’ experience in the adult industry
holding various positions at ABS, Lelo
and Nexus. Tim Brown, Brand Manager
at Bathmate commented: “It’s great to
have Kerri on board, for a long time we
have been looking for someone who
could help train and develop our existing sales team and also help with the

design and development of the latest
range of Bathmate products”. Kerri said:
“The chance to work for Bathmate was
an opportunity that’s too good to miss,
I’ve known Tim for a few years now and
we’ve always got on really well. Tim told
me about the direction the company is
taking and the opportunity presented me
fits my skill set perfectly, I’m very excited
about my new role and my ability to help
shape the future of Bathmate.“
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The Future is WOW
P r e m i e r e o f th e Wo ma niz er Premium

exclusive

On May 03 and 04, the Womanizer brand
invited partners, distributors, wholesalers,
retailers, and press members to their ‚The
Future is WOW‘ event in Berlin. The reasons
were twofold: For one, the company
wanted to thank their business partners
for the successful collaboration of the
past years, and also, they wanted to give
an outlook on the future of the brand and
create a platform for fruitful conversation.
Considering how many market participants
attended the event and how positive their
feedback was, ‚The Future is WOW‘ can
definitely be chalked up as a great success
for Womanizer. And there was no dearth of
highlights at the event, either. Among other
things, Womanizer inventor Michael Lenke
addressed the audience, sex educator Alix
Fox held a very interesting keynote speech,
and in the evening, everybody was invited
to a boat trip on the Spree river. However,
the most anticipated part of the event was
undoubtedly the presentation of Womanizer
Classic and Womanizer Premium, which
are going to set the quality bar even higher
when they hit shelves in June.
After all guests had reached the event location
near the Spree river on the early afternoon of
May 3, German actress and TV host Annabelle
Mandeng officially kicked off the b2b event.
Womanizer CEO Johannes Plettenberg and
Michael Lenke, the inventor of the
Womanizer, welcomed the guests, then
handed the microphone to Alix Fox, a
journalist, podcast host, and sex educator
for an entertaining and informative keynote
speech. Among other things, London-born Fox
touched upon the recent trend of combining
sex toys and modern technology, saying that
technology should be developed intelligently
and primarily for the human user.
She named Womanizer as a great example of
Johannes Plettenberg,
CEO of Womanizer, and
Michael Lenke, inventor
of the Womanizers
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this. This product, she explained, employs technology in such a way that the users and their needs and
wishes always remain at the centre of the experience.
Following her speech, a product tester entered the
stage to talk about her experiences with sex toys
in general and about the expectations that producers need to meet. This served as a segue into the
presentation of the new Womanizer products, hosted
by the brand’s Director of Sales & Marketing, Thuve
Bremen. The guests were very impressed with the
products, the Womanizer Premium in particular, as
it introduced a very interesting, innovative feature,
called the Smart Silence Sensor, which only activates
the product when it touches the skin. That, in turn,
makes for a nigh-silent product. Moreover, the Womanizer Premium also includes a so-called Autopilot
feature, which automatically switches up the intensity
at certain intervals, so using the toy never feels the
same. Topping off the evening was a boat trip on the
Spree river, including drinks, a buffet, a roulette table,
and music. On Friday, the second day of the event,
the participants were invited to partake in several Womanizer-centric workshops. Moreover, they had the
opportunity to engage in personal conversations with
the members of the Womanizer team.
Available as of late
June: Womanizer Premium

Sex Educator Alix Fox
had a clear message

Thuve Bremen, Womanizer’s Director of Sales &
Marketing, presented the new Womanizer Premium
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Annabelle Mandeng
hosted the event
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Michael Lenke, inventor
of the Womanizer, and
Johannes Plettenberg,
CEO of Womanizer,
welcomed the guests

Distributors,
wholesalers, retailers,
and members of
the press attended
the 'The Future
is WOW‘ event

Alix Fox, journalist,
podcast host, and sex
educator, talked about
modern technologies in
sex toys
Concluding the first
day of Womanizer’s
event was a boat
trip on the Spree

There was always time for conversation between
the individual items on the event programme
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During the boat trip, the guests could
test their luck at a game of roulette
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The end of bubbly enthusiasm?
Ca n a d o w n swing o f th e glo ba l eco no my turn into a th rea t f o r th e a dult ma rket ?

exclusive

Yes
t really wouldn’t take much to fling the global
economy into a tailspin, even though it has
flourished these past few years. A slight
increase in oil prices and boom, the sirens start
wailing. What we are seeing right now could be
a foretaste of what would happen if the situation
in the Middle East continues to deteriorate or –
if the worst comes to the worst – if there was a
military conflict in the region. The term ‚oil crisis‘
was on the verge of being forgotten, but now
it’s being thrown around again, and given the
many warning signs in the Middle East, we
might be hearing it a lot more in the near future.
The situation on the Korean peninsula is also far
from relaxed. And then, there are the punitive
tariffs that US President Trump wants to slap on
certain products. Of course, taking such action
would probably compel the affected countries
to respond in kind, creating a spiral of
escalation. Punitive tariffs don’t seem like
something the adult industry needs to be afraid
of, but with someone like Donald Trump, you
never really know, I guess. However, even if the
immediate effects are not felt in our industry, the
long-term consequences of a slowing world
economy should not be underestimated. Even
today, the rising energy prices are putting a
strain on the consumers’ wallets, whether its oil
heating or going to the petrol station. Take
Germany, for example: The cost of petrol and
heating oil makes up roughly five percent of the
core living expenses. Consequently, the oil price
has a great impact on the overall rate of inflation
– if it goes up, other products and services will
also become more expensive in the intermediate term: travelling, the cost of transport,

I

Matthias Poehl, editor in chief

Looking at the current
developments in the world,
even the most optimistic of
economic pundits warn of the
possibility that global
economic growth might slow
down. There are many
reasons, from the current
discussion about punitive
tariffs to rising oil prices as a
result of escalation in the
Middle East. So, if that
happens – which nobody
wants, obviously – how would
it affect the adult industry.
Would this market get
dragged down in the undertow of a reeling world
economy?
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products made from oil-based materials. And
since you want to be mobile and you want to
be warm, the consumers will have less money
to spend on other things. If you look at history,
you will see that oil price increases have the
potential of triggering massive economic crises,
with all the well-known effects such as growing
unemployment, social unrest, production
cutbacks, investment delays, bankruptcies, and
so on. Going back to Germany, in 1973 the
government introduced a ‚car-free Sunday‘
campaign, and the top speed on the country’s
autobahns was limited to 100km/h. Considering
the larger picture, these were only small side
effects of the bigger crisis, but they go to show
just how dependent our society is on oil, and
how strongly the oil price affects the state of our
economy.
Making a long story short: If the consumers
have less disposable income or if their lives are
turned upside down due to other side effects of
an economic downturn, for instance if they lose
their jobs, well, that will definitely have a
negative effect on their shopping behaviour. It is
very unlikely that they’ll still be willing to shell out
120 euro for a vibrator. I know, I know, many
people believe that the adult market is
crisis-proof or that it even benefits from crises
because consumers focus more on the small
pleasures of life when they are hard up for
money, and these people will probably shake
their head in disagreement as they read this.
But you cannot dismiss the fact that the adult
market is very similar to other markets in a
number of ways. This might just be one of
them.
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No
here are few industries that would be left
unscathed if there was a major worldwide
recession. And yes, sooner or later, the adult
market would also feel the consequences of such a
crisis. If the consumers have to pinch every penny,
chances are they won’t spend a lot of money at
the local adult store.
That said, there are indicators that the adult
industry as a whole, while not crisis-proof, may at
least be crisis-resistant. For instance, many adult
products are priced in such a way that the
consumers in most industrialised nations can still
afford them if money is getting tighter. That is
doubly true for products in the essentials category,
meaning condoms, lubricants, massage oils, etc.,
and vibrators, dildos, masturbators, etc. don’t have
to cost a fortune, either. Buying that new car,
renovating that kitchen, or going on a vacation to a
luxury resort in tropical climes – those are the kinds
of investments that people postpone. But a
vibrator that only costs a fraction of what these
things take out of your budget? Why not? People
still want to have fun, right? Life is too short to only
treat oneself to private satisfaction and good sex
when the economy is looking up. On the contrary,
people should double down on these small
pleasures when the going gets tougher. The
important thing for the trade and industry is to
communicate the added value these products can
bring to the consumer’s life. If you successfully get
that message across, you will sell products, even in
the face of economic adversity. The trend toward
more sexual open-mindedness and diversity
cannot be undone; a crisis may put a damper on it,
but in the long run, it will prevail, serving as a
welcome counterweight to things such as oil

T
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prices, trade wars or other economic
troubles.
So, there is definitely reason to
believe that the adult market
wouldn’t be hit as hard as other
industries if we slipped into a phase
of economic inclemency. Granted,
some companies would find
themselves in a precarious situation,
but there wouldn’t be an industry-wide mass culling. Also, every crisis
has to end at some point, and the
companies that successfully make it
through these tricky waters – buoyed by skill, a
level head, and innovative ideas – would come out
of it stronger than ever.

Randolph Heil,
editor
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This article is
contributed by
Colleen Godin, EAN
U.S. Correspondent

Tottis Crossler and the
Chamber of (Sex) Secrets
exclusive

To tti s Cr o s s l e r w e a v e s S ca ndina via n sex ma gic in do wnto wn Sto ckh o lm‘ s C h a mbers o f Lo ve b ou t iq u e
On a random swipe through my back-log of smart phone notes, I came across a cryptic
message that reads like something out of a Sherlock Holmes tale. Drottninggatan 71D.
CUM Clubwear. Go down the stairs, into the right corner (with the shoes), and through the
door into Chambers of Love. Ask for Holy Mary. My mind whips back to eroFame 2017,
where fuzzy memories of beer-drenched conversations on Pro Dommes, tight corsets, and
where to find the most mind-blowing orgasm oil known to man – the aforementioned Holy
Mary – form what was quite possibly the most interesting dinner discourse in all of Hannover on October the 12th. Of course, sex talk isn‘t exactly a rarity at eroFame, but when your
partner in conversation is Tottis Crossler, trade shows aren‘t the only grounds for airing taboo topics in public. Unfortunately, I never did make it to Drottninggattan 71D to nab myself
a bottle of Holy Mary during my time in Sweden last Fall. Since returning home to California,
I got a chance to catch up with Crossler to get the scoop on all things dark and sexy in the
depths of her retail home at Chambers of Love adult boutique.
have always been an open person with a lot
of interest in sexual wellness and pleasure.
I‘ve always thought it is very easy to talk
about,” says Crossler, who works as a jill-ofall-trades at Chambers of Love. “For me it has
never been a “dirty” subject. It‘s the same thing
to talk about the body, sex and orgasms as
it is to talk about clothes, dinner or anything
else.” For the last 3 years, Tottis Crossler has
been the right-hand-women to owner Atilla at
his Stockholm sex shop, where she works as
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manager, buyer, and all-around sex educator.
After back problems forced Crossler to take
a break from her career path, Sweden‘s work
rehabilitation program set her up with a gig
at an adult boutique in the northern part of
the country. Rather unsurprisingly, Crossler
had found her calling, and after re-locating
to the city, she wound up helping Atilla turn
Chambers of Love into the go-to spot for
dark desires and sex accessories. “I realized
that my openness and outspoken way made

Tottis Crossler
from the
Chambers of
Love boutique
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many so much more comfortable in the shop than
they usually would be, and after a few of them told
me how good their experience was - meeting me
in the shop and shedding some of their fears and
preconceptions of how these stores “always” are
dirty and shady - I realized that I was born to do this,”
says Crossler. Crossler, unmistakable in her black,
tightly-cinched corset, facial piercings, and colorchanging hair style, is a perfect match for Chambers
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of Love’s BDSM fan base. Though the shop serves
a broad audience of sexual explorers with top sex
toy brands like Doxy, pjur, and Lovetoy, those with a
penchant for kink and gothic clothing regularly return
for high-quality leather and BDSM accessories. “Our
regulars are the ones that know that we will deliver
good quality gear, toys and clothing,” says Crossler,
“and that is everyone between gothic and steampunk
corset-lovers to singers and performers that know
that we can custom-make all corsets and clothing to
fit their needs, as well as both the light and hardcore
BDSMF-practitioners that puts value in having good
and reliable gear.” Chambers of Love began as an
online venture in 2008, when the Swedish market for
kink and sex toys was nonexistent. Both frustrated
and curious at the lack of suppliers, Atilla began
making connections to bring real BDSM gear – not
just the fluffy stuff – to Sweden. The business opened
as a distribution outfit, eventually morphing into an
e-tailer and finally ending up as a shop-within-a-shop
before changing locations within the last few years to
accommodate their growing product lines. The store,
located in one of Stockholm’s most popular shopping
districts, is also home to Chambers of Love’s own
clothing brand. Corsets, leather wear, whips and
paddles, stainless steel products, and PVC clothing
line the racks and shelves. Crossler prides the shop
on pushing product quality over brand recognition,
and she curates a unique collection of goth,
steampunk, and industrial-style garb for all genders.
“We will continue to expand our collections of leather,
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PVC and neoprene throughout the year to cater to
an even bigger clientele and to show our versatility,”
she says, “so that people automatically will look in
to our range when they are looking for fetish-wear
and not only go to the really big brands that are out
there right now. We want you to pay for a really wellmade piece of clothing and not just for the name of
the brand that made it.” Heavy goth fashion can still
draw strangely exasperated reactions in the US, but
most Swedes wouldn’t bat an eyelash over a gothic
boutique. Sweden also sold sex toys at pharmacies
long before brands like Intimina and Trojan started
putting vibrators in the family planning section. But
despite Sweden’s open attitude towards sexuality
and personal choice, the transition from online
boutique to brick-and-mortar wasn’t without a few
typical road blocks. “It is quite difficult to open a sex
shop in Stockholm and Sweden in general, especially
when you have the niche that Chambers of Love
has,” explains Crossler. “We still have trouble and
setbacks when it comes to getting business loans,
buying or renting new shop premises, and almost
everything else that is bureaucratic. This industry is
still seen as something “dirty” when you talk to banks
and realtors, even though Swedes in general have
an open-mindedness that not many other countries
seem to have.” Luckily, only the money-handling
types seem phased by Chambers’ product selection.
Crossler’s jovial nature and passion for sex education
wins over shy consumers at the store level and
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selective business clients on the distribution end.
The company is setting their sights on the international market, targeting Europe with a recent
feature in the German-published ME Magazine
and a calendar full of trade fairs and events. The
Chambers team is already in merchandising talks
with a German boutique and American retailer, and
with Euro Pride quickly approaching in Stockholm,
you’re bound to catch Atilla and Crossler working
the industry from all sides this year. “I believe this is
the place where I can do the most good and help
people to feel better - with themselves, and with
their relationships and sex lives,” concludes Crossler.
“If I can give them more knowledge, make them
less ashamed of their sexuality and kinks, make
them safer BDSM practitioners or just help them to
find the right tool, I know that I have probably made
their day, and maybe even life, better and happier.
Pleasure, orgasms and pain - it all puts smiles on
their faces and that makes me happy!” Although
you’ll likely catch Crossler at a coming trade show,
a business trip to Stockholm is a good excuse to
plan your next work-cation. And if you do make it
to scenic Sverige this year, don’t make the same
mistake I did. Make the trek to Drottninggattan 71D,
look for the happy goth girl at the counter,
and get your hands on some Holy Mary orgasm
gel. Chambers of Love’s mistress of sex-ed
demands it.
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CARNALLY CONFUSED CONSUMERS?
exclusive

M a r k e ti n g Ma tters

s you’ll have read in my interview in last month’s EAN, I’m
learning to draw. But progress
is going slowly. Why? Because
there’s too many sources of
instruction to choose from.
I’ve borrowed half a dozen or more library
books. Then there’s the online instructional
courses. Let’s not forget every artist and
their dog offering YouTube videos showing
particular techniques or advice. In the deluded
attempt to get me from zero to pencil-clutching wonderkid in the shortest time, the de
facto result is confusion and inertia. And I’m
wagering the same phenomenon is occurring
in the erotic retailing marketplace among
customers when it comes to buying all sorts
of sexy things.

A

Various marketing books cite the experiment
conducted in an upscale jam shop. Two
stands full of delicious jams were positioned
for consumers to sample. One stand had
a mere six varieties while the other offered
twenty four. Each stand offered a money-off
coupon for any purchases made. Nearly one
in three (30%) visiting the stand with only six
jams subsequently bought some jam compared to only 3% of those who’d been at the
stand offering the far bigger selection.

In his monthly
column, Brian Gray
from Glasgow-based erotic marketing
agency Lascivious
Marketing offers his
thoughts on all things
marketing. This month
he ponders the problem of choice overload in erotic retailing
and how retailers
should position themselves accordingly.
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Jam’s one thing. How about something more
familiar within these pages: lubes and dildos.
Now, imagine one of your potential customers
looking for these. Some first timers with no
brand or retailer loyalty may begin with Google
or Amazon. More experienced carnal consumers will invariably head directly to some of
the major mainstream erotic retailers whose
advertising and PR activities over successive
years have generated significant levels of awareness among target audiences.

Either way, the choice of products available
is on one hand fantastic, and on the other,
absolutely overwhelming. Go onto Amazon and
you’ll see over 1,000 different lube products.
Dildos or vibrators? Over 3,000 of the things.
Something has to give, and if observed behaviour over the years remains concurrent it will
inevitably result in some consumers giving up,
and either returning later or never returning
at all. Has a sale been lost due to too many
competing products?
At this juncture, it’s interesting to note that in
2015 the CEO of supermarket giant Tesco
ordered the removal of 30,000 SKUs from
90,000 stocked on their shelves. This was
partly due to the growing impact of Aldi and
Lidl who themselves had only a fraction of the
total SKUs that Tesco had. But it was also
reportedly due to the CEO’s realisation that his
shoppers are time-constrained and arguably
overburdened – the sorts of things that presumably make shareholders anxious.
Where am I going with this, you wonder. Am I
advocating some draconian limit on how many
SKUs should be available? Hell, no. That’s
more than just a bit hypocritical for a marketer
firmly believing in consumer choice. But haven’t
I just been highlighting the plight of overwhelmed and mind-frazzled consumers who can’t
make purchase decisions because of too many
products vying for their consideration and subsequent purchase? Absolutely. But that’s not
the same as limiting the number of products
to begin with. Can you imagine manufacturers
being told what they can and cannot produce
to avoid impeding consumer decision making?
Of course not. Moreover, think of all the new
artisan and independent players entering the
market with new products offering something
different and competitive to what’s already out
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there. They’ve as much right as the big hitters to be
slugging it out for market share. And all power to
‘em. No, this is predominantly an issue for retailers to
be mindful of.
“Choice overload” has become a bona fide topic in
marketing and consumer psychology. And while in
overall terms the jury is still out on the validity of the
theory, gut feel alone dictates it’s worthy of further
scrutiny, and how it can impact erotic retailing.
The esteemed Kellogg School of Management investigated the phenomenon further and in October 2017
highlighted their thoughts. They acknowledge that
choice overload can indeed lead to buyer’s remorse
if customers are dissatisfied with their choice. It can
also lead to behavioural paralysis: in other words,
prospects are becoming so overwhelmed they don’t
act. That said, the Kellogg team don’t believe that a
plethora of products is detrimental, per se. What they
have helpfully done however, is identify four factors
that will increase a decision maker’s chances of
feeling overloaded.
The first of these is labelled “Choice-set complexity”.
This concerns how product options are organised.
Are they all presented in a very egalitarian manner,
or are there some standout options, perhaps? Also,
how much information about each is available? This
is an important point because the Kellogg researchers opine that complexity isn’t so much about the
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sheer number of SKUs, but rather how complex it
is to choose from them. For instance, if you have
five dildos to choose from each with an absolute
bucketload of product information and bullet points,
or fifty dildos but with just one or two key points for
each, it’s actually the first scenario that’s more likely
to cause choice overload.
So what does this mean in practical terms? While
it may seem natural to provide as much supporting
information as possible to help consumers, this
appears to be counter-productive – at least in the
first instance. For physical store owners, by all means
have some typed or written card descriptions beside
products, but limit it to the brand, product name,
price and just one or two bullet-points highlighting
key features, perhaps just a couple of keywords for
each. Underneath these however, highlight that your
well trained sales associates are only too happy to
provide further information – thanks to their excellent
product training you’ll have given them, of course!
The second factor is called “Preference-uncertainty”
and is relatively straightforward. If customers don’t
have a clue where to start when presented with a
bewildering array of choices it’s obviously a more
likely opportunity for choice overload to rear its head.
If however they already possess some key purchase
criteria (a vibrator of a certain length and girth, which
is USB chargeable and within a certain price range,
for example), things will be easier from the get-go.
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The third factor refers to “Decision-task
difficulty”. In short, how difficult is the act of
deciding? Are there additional time pressures
adding to the equation? Or perhaps if it’s a first
time visit to an erotic retailer, there are social
pressures too that have to be considered. All
in all, a ripe environment for choice overload to
rear its head. This is where great staff training
and customer service skills are invaluable, by
helping minimise customer apprehensions,
showing empathy, demonstrating superior product knowledge and answering key questions.
The final potential choice overload factor is
classified as “Decision goal”, namely: what is
the goal of visiting the store or website? Is it for
an initial low-pressure browse, or has a purchase to be made there and then on that particular
visit? Choice overload is obviously more likely
in the latter scenario.
So, considering all of the above, how should
erotic retailers strike a practical balance between offering the best choice of products while
minimising the risk of overwhelming potential
customers?
While not necessarily advocating a Tesco-esque product purge, it’s obvious that not all
products in a given category are equal. Some
will fly off the shelves while others hardly move
at all. Look online, see what the renowned sex
toy bloggers rate – and don’t rate – accordingly
and assess whether these products can be
stocked. Go through your sales data, ditching
the poorest performers: it will be cathartic to
say the least and show your customers that
you stock only the best or most popular items.
For online stores, it can be tempting to
offer a huge product range, especially if in
a drop-shipping arrangement. There’s also
potential SEO benefits depending on how well
the pages and descriptions have been set up.
Online store owners should also seriously consider – if not already doing so – helping web
visitors by asking them outright what features
are important (size, vibration level, different
modes, price?) then directing them accordingly
to the most appropriate products. This is in addition to a “refine by…” tick box menu (in which
retailers such as Ann Summers do pretty well),
once arriving on the appropriate pages.
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In conclusion, it’s important to be realistic
about the previous points. Canny retailers
know there’s generally three strategies to – wait
for it – choose from, when it comes to how
they compete. They can either differentiate
in a whole host of ways as per the marketing
mix, or they can focus on a particular niche
or product category, or they can concentrate
on cost. Consequently, it’s going to be rare for
an erotic retailer to be offering thousands of
SKUs in any given sector. Even for a retailer
proclaiming to be for instance a dildo specialist
with the ‘biggest selection available’, there’s
the matter of price to consider. Manufacturers
of high end, premium products will not be
overly keen on having their wares (and equally
important, their brand values and positioning)
cheapened due to the company being kept
on the same website. High-end consumers
wanting high-end products look for a high-end
purchase experience – even when online.
Nobody is denying the huge number or
different sex toys available for purchase. And
at a superficial level, theoretically it could be
an immensely confusing and overwhelming
experience for someone new to adult pleasure
products. But in practical terms, a whole host
of other factors come into play that effectively
reduces the SKUs held to more manageable
(for everyone) levels. Add great staff training,
an equally good working relationship between
marketing and UX staff into the mix, as well
as consistently good and informative content
marketing, and everyone should be fine. It’s
what markets – and marketing – should be
about. So let’s raise our glasses to choice; long
may it thrive.
Brian can be contacted at lasciviousmarketing.
com, found on Twitter @LasciviousMktng or
phoned on +44 (0)141 255 0769.
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pjur love –

gives you more quality
exclusive

A to u r be h i n d th e scenes

The pjur team at the
production facility

Extensive tests and strict
controls are very important

Pjur‘s new slogan ‚gives you more‘
campaign promise a lot: more contact,
more products, more safety, more fun,
and also more quality. But where are pjur
products manufactured and does the label
‚Made in Germany‘ still make a difference in
this day and age?

filling machine. „On an average day, we often
ship over 2,500 litres of pjur Original alone,“
he says. Thirty-five employees work here for
pjur over an area of 3,500 square metres. The
company is one of the few personal lubricant
manufacturers that still produces and packages
all of its products in Germany.

here are a number of final steps we
have to go through before entering the
production area. Everyone gets a white
cap for their head as well as a protective coat
and shoe covers. Only then are we allowed
to step over the blue line on the floor and
pass through the plastic strip curtains into
the production hall. It‘s loud – thanks to the
humming, whistling, and hissing of labelling
machines, semi- and fully-automatic filling
machines and mixing equipment. To our left,
we can see huge vats containing 450 kilos
of personal lubricant, waiting to be filled into
bottles. An employee arrives with a pallet
jack to take one of the containers over to the

„Creating products that are “Made in Germany”
isn‘t easy,“ explains Alexander Giebel, CEO &
Founder of the pjur group. Today, he and all
of the staff from the group‘s headquarters in
Luxemburg are visiting the production site. „Of
course, it‘s cheaper to manufacture products
in Eastern Europe or Asia, but the quality‘s just
not the same. Our customers have relied on
the unique quality of our premium products
for over 20 years now and so we will continue
keep our production activities in Germany.“

T
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This strategy seems to be working for the
company as its distribution areas and product
portfolio have been expanding for years now.
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pjur currently offers more than 60 products
with different formulations

35 employees are in charge of
producing pjur lubricants

„We have over 60 products now with very different
formulas, and we are adding new ones every year,“
explains production manager Schmidtke. The
company purchased the new production hall just
two years ago when the old site couldn‘t keep pace
with production volumes. The safety requirements
for products are also continually rising. After all, filling
the products into bottles is not the last step in the
process. There‘s plenty more that has to be done.
The company‘s lab is located next to the bulk goods.
Behind the large glass panels, scientists check the
microbiology of the end products. An employee
takes approximately one gram of personal lubricant
from a bottle of pjur med NATURAL and spreads it
on an agar plate. She then puts the lid on the plate
and places it in an incubator with numerous other
samples. The plates are left in the incubator for five
days to see if any germs, yeast or moulds form. „We
only do this after the bulk product has been tested
for a couple of days, has had time to rest and been
given a clean bill of health,“ explains the chemist
On average, it takes a total of twelve days from
manufacturing the bulk product to signing off on the
finished bottles. These are then packed and shipped
to customers the world over. „Our products are
used on the most intimate parts of the body. Anyone
using them will want to be certain that the product is
flawless and compatible with their skin,“ adds Andrea
Giebel, Quality Management Representative at pjur.
„This why our extremely thorough, end-to-end control
process is so important to us, even though it takes a
bit longer.“
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pjur will continue to produce their
range of products in Germany

Personal lubricants are classified as medical devices
and must therefore be registered as class 1 or
class 2 devices the world over. This means that
from a legal perspective, personal lubricants have
to be manufactured to the same standards as
pacemakers. This requires a huge amount of effort.
„Unfortunately, many manufacturers in the erotic
industry still do not manufacture their products in line
with these requirements. This not only poses a risk
to end customers who buy the product, it can also
cause problems for dealers: As the distributor, they
are also liable for any harm caused by a product.
pjur provides ultimate peace of mind here. And
we’ve received a host of seals and awards from
independent agencies that confirm our commitment
here,“ explains Alexander Giebel.
One thing is certain: It is still possible to make
products in Germany. However, this entails a lot of
effort and not every manufacturer is willing to do
it. But if product safety is an important aspect for
you, this level quality is something that shouldn‘t be
overlooked.
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The General Data Protection

Regulation is Here… Are You Ready?
exclusive

M a x i n e Ly n n ta kes a lo o k a t th e GDPR

The European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation
(“GDPR” or “Regulation”) was developed to standardize data protection laws in the EU and give EU residents
more control over their personal data. The Regulation,
adopted by the European Parliament in April of 2016, went
into force on May 25th of this year. Accordingly, businesses must now be in compliance or face the possibility of
serious fines. Let’s take a look at some of the GDPR’s key
provisions.

he GDPR regulates how companies can “process” “personal data” of EU residents. Processing is defined very broadly to include just about
any type of data manipulation, including collecting, recording, organizing, structuring, storing,
altering, retrieving, transmitting, disseminating,
erasing, or destroying of data. Personal data, as defined by the
Regulation, can be any information related to an EU resident
that can be used to directly or indirectly identify the person.
Therefore, it can be anything from a full name, home address,
photo, email address, driver license number, passport number,
medical information, birthdate, or computer IP address. Anonymized or pseudonymized data (such as aggregated data),
where steps are taken to de-identify personal data to render
it impossible or impractical to connect personal data to an
identifiable person, are subject to more relaxed standards than
personal data.

T

The terms of the GDPR apply to organizations that process, or
control the processing of, personal data of EU residents (so,
when I refer to a “person” or “people” here, it is meant as an
EU resident or EU residents). Under the GDPR, a “controller”
is an entity that basically instructs the “processor,” while the
“processor” is the entity that actually carries out the processing.
It does not matter where the entity is located. Of course, data
controllers and data processors based in the EU are subject
to the Regulation. Those outside of the EU are also subject
to the Regulation if they offer goods or services to, or monitor
the behavior of, EU residents. It does not matter whether a
payment is required for the goods or services from the person
from whom the data is collected.
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Under the GDPR, personal data may be collected for
explicitly specified and legitimate purposes. The data
should only be processed for those purposes, and
not for any other (subject to certain exceptions). The
amount of data collected should be limited to what
is necessary, i.e. data minimization. The data should
be kept in a form which allows identification of the
respective persons for no longer than is necessary.
Appropriate security measures should be taken to
protect the security of personal data collected for
processing.
In order to process or hold a person’s data, the
person must consent, or it must be in the course of
performance of a contract. There are also several
additional avenues outlined in the Regulation, but
they are beyond the scope of the discussion here.
Where consent is requested, the request must be in
clear and plain language - Confusing legalese is not
acceptable.
The GDPR is definitive that consent must be a
“specific, informed and unambiguous” indication of
a person’s agreement to the processing of his/her
personal data. The consent must be in the form of
a statement or other clear affirmative action, such as
the ticking of a box or the selecting of a radio button.
The person must proactively make the selection – The
“I agree” button cannot be pre-ticked by default, but
rather, should be un-ticked by default. In addition,
consent cannot be buried, for example, in a Terms of
Use to which the person must give blanket acceptance. The consent must be separately provided for
each item of data processing. This means that a user
may tick a box for consent to receiving e-newsletters,
and tick another box for consent to the storage of his/
her name and address for advertising purposes.
The consent must be “freely given.” For example,
where the provision of a service is conditional on
consent to the processing of personal data - that is
not necessary for the provision of that service - the
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consent may be deemed invalid. This means that if a
person must provide personal data for processing as
a condition to access a WiFi network, but the data is
processed for further purposes other than provision
of the WiFi, the consent may not be considered freely
given. This could render illegal any personal data
processing performed according to that consent.
For certain types of sensitive data, “explicit” consent
is required. This sensitive data includes personal data
about racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious
or philosophical beliefs, or trade union membership.
Sensitive data also includes genetic data, biometric
data, health-related data (mental, physical, or sexual),
or sexual orientation. Example methods of obtaining
explicit consent include electronic forms, emails,
or the upload of scanned documents bearing the
person’s signature. For other types of personal data,
which are not considered sensitive, “unambiguous”
consent is adequate.
The GDPR provides rules for consent by children for
personal data processing. Parental consent is required to process the personal data of children under
the age of 16 for online services. EU member states,
however, may legislate for a lower age of consent, but
it cannot be below the age of 13.
The GDPR tries to achieve transparency. It gives people the right to receive the personal data they have
provided to a controller. Accordingly, a data controller
must be prepared to provide such upon request.
In addition, the GDPR provides a “right to be forgotten.” This entitles people, under certain circumstances, to have the data controller erase their personal
data, cease further dissemination of the data, and potentially have third parties halt processing of the data.
The conditions for erasure include the data no longer
being relevant to original purposes for processing,
a person withdrawing consent, or other conditions,
which are outlined in the Regulation.
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processing which violates the Regulation. A processor,
however, is liable for the damage caused by processing typically under two particular circumstances: (1)
where it has not complied with terms of the Regulation
specifically directed to processors, or (2) where it has
acted outside of, or failed to follow, instructions of the
controller (assuming that such instructions, themselves,
were not violative of the GDPR or another law).
In addition, fines can be imposed for violation of the
Regulation. Organizations can be fined up to 4% of
annual global turnover or 20 Million. Note that this is
the maximum fine that can be imposed for the most
serious breaches. Lower fines are available for less
egregious offenses.

A person must be able to withdraw consent as easily as
consent was given. For example, if a person filled out a
form on a company’s website to be added to a newsletter listserv, there should be a similar form, checkbox,
or portal in the same or close location (or perhaps right
in the newsletter), where the person can subsequently
withdraw consent at a later time. It‘s important to recognize that a person’s withdrawal of consent does not
render illegal any previous processing, which was based
on proper consent before its withdrawal. The GDPR
says that prior to giving consent, the person should
be informed of that. So, it is best to include a notation
explaining this in the request for consent.
The GDPR provides strict standards for reporting of
data breaches. A data processor must notify the
controller without “undue delay” after becoming aware
of a breach. Where the breach puts people’s rights at
risk, a controller must notify the competent supervisory
authority within 72 hours of becoming aware of the breach. In some cases, the individuals whose information
is compromised must be notified as well.
Severe penalties may be imposed on organizations
who violate the terms of the GDPR. The Regulation
gives any person who has suffered “material,” or even
“non-material,” injury as a result of a violation, the right
to damages from the controller or processor. A controller is much more easily snagged for violating the GDPR
than a processor. This is because a controller involved
in processing is liable for damage caused by any such
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Organizations that collect, hold, or use personal data
of EU residents will have to take major steps to comply
with the terms of the GDPR. Proper mechanisms for
requesting consent, as well as withdrawing consent,
must be used. Security measures for the data and its
processing must be implemented. Enterprise-wide
data flow charts should be created and optimized to be
able to track for what purposes specific data is allowed
to be processed, and to be able to find data for erasure
when requested or when it is no longer needed.
Remember that the GDPR has further provisions not
reached in this summary. Although the terms of the
Regulation are onerous, they are manageable if you
plan out your data collection and processing operations. Talk to your lawyer and IT management company
about your practices and goals, so you can set yourself
up with a well-developed and properly-implemented
strategy.

About: Maxine Lynn is an intellectual property (IP)
attorney with the law firm of Keohane & D’Alessandro,
PLLC, having offices in Albany, New York. She focuses
her practice on prosecution of patents for technology,
trademarks for business brands, and copyrights for
creative materials. Through her company, Unzipped
Media, Inc., she publishes the Unzipped Sex, Tech &
the Law® blog at www.SexTechLaw.com.
Disclaimer: The content of this article constitutes general information, and is not legal advice. If you would
like legal advice from Maxine Lynn, an attorney-client
relationship must be formed by signing a letter of
engagement with her law firm. To inquire, visit
www.Sextech.Lawyer.
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Play with Pride
M a n u f a c tu r ers a re crea ting with a ll th e co lo rs o f th e ra inbo w in sup p o rt o f LGBTQ+

exclusive

There‘s nothing more essentially summer than multiple weekends filled with rainbowsaturated celebrations. For Pride weekenders, some seriously hot hook-ups are probably
in the cards, whether hand-in-hand with a long-term love or seeking that next sex-positive
partner. What‘s in LGBTQ shoppers carts, besides lots of beaded necklaces, booze, and
scant outfits for sunny days?
Blush Novelties Pride by Avant
Blush‘s newly released Avant line gives the
ol‘ fashioned dildo and butt plug a thoroughly
modern make-over. These multi-colored,
artsy silicone beauties were popping up all
over social media during trade show season
because, simply put, they look damn gorgeous
in front of the camera.
Just in time for summer parades, the Avant
collection has released Pride, a line of dildos
that are color-coordinated with the many flags
of the LGBTQ+ community. Although the
traditional rainbow design probably springs
to mind at first – a classic which Blush didn‘t
forget in their toy tribute - a look through these
latest additions is like a lesson in queer culture.
The Pride True Blue, an artfully designed g-spot
dildo with a color combo of white, pink, and
blue, reps the transgender community. Even
kinky folks who live for leather play have their
own toy: the blue, white, red, and black Pride

This article is
contributed by
Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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Power Play, a butt plug bearing the flag of the
leather community.
If you‘re looking for an affordable back-tobasics design with an eye-catching spin for
eclectic consumers, Pride by Avant brightens
up any inventory while showing solidarity for
our queer communities.
Kink by Doc Johnson
When you‘re out and proud, there‘s no reason
to hide your kinks. Doc Johnson‘s Kink
collection caters to those who take pleasure
in the extreme with a line of extra large
insertables, anal toys, and all sorts of goodies
to explore the depths of dungeon play.
Kink toys leave no curiosity unexplored and
absolutely nothing to the imagination. The
Explore butt plug, at a girthy 21.27 cm of
circumference, gapes those back doors wide
open to take whatever dirty Dommes desire to
shove inside. And if you thought gaping anal
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toys were something to behold, just wait until you get
an eye-full of the In Deep, a butt toy for the seriously
brave. At 43 cm long, this toy takes the big step from
butt plug to anal snake, according to the company‘s
website. Better make sure to stock up on Kink‘s
Flow Full Flush Set, a re-usable douche set with
interchangeable nozzles.
Doc Johnson‘s Kink line isn‘t just after some fine
booty. Retailers can stock their shelves with all
sorts of instruments of mass destruction (of the
safe and sane kind, of course), like the Bind & Tie
Initiation Kit. This hemp rope kit is stocked with 3 big
bundles to tie your partner up and down, plus a pair
of EMT safety scissors for easy escape. The entire
experience, which includes free bondage instructional
videos over at Kink.com, entices wanna-be riggers
into this popular erotic art form of sensual, elaborate
restraint.
Kink‘s edgy, goth-esque aesthetic lends itself well
to classic male-focused merchandising in LGBTQ+
displays, but don‘t forget that the rest of the
community is full of horny kinksters, too! Toss some
Kink products into every corner of your shop and
show your support for gender-neutral nastiness.
Vixskin by Vixen Creations
One of the most popular dildo brands in the
business, Vixen Creations is beloved by LGBTQ+
folks for their hand-crafted take on the dick-shaped
sex toy. Vixen crafts an inclusive collection that
spans typical, beige-tinted shafts to popsicle-colored
penises to a packing dildo called Mr. Right. Although
the company has been around since 1992, this
Austin, Texas-based brand has recently taken off with
the queer crowd.
It‘s not just Vixen‘s attitude and gender-inclusive
designs that draw crowds. If you‘ve never stepped
into a sex toy boutique and felt a genuine Vixskin
dildo, you haven‘t truly lived as a professional in the
pleasure space. Touching Vixskin – the company‘s
proprietary formula of 100% Platinum silicone – is
like sinking your fingers into a spongey cloud with
a flexibly dense center. Harder inner cores are
surrounded by a soft-touch silicone that bounces
back with your movements, making Vixskin – yes,
really – better than the real thing. Plop a Vixskin dildo
on your desk at work and try to keep your hands
from constantly reaching for it‘s undeniably addictive
squeeze-ability.
Vixskin toys are tops for strap-on play, and some
models even come with a special cushioned base
for extra hard thrusting and vulva stimulation. These
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delectable dildos are perfect for all genders, no
matter who you love or how you like to get it on.
Tom of Finland by XR Brands
Tuoko Valio Laaksonen was quite possibly one of the
most definitive gay artists to cross multiple decades.
Better known as Tom of Finland – a nickname
Laaksonen was accidentally given by a magazine
editor – he blazed a trail for both erotic art and the
abolition of gay stereotypes. Back in the 1950s,
Tom‘s overtly masculine drawings of muscle-bound
bikers and construction workers were a stark
contrast to the effeminate images being portrayed by
media.
Decades later, XR Brands brings the Tom of Finland
art collection to life with some of the most memorable
extreme pleasure objects in the industry. The Screw
U anal plug resembles an actual screw, albeit much
larger and crafted in silicone, but not without rows
of intense thread that you can literally spin into your
partner‘s bum. The Tom toy line is also full of staples
like larger-than-life, sculpted TPE penises, cock
rings in the shape of metal nuts (from your tool box,
not below your waist), and weighted anal plugs in
stainless steel and silicone.
Of course, if you really want to send your customers
home with something to talk about, pick up the Head
to Head vibrating sleeve. This double masturbator
creates a unique face-to-face experience for penisowning partners with dual vibrators and squeezable
texture.
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It is high time we presented ourselves

to the consumers in a meaningful way
e r o Fa m e goes p ublic

exclusive

eroFame takes the next step, joining forces
with several companies and brands to
represent the adult industry at a communal
stand at the consumer trade show infa
in Hanover. Wieland Hofmeister, head of
Mediatainment Publishing eroFame GmbH,
tells us more about these plans in our
interview, explaining why the infa b2c event
will make a great platform for the sex toy
industry.

Wieland Hofmeister,
head of Mediatainment
Publishing eroFame GmbH,
und Huda Lutz, project
manager of eroFame

eroFame will be attending a big b2c event –
why did you decide to take this step?
Wieland Hofmeister: We had been pondering
this possibility for a while. Organising some
kind of b2c event as an addition to the b2b
eroFame only seemed logical – we don’t really
have a public trade show in Europe that really
shines a spotlight on aesthetically pleasing, stylish products, with a focus on the female target
audience and open-minded couples. It is high
time we presented ourselves to the consumers
in a fitting, meaningful way – and by we I don’t
just mean eroFame, but all the companies in
our industry that offer this type of products!
You have chosen the infa consumer show as
the stage for this b2c presentation - an annual
trade show that takes place in Hanover. For
those of our readers who are not familiar with
this event, could you give us some information
about infa?
Wieland Hofmeister: Since its inception in
1954, infa has become one of the biggest
consumer trade shows in Germany, so it is
a well-established event, particularly among
female consumers. If you are a company
catering to this clientele, there is no other event
where you can get this close to potential new
customers. What is great about this trade show
is that all age groups are present, meaning infa
is as appealing to younger consumers just as
much as it is to older consumers, making it a
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This is what the
communal stand
will look like

perfect spot for us to rent a big communal stand for
Wieland Hofmeister: As mentioned before, a large
the adult industry. The fact that this show happens
percentage of the visitors at this show is female, ofto take place in Hanover is very convenient for us, as
ten accompanied by their partners – and considering
you can imagine. After all, this is year eight
that our industry has a lot of very interesof eroFame, so we know the fairgrounds,
ting products to offer to that consumer
we know the people in charge, and I think
group, it is quite easy to see the potential
that this will also prove very advantageous
of presenting classy sex toys at such an
“ W E WA N T TO C R E AT E A N
for our partners who are going to present
event. Last year, we were at infa to take in
their products at the b2c event.
A P P E A L I N G , I N T E R E S TI N G the sights and sounds, and we saw long
lines of visitors, waiting in front of the stand
FOCAL POINT WHERE
Do you have some ballpark figures to give
of an industry member. Obviously, that only
our readers an idea of the size and reach
made us more confident about renting a
TH E V I S I TO R S C A N
of infa?
big stand for the companies of the adult
Wieland Hofmeister: The trade show
industry at infa.
E X P E R I E N C E TH E
takes place over the course of ten days
– including two weekends - on roughly
Did you have to convince the organisers to
DIVERSITY OF AN OPEN
100,000 square metres worth of exhibition
accept exhibitors from the adult industry?
floor, and every year, 180,000 to 200,000
Did you have to clarify what kind of proMINDED, FULFILLED
consumers visit the event. infa takes place
ducts would be presented at the stand?
S E X U A L I T Y. “
a week after the b2b eroFame, in the
Wieland Hofmeister: In all honesty, it
second half of October, making it a perfect
wasn’t exactly easy going to the guys in
WIELAND HOFMEISTER
time to create interest ahead of that precharge of Hannover Messe and making it
Christmas shopping season.
happen, but the b2b eroFame has a great
reputation, so that helped tremendously,
Why do you believe that infa is the right platform to
and ultimately, we got the green light for a communal
present this industry to the consumers?
stand for the companies of the adult industry.
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infa attracts 180,000
to 200,000 consumers
on an annual basis

Of course, there are certain requirements we have to
fulfil, but that should be no problem at all. There will
be no whiff of that old porn image when we present
the modern, new adult industry at the b2c eroFame.
You decided to go with a communal stand where
various companies from the industry can present
themselves to the infa visitors. What are the advantages of this concept?
Wieland Hofmeister: It simply felt right to present
the world of ‚erotic lifestyle‘ in a space that is a largely
uniform communal area – a splintered presentation,
for instance having stands sprinkled throughout the
fairgrounds, wouldn’t create the kind of effect that we
are hoping for. In-house, we are calling it our ‚Erotic
Village‘ – obviously, that’s just a working title, nothing
official, nothing intended for the outside world, but I
think it clarifies what we want to do with this concept.
We want to create an appealing, interesting focal
point where the visitors can experience the diversity
of an open-minded, fulfilled sexuality. And the consumers can buy products right there at the stand, at a
special Order Station.

individual stations can obviously be equipped any
way the exhibitors want.

What possibilities does this communal stand offer to
potential exhibitors in terms of what they can do with
Infa is a trade show for all age groups. Are there rules
their own stand section and the presentation of their
concerning the products that can be presented at the
company/brand?
show? eroFame has never been a show of bare skin
Wieland Hofmeister: Each fair hall on the
and explicit content, but will you have to
Expo fairgrounds has a special theme. Our
tone things down even more for this b2c
communal stand will be situated in Hall 24,
event?
which is themed ‚Balance & Wellness‘ – a
Wieland Hofmeister: In Germany, people
“ W E WA N T TO C R E AT E A N
match made in heaven, if you ask me!
usually use the so-called FSK regulations
Also, our communal stand is positioned
A P P E A L I N G , I N T E R E S TI N G to clarify which age groups something is
very favourably within the hall, right by the
suitable for. FSK 0 means, anybody can
FO C A L P O I N T W H E R E
doorway leading to the neighbouring hall,
be exposed to something, FSK 12 means
so there will be a ton of people walking by
something may not be suitable for children
TH E V I S I TO R S C A N
and our stand will be very visible, attracting
below that age. We want the products
a lot of attention.
at our communal stand to be FSK 16 at
E X P E R I E N C E TH E
The communal stand will have a uniform
most, i.e. we won’t accept explicit images
design and there is going to be a meeting
or other elements that are only suitable for
DIVERSITY OF AN OPEN
place - a ‚marketplace‘, as we call it. Visiadults. What this means is that boxes with
tors can spend time at the bar there, and
explicit images or products looking like
MINDED, FULFILLED
there will be a stage for the entertainment
genitalia cannot be presented. We don’t
S E X U A L I T Y. “
programme. This is also where exhibitors
want there to be products that people
can have additional presentations of their
might find offensive.
WIELAND HOFMEISTER
products. Be it fashion shows or thematic
lectures and product presentations – we are
Is it correct that there is a special service
looking forward to hearing from the exhibifor companies from non-German-speators to put together a diverse, interesting
king countries to make sure they can
programme.
attend the eroFame b2c event without being held
The stand concept has a light CI element, but the
back by the language barrier?
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infa ranks among
the biggest
information and
sales exhibitions
in Germany

Where do interested companies need to turn to,
and is there a deadline for booking a stand?
Wieland Hofmeister: Well, the stands can be
booked as of right now. My colleague Huda Lutz –
who also handles the booking process for the b2b
eroFame - is in charge of stand bookings for the
infa event. E-mail: hlutz@mptoday.de, or via phone:
049 - (0)5138 - 60 220 14. If exhibitors want to
be part of the b2c event, it would be great if they
booked their stand before the end of June.
What special marketing and promotion campaigns
will be tied to the eroFame b2c event at
infa 2018?
Wieland Hofmeister: The organisers, Hannover
Messe, advertise infa regionally and nationally, and
our stand will be a part of that. Also, the online
platform amorelie has offered to create awareness
among their site visitors and to recommend
visiting to the show – which is absolutely great!
As far as we are concerned, we are going to do
a lot of PR and press work to reach out to the
consumers.

Could you imagine taking the eroFame b2c conWieland Hofmeister: Yes, that is one of the reasons
cept to other consumer shows in Germany?
why we offer a host/hostess service – another reason
Wieland Hofmeister: In Nuremberg, i.e. in the
being that infa takes place over the course
southern part of Germany, there’s an
of several days, and some companies can’t
annual consumer show called Consuhave their own people at the stand for the
menta, also with roughly 180,000 visitors
entire duration of the show. Therefore, we
every year. The organisers of that show
” I N FA I S A S A P P E A L I N G
offer to hire trained personnel to hold down
have actually approached us and they
the fort for them or support their people at
would like to include a b2c eroFame
TO YO U N G E R C O N S U M E R S
the stand.
event in their concept, which is similar to
that of infa in many aspects.
A S I T I S TO O L D E R
How have the companies in the adult
So, if we are successful in Hanover and
industry responded to the eroFambe b2c
C O N S U M E R S , M A K I N G I T A our exhibitors want us to expand on the
concept?
b2c idea, we could definitely see sometWieland Hofmeister: We had a survey
P E R F E C T S P OT FO R U S TO hing like that happening in the future …
among the exhibitors of eroFame last fall,
RENT A BIG COMMUNAL
and this was one of the suggestions we
And what about the eroFame Global
made. Roughly 50 companies expressed
Trade Convention? Will that remain a
S TA N D FO R TH E A D U LT
great interest in a b2c event, and we hope
pure b2b event for the time being?
that more people will warm up to the infa
Wieland Hofmeister: Of course! There
I N D U S T RY. “
idea as we move on. It is high time for our
will be no changes to our well-estaWIELAND HOFMEISTER
industry to really have a major presence
blished, successful b2b concept. For
at a lifestyle trade show, far away from the
clarification, eroFame will take place just
porn image of yesteryear. This is only a first
as it always has.
step; I am sure that we can keep building
Creating a hybrid show or having the
on this foundation in the coming years ... Right now,
b2b eroFame take place at the same
roughly half of the 1,500 square metres of exhibition
time as the so-called ‚eroFame goes public‘ event
space are booked up.
– no, I can’t see that happening any-time soon.
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Big things

are on the horizon

exclusive

A n i n te r v i e w with Pip edrea m’s new C E O Ma tth ew Ma tsuda ira
At the beginning of May, Pipedream announced that Nick Orlandino would be going into his
well-deserved retirement and that Matthew Matsudaira would now be taking the position at
the company’s helm. Matthew has already made a name for himself working at big companies such as Nordstrom, Amazon, and Chewy.com. Courtesy of Pipedream, we present this
interview with the new CEO, in which he outlines his goals for the company.
So, it’s been 3 months – what do you think?
Matthew Matsudaira: Matthew Matsudaira: In
the spirit of 3 months, I’ll give you 3 words that
come to mind when I think about Pipedream.
PASSIONATE: our team is passionate about
delivering world-class products to our customers.
POSITIVE: our people are optimistic and excited
about what we have planned at Pipedream. They
believe in our vision and look forward accomplishing our goals. POTENTIAL: our team is excited
to be working to grow the business and focus on
being the best in every aspect of our organisation. Big things are on the horizon.

Pipedream‘s new
CEO: Matthew
Matsudaira

What is most different about this industry, compared to others?
Matthew Matsudaira: In my opinion the benefits
of adult sexual wellness industry are that it
attracts a lot of creative and out-of-the-box thinkers, who are extremely passionate about their
jobs. Also, there is a youthful streak that I believe
has been bubbling underneath the surface for
years and looks ready to boil over and disrupt the
industry.
Do you think many of the same fundamentals
apply?
Matthew Matsudaira: Yes, this is a business
and at the end of day we are selling widgets aka
dildos and vibrators within the same framework.
Our focus is to deliver an amazing customer experience. We will be innovative with our products.
I will be supportive and focused on developing
our people both personally and professionally.
Respectfully, why you? Why Pipedream?
How on earth do you go from Amazon, Nord-
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strom and Chewy to the company that makes
King Cock and Fuck Me Silly!?
Matthew Matsudaira: Why me? I love
building businesses and products that are
coveted by people all over the world. I enjoy
working hard, delivering results, competing,
and being a servant leader to my team. Over
the past few years, Pipedream has struggled.
I believe Pipedream has a tremendous amount
of potential that needs to be nourished. I
have led billion-dollar business units and the
framework stays the same, whether I’m selling
luxury retail products, solving tough problems
with technology, or selling dog food. It comes
down to people, processes, and product.
From my Nordstrom days, I took away the
importance of being customer obsessed. At
Amazon, I learned logistics and operations. I
was challenged to Think Big to solve big problems for customers. At Chewy, I learned how
to scale a business from start-up phase to
being a large enterprise, who made history for
the largest e-commerce acquisition in history.
There is untapped potential at Pipedream and
I’m grateful to be part of this team.
Pipedream has been around for 40 years,
what will this new era look like? Talk about the
corporate culture and how it will evolve.
Matthew Matsudaira: This new era will be
better and more exciting than the past 40
years. As you may have heard, I don’t enjoy
doing much press or interviews. These types
of activities take me away from focusing
on the development of my people, who are
integral to our business and future success. My focus is building a foundation and
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culture, where we cultivate the best people, where
we are customer obsessed, and we are working
towards our lofty goals that we have set forth for
the company. Our culture is based on collaboration,
communication, integrity, and grit. My team has a
new saying that has been resonating through our
hallways, ‚it’s not business as usual at Pipedream,
but it’s better business.‘ Every day we will be laser
focused making our people, retailers, distributors,
and consumers better.
Everyone reading this witnessed the near collapse
of the adult video industry – many chalked that up
to lack of foresight – do you think that can happen
with adult novelties/pleasure products?
Matthew Matsudaira: Can it happen? Yes. Will it?
Probably not. From my perspective whether it’s porn
or music or even optometrists and how people now
buy glasses – if you’re unable to identify trends in
the marketplace due to evolving technology – you’re
going to be in real trouble. One of the expressions
I’ve heard is that, ‚you can’t download a vibrator.‘ To
some extent that’s true, but there’s growing concern
about 3-D printers and it remains to be seen how
other advances like virtual reality will impact the
adult products space in the future.
What do you see as the biggest threat the industry
faces?
Matthew Matsudaira: Complacency and not
embracing change and being uncomfortable. I am
going to push the team and the limits of the industry. The Amazonian in me preaches that it is Day 1
here at Pipedream every day. We will be humble,
enjoy hustling, and always focused on executing our
strategies. Many of our competitors are on Day 2,
which is status quo. Followed by irrelevance, which
is then followed by a steady and painful decline.
Concluded by death. A recent victim of complacency is Toys R Us, a company that never wanted
change or innovation.
For years there’s been talk of ‘mainstreaming’ adult
toys – but the truth is, it’s not mainstream. Our
industry cannot use the same advertising channels/
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methods as other industries – how do you negotiate
those obstacles?
Matthew Matsudaira: Very true, but I do feel like
adult toys and sexual wellness is becoming more
mainstream. There are challenges and obstacles in
all businesses, but I enjoy trying to solve big problems. This is just an obstacle and we are working on
navigating it.
What do you to unwind?
Matthew Matsudaira: : I unwind by meditation or
going for long runs. My brain is constantly going,
so to sit in silence, reflect, and decompress is key
for me to be an effective leader to my team. On
my daily runs, it relieves stress and allows me to
come up with some of my best ideas. Also, I enjoy
spending the time with my wife, family, and friends,
traveling the world, eating amazing food, sipping on
cold brew coffee, and watching sports – especially
college football.
What’s your favorite city, movie and book?
Matthew Matsudaira: My favourite city to live is
my hometown of Bellevue, Washington – my family
and many of my friends are there. My favourite city
to visit is Tokyo and NYC – I love the energy, the
food, and the people. My favourite movie – I don’t
really watch too many movies, but I enjoy the Jason
Bourne series. I would rather watch TV shows like
Silicon Valley, Billions, and Ballers. My favourite
book is ‚The Everything Store: Jeff Bezos and the
Age of Amazon‘ and ‚Principles‘ by Ray Dalio. Both
are staples for people that enjoy learning and are in
business.
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It is good to keep reflecting

on the ‚why‘ in the things we do
R i ts D o u w e s p resents C LS H ea lth ca re a nd its p ro duct ra nge

e x c l u s iv e

CLS Healthcare has been successful in the online segment of the adult market for years,
and they have even established their own brands of condoms, toys, supplements, and
lingerie. In recent months, the company from The Hague has put more focus on the b2b
segment – reason enough for EAN to ask for an interview. Rits Douwes, who is in charge
of the wholesale department of CLS, tells us about the history of the company, about its
brands – namely Safe, Pleasurelab, Willie Toys, Explicit Blue, and ZimBra - and he gives an
outlook on CLS Healthcare’s plans for the future.
CLS Healthcare Wholesale is a division of
e-commerce company CLS Healthcare from
The Netherlands. Before we go into greater
detail, could you give us an overview of your
company and its philosophy?
Rits Douwes: With our brands Safe (condoms), Pleasurelab (toys), Willie Toys, and
Explicit Blue (supplements for sexual health),
we have clear, distinct propositions to target a
broad variety of consumers and target groups.
For the development of products, we do a lot
of in-depth surveys with consumers that provide us with valuable information and expertise
about the market in which we operate, and it
allows us to successfully develop brands and
products for the b2b market: Safe, Pleasurelab,
Willie Toys and Explicit Blue.
As for our corporate philosophy, CLS Healthcare wants to convey ‚The Dutch Spirit‘; communicating about intimacy and sex in a tolerant
and respectful way, and celebrating individual
differences. We believe that a society with an
open attitude towards these themes ensures
richer and more meaningful experiences in
relationships, love, and sex. It is good to keep
reflecting on the ‚why‘ in the things we do.
Clearly, The Dutch Spirit and our way of
working is valued and enables us to build longterm relationships with international A-brands,
who are happily represented by us.

Rits Douwes has
been in charge of
CLS Healthcare’s
wholesale activities
since last year

CLS has been active in the market for a decade now. How did the company evolve during
this time?
Rits Douwes: At first, we started with our own
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web shops. Through these channels, we started to carry a number of our own brands (Safe,
Pleasurelab, Willie Toys and Explicit Blue),
combining our consumer insights on existing
products with the expertise of manufacturers.
Recently, we developed several products in
close cooperation with students from TU Delft,
a leading university in the field of industrial
design. By now, we have created a very broad
portfolio of products and brands for the b2b
market, which enables us to optimally serve
different target groups.
We also distribute products of several leading
brands within Europe. It’s nice to see that we
do our work so well that brands from the US
and other countries have confidence in us to
handle their European distribution.
Rits, what is your role in the wholesale activities
of CLS Healthcare and what is your career
background?
Rits Douwes: Originally, I was a brand manager for Safe Condoms; since last year, I have
been managing all wholesale activities, from
product development to marketing, sales and
client services.
Before CLS, I started out in hospitality and after
that, I did sales for various companies; mainly
food and fashion. I’d love to say that all the
pieces fell together and that I can finally pursue
my passion, selling sex toys and condoms, but
in reality, I ended up at CLS through a personal
friend. She told me of a job opportunity at CLS.
I genuinely enjoy it, we work with an inspiring,
young team. I like the flexibility and the rapid
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Under the Pleasure Lab
banner, CLS presents
products with a special twist

developments in this market. If you don’t pay attention for two weeks, you’re gone.
One of the things I am proud of is that I was able to
take part in the development of our handling and
distribution. We now have a distribution centre the
size of two football fields at our disposal, with an
advanced system of computer-controlled carts, packaging and billing, dramatically increasing efficiency
duo vibrator, a mable masturbator, and a bondage
and decreasing cut-off time, allowing for fast delivery
set. Because of their attractive pricing, these prothrough all of Europe. We are happy that
ducts are suitable for consumers who want
we now handle distribution for a number of
to ‚try something out’. We see that conleading international brands, and we are in
sumers will eventually, through Willie Toys,
talks to offer this service to others.
switch to more premium priced products.
“ W E A R E H A P PY TH AT W E
Product development is complicated but
rewarding. Especially if we succeed in
With Pleasurelab we also lean on existing
NOW HANDLE DISTRIBU
creating something new. Technological
concepts, but by adding our own ‚twist‘
developments like 3D-printing have made it
we try to make these products stand out.
TI O N F O R A N U M B E R O F
economically viable for smaller companies
We also have the ambition to develop new
L E A D I N G I N T E R N ATI O N A L
to design new products, and through our
concepts and bring them to the market
cooperation with TU Delft, research and
through our collaboration with TU Delft.
BRANDS, AND WE ARE IN
development is becoming increasingly
Developing a product from scratch is a
important for CLS Healthcare.
lengthy and costly process. So clearly theTA L K S TO O F F E R TH I S
se products will be more exclusive in terms
Willie Toys and Pleasurelab are both sex
of pricing. Aimed at a target group that’s
S E RV I C E TO OTH E R S . “
toy brands. How do they differ and what
more seasoned when it comes to toys, and
RITS DOUWES
are their respective target audiences?
more inclined to experiment.
Rits Douwes: Willie Toys is aimed at a
younger target group that pays a lot of
After eight years in the market, Safe is a
attention to the price / quality ratio of
well-established condom brand. How do
products. With Willie Toys, we offer attractively priced
you make sure the consumers continue to trust this
variants of big-selling items. Think of products like a
brand, and which products are marketed under its
label
label?
Rits Douwes: SAFE is known as the economical alWillie Toys
cater to
terna
ternative
for consumers who do not want to comproa younger
mise
on
quality.
With a wide range of condoms and
target
audience
lubric
lubricants,
there’s a top-quality product for everyone,
at a competitive price. But we continue to improve
the p
product. We recently did a restyling of the brand
ident and packaging. In addition, we decided to
identity
remo products such as sex toys and massage oils
remove
from the range and return to the core elements of the
bran a large diversity of top quality condoms, at an
b
br
brand:
attra
attractive
price.
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SAFE condoms strikes
the right balance
between safety and
price awareness

We are really proud of the new brand identity and the
clear, focused proposition. We are now going ahead
with expanding the assortment of condoms and
the translation of the new corporate identity into all
deliverables, such as the website and POS materials.
SAFE is ready for the future.
Lingerie is a cornerstone of every erotic shop
and B2B. What has CLS have to offer in that
department?
Rits Douwes: CLS Healthcare offers ZimBra,
a collaboration with Zimra Geurts, a versatile
and talented young woman - entrepreneur,
glamor model, journalist. and director. The
slogan actually tells the whole story. Beautiful
lingerie should not just be available to a limited group of women. ZimBra is a collection
of lingerie in large and small sizes with a lot of
attention and that makes every woman feel
sexy.

Is Explicit Blue freely available in all European
countries?
Rits Douwes: Since all products are made of natural
ingredients, availability should not be an issue. However, regulations on supplements do offer challenges
in some countries, but we are currently
working on.

“A S FO R O U R C O R P O 
R AT E P H I LO S O P H Y, C L S
H E A LTH C A R E WA N T S TO
C O N V E Y ‚TH E D U TC H
S P I R I T ‘ ; C O M M U N I C ATI N G
A B O U T I N TI M A C Y A N D
S E X I N A TO L E R A N T A N D

Having the right products are one thing,
but customer service is also an important aspect of wholesale. How does
CLS make sure that you meet the needs
of your customers in this regard?
Rits Douwes: Answering these kinds of
questions usually results in a summary
of platitudes. Sure, we are transparent,
flexible, cooperative, and accurate. But
if I had to choose one element that best
describes our commitment, it is probably
working together with clients on distinctive and effective offers.

R E S P E C T F U L WAY, A N D
Last but not least, your brand Explicit Blue
offers supplements that help induce erections
C E L E B R ATI N G I N D I V I D U A L What can you tell us about CLS‘s plans
and improve sexual performance. There are
for the future? Will we see more brands
already lots of supplements on the market.
or innovative products in you established
DIFFERENCES.“
What makes Explicit Blue stand out?
labels?
RITS DOUWES
Rits Douwes: At the moment, we offer a
Rits Douwes: One of the things that we
supplement with Explicit Blue to improve the
are planning for the foreseeable future
‚sexual health‘ (and with that, the quality of
is a crowdfunding campaign for a male
an erection), and a gel for men to postpone
masturbator in the Pleasurelab line. A
climax. We strive to expand the range with qualitative
product that is really new and innovative. We find it
products that can contribute to the user’s sexual
interesting to take on the development of this product
health, without creating expectations that the product
together with the target group. That is also an expecannot deliver. We take the consumers seriously. We
riment for us and experimenting fits well within the
hope to distinguish ourselves through the quality of
profile of the brand. The development of the product
the ingredients and the clear and informative descripand the marketing around it are then fully integrated.
tions of the products.
We are curious to see how this will go.
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Tens of thousands of dollars in lawyers’ fees

and potentially hundreds of thousands in lost revenue
S e n s u o u s w ins yea r-lo ng disp ute o ver tra dema rk righ ts in C h ina

exclusive

When did you realise that one of your Chinese distributors was counterfeiting and even
sought to get trademark rights for two of your
products, Edge and Frenzy?
Keith Jones: We had been exhibiting at a
show in Hong Kong and invited our China
distributor to be on our booth with us. We
had agreed that any leads or orders for China
would be theirs. There was a lot of interest at
the show and we knew that we would have to
get an order within two or three weeks after
the show in order to fulfil the show sales.

“ W E W I L L C E R TA I N LY
T R E A D C A R E F U L LY A N D
T RY A N D M A K E S U R E
TH AT W E W O R K W I TH
T R U S T E D PA R TN E R S I N
TH E F U T U R E . “
KEITH JONES

Keith Jones,
co-founder and
CEO of Sensuous,
presents Frenzy
and Edge

Arduous, time-consuming, full of
uncertainty – this is how Sensuous’ struggle
during the past months could be described
when the Australian company had to fight
for the trademark rights to two of their
own products – Edge and Frenzy - in
China. Keith Jones, co-founder and CEO of
Sensuous, tells EAN how this unusual story
unfolded.
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Three weeks later orders were still not forthcoming, so I emailed our distributor, but I
didn’t get a reply. I then checked their website
and was horrified to discover that they were
now displaying their own version of Edge and
Frenzy, but even worse than that, they were
still claiming that we were making the product.
They were also using all our promotional
material and to add insult to injury, they were
displaying pictures of us all together at the
Hong Kong show, like one big happy family!
Did you seek a dialogue with this distributor,
with whom you had been in a business relationship prior to this situation?
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J O N E S

The Chinese distributor
claimed that Sensuous
was also the producer
of the fake

These photos were
used by the Chinese
distributor for their
own purposes

Keith Jones: Due to language differences most of
our communication had always been through email.
I emailed them several times, but no replies were
received.

not sufficient evidence for the Chinese authorities?
Keith Jones: We had to prove first use and that meant showing evidence that we had used the marks in
China before them. We had bucket loads
of evidence. This included, all the email
communications we had had with the
distributor, proof that we had exhibited in
“IT WOULD BE
Shanghai, screen shots from their dodgy
I M P O S S I B L E TO P U T A
website, magazine advertising and more,
but incredulously every bit of evidence we
F I G U R E O N TH E D A M A G E
put forward we were told that we could
be making it up and that our documents
DONE, BUT WE DO KNOW
could be fraudulent.

You employed the services of trademark
law specialists to prevent this distributor
from acquiring trademark rights for their
counterfeited products. What results did
this action yield?
Keith Jones: We actually employed two
trademark lawyers, one in Australia and one
in China. Obviously, this was a lot more
expensive, but I really don’t think that we
F R O M F E E D B A C K TH AT
would have got a positive outcome with
Did you worry that the Chinese authorities
DAMAGE HAD BEEN
just using the one. The two of them were
could be biased in this situation?
able to bounce ideas off each other and the
Keith Jones: I’m not sure about that,
DONE.“
Australian lawyer was extremely instrumenmaybe it’s more of a cultural difference.
tal in helping us collate our evidence. Initially
KEITH JONES
we were not able to stop the process of our
After some time, the Chinese authorities
distributor‘s application and even if we did
accepted the evidence you had presenwe would then still have to apply in our own right and
ted. However, that is not the same as winning this
at the same time they could also reapply.
trademark dispute. Could you explain why not?
There was sufficient proof that Sensuous had already
Keith Jones: Eventually we got a letter from our local
asserted the trademark rights in China, long before
council - the Chinese authorities put great stead into
said distributor attempted to do the same. Was that
evidence from official government bodies - stating
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The distributor sold their own
version of Edge and Frenzy

that Sensuous had accompanied the council on a
trade mission to China long before our distributor
had applied for the trademark. With all our evidence
finally submitted it still took over a year before we got
any judgement and over another year before we were
awarded the trademarks.
How much time did this whole procedure
take up?
Keith Jones: Over three and half years,
Did you ever think about striking your
colours and withdrawing from the Chinese
market?
Keith Jones: That’s exactly what we did
do, in fact we made the decision that while
this whole thing was going on we would
do nothing in China. Without some sort of
protection, we could see ourselves always
being in similar situations with battles to
fight.

Can you gauge how much this action against product piracy cost, or how much damage
the counterfeiters caused?
Keith Jones: Tens of thousands of dollars
“ H AV I N G TH E O W N E R S H I P in lawyers’ fees and potentially hundreds
of thousands in lost revenue. It would be
impossible to put a figure on the damage
O F YO U R O W N B R A N D I S
done, but we do know from feedback
O N E TH I N G B U T P O L I C I N G that damage had been done.

I T A N D E N FO R C I N G I T
I S A N OTH E R M AT T E R
E N TI R E LY. “

KEITH JONES
So, what is the situation right now? Will all
the counterfeit products be taken off the
Chinese market?
Keith Jones: Unfortunately, it’s not as simple as that.
Having the ownership of your own brand is one thing
but policing it and enforcing it is another matter
entirely. Think of all the counterfeit brands that are
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out there, handbags, watches, sports gear,
sunglasses, and so on. Big companies with much
deeper pockets than ourselves have the same
challenge and they still haven’t found a way to
stop it.

What is your strategy for the Chinese
market going forward? What are the l
essons you have taken from this
unfortunate situation?
Keith Jones: We will certainly tread
carefully and try and make sure that we
work with trusted partners in the future.
We will also look at doing more ourselves
on Chinese platforms such as Taobao.
I guess the one important thing to take from this
is that not all cultures work and think in the same
way and one person’s integrity is another person’s
opportunity.
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FTM STROKER
1583-05-3
®

• Ultra life-like PureSkin
FTM (female-to-male) stroker
• Soft, tight and stretchy
• Flanged design for an easy grip
• Ribbed chamber for added sensations
• Closed end for superior suction
• Easy to clean and maintenance free

STP PACKER
Ivory 1582-05-3 Brown 1582-10-3
• Uniquely designed hollow packer with
STP (stand-to-pee) functionality
• Pliable and durable design fits snugly into most
packer harnesses
• Soft and life-like Silicone holds shape during use
• Full sized opening to accommodate any user

Jackie White • jackiew@calexotics.com • 909-465-4949
calexotics.com
© 2018 Calexotics is a registered trademark of California Exotic Novelties, LLC.
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You don’t need to have an erection, the

powerful vibration will bring you pleasure directly...
exclusive

Ch r i s to p h e Wa lme ta lks MAN.WAND
or for body massage. We think the handle of
a wand is an interesting element for a male
toy design as it is ergonomically suitable for
masturbation. Of course, we have to adapt the
head shape and ergonomics to transport it into
a good male product
Do you feel that there are not enough products
for men besides masturbators?
Christophe Walme: In terms of variety, there
are maybe more products for women than for
men; Now there are more and more products
for couples also. MAN.WAND is one of them,
it can be used not only by men, but also by
couples.

“ W E TH I N K TH E H A N D L E
O F A WA N D I S A N
I N T E R E S TI N G E L E M E N T
FO R A M A L E TOY D E S I G N . “
C H R I S T O P H E WA L M E
Christophe Walme
(Export Sales, Lovely Planet)

Wand vibrators rank among the big classics
in the sex toy market, and now, there is
even a version for men and couples! We
wanted to learn more about this unique
product, and we do in our interview with
Lovely Planets’ Christophe Walme, who tells
us how the idea for MAN.WAND originated
and how the consumers have responded to
this innovation so far.
Wand vibrators have been very popular
with women for quite some time. Why hasn‘t
the concept been adapted for men before?
Christophe Walme: Good question, when
we talk about wand vibrators, we think about
a female product, either for clitoral stimulation
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How long did the design and development
process take and what have been the biggest
challenges you had to overcome?
Christophe Walme: It all starts with a hand
drawing, followed by several months of
research of ergonomics, and topped off by
some aesthetical fine tuning, of course. The
biggest challenge is the ergonomics research
in order to make the product easy to use and
also efficient.
You describe the MAN.WAND as a product
that can also be used by couples. Which
possibilities do you have in mind?
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The retail price
is EUR 89.99

The MAN.WAND
is an effective
masturbator with
20 vibration patterns
and a powerful motor

Christophe Walme: Instead of holding the MAN.
When will the MAN.WAND be available for retailers?
WAND by yourself, it can be held by your partner
Christophe Walme: The MAN.WAND is available on
as well - in this case it’s your partner who
the market now.
controls the stimulation and eventually
your orgasms, which is perfect for couple
Do you have some tips and tricks for
games such as BDSM or forced orgasms.
retailers to make the most of this product?
“ M A N . WA N D C A N B E U S E D Are you offering POS materials?
Or turn the MAN.WAND around, then it
transforms into a wand massager which
Christophe Walme: For starters, we offer
BY M E N , C O U P L E S , A N D
offers possibilities for clitoral stimulation…
implantation packages with POS materials
(promotion materials, display, free sample,
WOMEN.“
What can you tell us about the materials
brochures…).
C H R I S T O P H E WA L M E
and the features of MAN.WAND?
Christophe Walme: MAN.WAND is made
of high-quality silicone, phthalate- free, so
it’s body safe and easy to clean; the 2 flaps
on the head can hold the penis during stimulation; 20
vibration modes, which include classic programmes
as well as more original vibrating patterns; the
powerful motor makes MAN.WAND a very efficient
masturbator. You don’t need to have an erection, the
powerful vibration will bring you pleasure directly…
It is USB rechargeable and comes with a pouch for
your easy storage.
How would you describe the target audience for
MAN.WAND?
Christophe Walme: MAN.WAND can be used by
men, couples, and women.

How much will the MAN.WAND cost?
Christophe Walme: The retail public price
is 89,99 Euro.
Do you already have plans for the future of the MAN.
WAND brand?
Christophe Walme: We hope to launch MAN.WAND
2 soon…

This is how
the MAN.WAND
works its magic

Since MAN:WAND uses a new concept for male
toys, how are you planning to promote the product to
make it popular?
Christophe Walme: We have a very masculine
design for the packaging, we have launched
advertising in magazines, and we have presented the
products at trade exhibitions where we received very
positive feedback.
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There is still so much room for the industry to
Ch l o e Pe a r ce returns to Nex us

exclusive

Roughly two years ago, Chloe Pearce left the sex toy industry to seek new challenges in
other markets. In this interview she tells us about the experiences she has made in these
past two years and why she decided to return to Nexus. Apart from asking Chloe about her
new tasks and duties at the company, EAN also wanted to know if the adult industry is really
as unique as we sometimes like to believe or if, at its core, it is more or less an industry like
any other.
Great to see you back! Did you miss the
industry as much as it missed you?
Chloe Pearce: It’s great to be back and I’m
really looking forward to catching up with
Nexus customers and understanding how their
businesses have progressed over the last two
years.

household names such as L’Oreal, Revlon and
Coty I helped establish the brands with many
European retailers as well as increasing B2B
trade in areas such as Scandinavia and Poland.

Why did you decide to step away from the
adult market, and what inspired you to return
to the industry?
How long did you work outside the industry,
Chloe: I joined Nexus fresh out of university
and what exactly did you do during this period?
and although I was always learning and
Chloe: I left in February 2016 so just over two
working on exciting projects I felt I was
years. I managed to
missing a lot of 360
cram a lot of different
experience. I was also
experiences into this
keen to expand my
time. After a few weeks
network outside of
“ I TH I N K TH AT TH E A D U LT the industry into more
spent on the beach in
Sri Lanka I accepted
areas. I
I N D U S T RY I S C O M P L E T E LY mainstream
a specialist position
think I always knew that
in the commercial
U N I Q U E I N TH E WAY TH AT I would return to the
department of a blueindustry and my Nexus
chip Pharmaceutical
I T P I O N E E R S A C C E PTA N C E family, having such an
company specializing
in-depth knowledge of
O F TH E S E L F A N D F I G H T S
in respiratory diseases
the business I am really
– very different to
keen to apply my newly
A G A I N S T TA B O O S . “
prostate massagers!
acquired skills and help
In this role I managed
grow the brand in new
C H LO E P E A R C E
the relationships of
directions. I also really
global key accounts
missed working on new
which included Pharma
product development –
giants Bayer and Glaxo Smith Kline. Here I
nothing beats the feeling of seeing a product
gained a lot of the corporate experience I was
you helped create on the shelves of retailers
seeking, particularly in terms of supply chain
across the world.
processes and data analysis. Having had my
fill of corporate life I then moved to a UK based
What are your responsibilities at Nexus? Will
health and beauty distributor where I grew the
you more or less pick up where you left off a
Professional Haircare category. Working with
few years ago?

Chloe Pearce is
back at Nexus as
the company’s
new International
Sales Manager
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P E A R C E

grow – and I am so excited to be a part of it!
Chloe: There have been many positive changes
at Nexus and a lot of great work has been done
over the last two years to improve systems and
processes – in light of this, I will be less focused on
operations than I was before. My new responsibilities
will be very sales driven, to look after and grow
existing customers as well as push the brand and our
products into new markets and channels.

Chloe: I can see crossovers with both the
pharmaceutical and beauty industries in terms of the
messaging inherent in the brands to their audiences
and the promotion of health and pleasure. However,
I think that the adult industry is completely unique in
the way that it pioneers acceptance of the self and
fights against taboos – and everyone who works in
the industry, from the toy designers to sales people
though to the trade journalists, share many of the
same ideals which is why there is such strong
camaraderie at industry events. There are not many
places where you will find direct competitors sharing
a beer and a laugh at the bar of a
trade show and I think this is what
makes it so special.

How would you describe the strong points of Nexus?
Chloe: Innovation, quality, and efficacy all bundled up
with some serious boundary pushing. Nexus broke
the mould back in 2006 with the Vibro, one
of the first high end male anal toys on the
market and then again with the pioneering
Revo series of rotating prostate massagers,
“ M Y N E W R E S P O N S I B I L I TI E S
which continue to be bestsellers today.
What I also love about the brand is that it is
W I L L B E V E RY S A L E S D R I V E N ,
never afraid to try something new, shown
by our foray into the female market with
TO LO O K A F T E R A N D G R O W
Nexus Femme.

E X I S TI N G C U S TO M E R S A S

What is the appeal of our industry?
Chloe: I think it has to be the
absolute passion of the people
who work within the pleasure
products industry. For me personally
its speaking to customers and
watching them get excited about
a cool new function or material
and understanding how they can
educate the end users and help
them in their pursuit of pleasure.

Are there things you experienced and
W E L L A S P U S H TH E B R A N D
learned outside the adult industry that will
help you in your new position at Nexus?
A N D O U R P R O D U C T S I N TO
Chloe: Absolutely! My time in ‘big pharma’
forced me to step outside of my comfort
NEW MARKETS AND
zone and toughen up – presenting to
CHANNELS.“
a board of stone faced executives will
On the whole, you have spent
certainly add to the thickness of your
several years in this industry. How
C H LO E P E A R C E
skin. Working in the extremely competitive
would you describe its development
beauty industry allowed for great insight
throughout the years?
into the way big brands do business, from
Chloe: In the seven years I spent in
controlling pricing in different markets
the industry I have witnessed a lot of
through to promotions, marketing and
change, predominately in the use of
PR. All these skills can be applied to my new role;
technology in the products, a focus on using better,
however, I am also looking forward to growing and
safer materials, education, number of brands and
learning from our customers – I foresee exciting times
products on the market. What is most exciting is that
ahead!
despite the fast ascent of pleasure products over the
last few years I think that there is still so much room
Having worked outside the sex toy market, would
for the industry to grow – and I am so excited to be a
you say that, by and large, the adult industry is an
part of it!
industry like any other?
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My role here is to design and develop new

ranges to bring Bathmate into a wider market
Ke r r i M i d d l eto n jo ins B a th ma te

exclusive

Bathmate have added a well-versed industry expert to their roster: Kerri Middleton, who is
experienced in the distribution, wholesaling, and retailing segments of the market, and on
top of all that, she also knows how to establish brands. Her tasks at Bathmate, her expectations regarding this new position, and her take on the recent developments in the adult
industry are the focal points of this EAN interview.
First of all, congratulations on, and all the
best for your new job at Bathmate! Are you
looking forward to delving into the world of
penis pumps?
Kerri Middleton: Thanks very much! I am
indeed, it’s going to be an exciting new chapter
for me! It’s a new category for me so I have a
lot to learn!

the scenes Bathmate have a solid team of
passionate guys striving to make the brand
what it is today.

Did the fact that Bathmate expanded into other
product categories – e. g. Bathmate Vibe –
factor into your decision?
Kerri: Absolutely, my role here is to design and
develop new ranges to bring Bathmate into a
How did you get this position at Bathmate, and
wider market. In previous roles this has been
what made you want to work for that brand?
a side to my sales role, but here I get to really
Kerri: For me Bathmate
get my pencil out and
has always been a
bring products to life.
strong brand, they
The vibe is a storming
are pioneers of the
product, its power and
“ B ATH M AT E ‘ S S T R E N G TH
water-based pump and
versatility is going to be
it’s great to see British
the backbone of our
C O M E S F R O M TH E I R
brands succeeding.
new designs – watch
UNIQUE PRODUCTS,
I’ve always had a great
this space!
relationship with the
TH E Y D O M I N AT E TH E
team here so when the
What are your
opportunity was offered
expectations going into
MALE PUMP MARKET AND
to me I jumped at it.
this new job? What
W H E N A P R O D U C T W O R K S ideas do you have, what
What are the biggest
goals do you want to
strong points of the
achieve, etc.?
TH E R E ’ S N O S TO P P I N G A
Bathmate brand?
Kerri: Well, I can’t tell
BRAND.“
Kerri: Bathmate‘s
you too much of that or
strength comes from
it’ll ruin the surprise! I’ve
KERRI MIDDLETON
their unique products,
always carried around a
they dominate the male
little sketch book where
pump market and when
I think of all the gaps
a product works there’s
in the market that I’d
no stopping a brand. Designing and developing
like to fill, here I have the ability to turn pencil
everything in house offers a superior level of
into product. I cannot wait to have my first
quality and control - just seeing the setup
Bathmate designed product up on the shelves
here was breathtaking! On top of that, behind
in stores, that’s going to be a great feeling.

The new face
at Bathmate:
Kerri Middleton
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I’ll still be traveling the globe supporting our sales
team, so I can learn more about our global markets.
Every country varies so much, so I have to
make sure I’m designing products for global
sale, not just Europe.

M I D D L E T O N

this is probably why I’m so focused on training and
store displays! Bathmate is quite heavily sold online
at the moment but my role is to expand
our retail footprint.

What are Bathmate’s plans for the rest
“ TI M E TO B E AT
You have already been working in this industry
of the year?
for a while. Would you mind taking us through
Kerri: Of course we have plenty of
TH E D R U M O F TH E
the previous waypoints of your career?
new products up our sleeves but we’re
Kerri: Indeed, I’m hitting a decade! I started
also focused on growing the brand
R E A L TO U C H A N D
out as an accounts junior with ABS Holdings
by supporting our distributors and
C O N F I D E N C E B O O S TI N G
which nosedived me straight in at a young
retailers. We offer great training for
age and I was given a great opportunity here
superior products - once you’ve got the
I N TI M A C Y B E FO R E TH E
to grow with the business. I area managed
knowledge then you’ve got the sales.
Simply Pleasure stores for quite a few
R O B OT S TA K E O V E R
years which gave me hands on experience
Drawing from your experience, how
of working in adult retail, which helped
would you describe the development
C O M P L E T E LY ! “
wonderfully for the next stage of my career
of the adult industry throughout the
KERRI MIDDLETON
with Lelo. Lelo gave me the experience of
past few years, and how will it change
working for a luxury brand, handling accounts
throughout the next few years?
across adult and mainstream really opened
Kerri: The industry is definitely moving
my eyes to a bigger market. From here I
towards a more virtual world, but you’ll
actually returned back to ABS Holdings working with
never be able to completely replace reality. Sextech
mainstream accounts and re-designing the Minx,
is getting smarter, there’s no denying that – but more
Linx & Kinx range which was a global success. Upon
people are trying to step away from social media and
completion of this I relocated to London and began
getting back to the real world. Time to beat the drum
my role with Nexus, this was a global sales role. New
of the real touch and confidence boosting intimacy
he robots take over compl
lete
et ly!
customers, new territories and a new category of
before the
completely!
product was a great experience!
Can the things you learned in these previous
positions help you master the challenges awaiting at
Bathmate?
Kerri: Absolutely! Working in distribution, retail and
specifically for brands means I have a great overall
picture of the adult market. Distribution is like working
for lots of brands and retail is a whole other world –
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Innovation is an integral part of
our corporate culture
J o h a n n a R i ef p resents Wo ma niz er C la ssic a nd Wo ma niz er Premium

exclusive

The team keeps growing, innovative new products are added to the range, and strong
collaborations have been struck to ensure effective communication on a global level –
Womanizer is marching to the top of the industry with big steps. The main focus right now
is on the brand’s new products, Womanizer Premium in particular, which had its debut
in Berlin at the beginning of May. Johanna Rief, Head of Communications at Womanizer,
tells us more about the activities of the brand and the winning qualities of the Womanizer
Premium.
Please, bring us up to date on the latest
As far as our product range is concerned, we
developments at Womanizer.
recently launched the Starlet and InsideOut.
Johanna Rief: We are in the process of
The results were more than satisfying, and
expanding our team to
we are determined to
create new capacities
repeat this success with
for our upcoming
our two latest products:
projects and new
Womanizer Classic and
“ B OTH TH E C L A S S I C
products. On average,
Womanizer Premium.
three new colleagues
A N D TH E P R E M I U M A R E
join the brand every
Speaking of which –
month – over the
E R G O N O M I C A L LY S H A P E D , could you tell us more
course of the past year,
about these two new
INTRODUCING A NEW
the team has grown
products?
to include roughly 40
Johanna Rief: Innovation
L E V E L O F C O M FO R T. ”
people. Also, we have
is an integral part of our
put together a team of
corporate culture. That
JOHANNA RIEF
international agencies:
was also the underlying
BBDO Berlin for our
idea when we tackled
global marketing,
these new products. We
FischerAppelt for our public communication
analysed feedback from all over the world and
in the United States, and P4 Group for our
employed the help of some of our customers
communication work in the Australian market.
to come up with innovative ideas. Womanizer

Johanna Rief,
Womanizer’s Head
of Communications

The Womanizer Premium
boasts two unique
features: 'Autopilot‘
and 'Smart Silence
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EXPERIENCE THE DUTCH SPIRIT!
Traditionally, The Netherlands are known for values like
tolerance, openness, individuality and mutual respect:
The Dutch spirit. For CLS Healthcare, the Dutch spirit is
at the core of the business philosophy. Celebrating sexuality
and sharing intimate experiences with others - while at the
same time granting everybody room for individuality.

PLEASURELAB
We want to make things that people do not yet know
they want to have - simply because they do not exist yet.
Pleasurelab. Designed for bliss.

SAFE
SAFE is already known for 8 years as the brand with a great
diversity of top quality condoms, at an attractive price.

EXPLICIT BLUE
With ingredients that have been scientifically proven and
contribute to good health in general, and have a beneficial
effect on sex-drive and the quality of an erection in particular.

WILLIE TOYS
The favorite toys of a younger target group for an attractive
price, that unique combination can be found at Willie toys!

WWW.CLSHEALTHCARE.NL
TH
T
HCARE.NL
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of product noise. The Pleasure Air Technology is
ready for use when you pick up the product, but it
will only be activated when the toy touches the skin,
i.e. when you actually use it. The motor automatically
shuts down when the Premium is removed from the
body. This way, users can fully enjoy their orgasms
– in complete silence. And if you use the product
with your partner, the Smart Silence feature makes it
possible to put the product aside for awhile without
constantly having that humming in your ears. There
is also a positive side effect: The battery lasts much
longer since the product is only really activated when
you actually use it. Both the Classic and the Premium
are ergonomically shaped, introducing a new
level of comfort. Their innovative shapes feel
good when you hold them in your hand, and
you can hold them just like you would hold
“ O N AV E R A G E , TH R E E
a pen. This way, you can rest your hand on
NEW COLLEAGUES JOIN
the inner thigh. Moreover, this shape is great
for a shared sensual experience with your
TH E B R A N D E V E RY M O N TH partner.

Classic and Womanizer Premium are the
result of this process. Premium boasts
two new, innovative features: Firstly,
there is the Autopilot feature. Based on
a special selection principle, the product
combines various stimulation patterns in
ever new ways so you never know what
is next. The users can orgasm without
 O V E R TH E C O U R S E O F
having to use the interface or doing
Are there other projects in the pipeline at
anything else. What the Autopilot feels
Womanizer? Will we be seeing more new
TH E PA S T Y E A R , TH E
like? We like to compare the experience
products in 2018?
to the feeling of weightlessness. You
Johanna Rief: Oh, there are many exciting
T E A M H A S G R O W N TO
completely immerse yourself in the
projects, events, and innovations we have
I N C L U D E R O U G H LY 4 0
experience, your body seems to be
lined up for the rest of 2018. Unfortunately, it
floating up and down, with your eyes
is still too soon to talk
PEOPLE.”
open or closed – moments of complete
about most of them. What I can say,
easiness and freedom. And each time,
though, is that we will be at ANME in
JOHANNA RIEF
it’s an entirely new experience. The
July and at eroFame in October, and of
Autopilot has three different modes: Soft,
course, we will also be presenting our
Medium, and Intense. Soft mode begins
new Womanizers there. In addition to that,
softer than ever. Each mode has its own
we are in the process of establishing a
combination of intensity levels, and the toy switches
Womanizer Academy to offer more effective product
between them at varying intervals. The Womanizer
training. Having partners in more than 40 countries,
Premium also introduces a second innovation, a
we decided to work with e-learning systems so our
feature that is absolutely unique in the world. We call
brand and products are can be presented perfectly
it ‚Smart Silence‘ and it is our solution to the issue
in each of these markets.

Just like the
Womanizer Premium,
the Classic sits perfectly
in the user’s hand
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We will use our reach to take the Fleshlight brand to
local consumers in the diﬀerent states within Nigeria
exclusive

F l e s h l i gh t I nterna tio na l co lla bo ra tes with Dro ea Intima tes
Fleshlight International has been working
with a distributor in South Africa since 2015.
Now, the company has decided to expand
its activities on the African continent. To
that end, Fleshlight has teamed up with Nigerian distributor Droea Intimates to make
their masturbators available to consumers
across West Africa. Lauren Cosano from
the sales department of Fleshlight International, and Lynda Unogu, the Director of
Business Development at Droea Intimates,
provide us with more details about this
interesting business collaboration.

Laura Cosano,
Sales Department,
Fleshlight International

Fleshlight has struck a partnership with a
new distributor, which doesn’t sound out of the
ordinary at first. However, this is a distributor
from Nigeria. What can you tell us about this
business agreement?
Laura Cosano: Droea Intimates, the distributor
from Nigeria, approached us with the intention
of introducing quality and luxury male sex

“WE’LL KEEP GROWING
A N D E X PA N D I N G O U R
B U S I N E S S TO OTH E R
C O U N T R I E S I N TH E
FUTURE.“
LAURA COSANO

products into the Nigerian market and was
looking to partner with us to make Fleshlight
products accessible in their local market as
there was none available there.
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Lynda Unogu, Director
Business Development
at Droea Intimates

Is this Fleshlight’s first foray onto the African continent
– apart from South Africa, that is?
Laura: Yes, it is. In South Africa we have a
partnership with Dephia Trading since 2015 and we
are very glad to be present in more African countries
now.
Droea Intimates is the name of the distributor you are
working with in Nigeria. Can you give us a few details
about the company?
Lynda Unogu: Droea Intimates is a new company,
established in 2018 with the aim of introducing and
marketing sexual wellness and pleasure products in
the Nigerian Market. Our focus is to get more shops
and stores, both online and brick and mortar stores,
to stock these pleasure products. We are a new
company with very great prospects in raising sexual
awareness and bringing quality sex products for men
and women into our market.
What makes Droea Intimates the perfect partner for
Fleshlight?
Lynda: Droea Intimates is a company with a passion
for sexual wellness and intimacy. We are uniquely
placed in Lagos and Abuja in Nigeria and are being
managed by professionals with European experience
including medical experience. We will use
our reach to take the Fleshlight brand to
local consumers in the different states
within Nigeria.

“WEST AFRICA IN

What are your expectations going into
this ‚African adventure?‘
Laura: As Lynda has told us, there is a
new cultural change in Africa and they
are coming out of sexual darkness and
are now embracing the importance of
sexual wellness and sex products. There
are open discussions and sex education
currently going on to bring awareness to
its people and we are looking forward to
an amazing response to our brand from
the African consumers.

GENERAL AND NIGERIA
I N PA R TI C U L A R I S
G R A D U A L LY C O M I N G
OF OUT OF ITS SEXUAL
SHYNESS.“
LY N D A U N O G U

The market in West Africa is not really comparable to
the market in Europe. What structures are in place in
the region? Are adult products still a very new thing in
this market?
Lynda: West Africa in general and Nigeria in particular
is gradually coming of out of its sexual shyness. The
adult products are not new in this market, however it
is still in its infant stage, with a large influx of fake sex
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toys. Demand for the products is gradually
growing and we expect that, in the very near
future, demand for sex toys in West Africa
will increase enormously.
Who is the target audience Fleshlight wants
to cater to in this market, also considering
the economic situation in West Africa?
Lynda: For our target audience, we will
initially start with educated Nigerians from
mid to high income earners and celebrities
and professionals in various fields.
Are there any blank spots left on the Fleshlight world map? Is there still room for further
expansion?
Laura: We don’t want to put any limits
to ourselves, so for sure, we’ll keep growing and
expanding our business to other countries in the
future.
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There is still lots of demand to be met
exclusive

A n i n te r v i e w with F U N FAC TO RY’s new H ea d o f Sa les: Sjo erd Pereira

Prior to joining FUN
FACTORY, Sjoerd
had worked in the
consumer electronics
industry
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From 2015 until a
few months ago,
Sjoerd Pereira was
FUN FACTORY’s
Sales Manager for
the Benelux countries, but now, he is
taking over as the
company’s Head of
Sales for the entirety of the European
market and the Asian market as well.
EAN interviewed
him about his new
field of activities
and the challenges
that lie within.
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S J O E R D

„

Congratulations on becoming FUN FACTORY’s
Head of Sales for Europe! Are you looking forward to
your new tasks and responsibilities?
Sjoerd Pereira: Thank you very much! And yes, of
course I am very excited. It is a great feeling to be
promoted within the company. It is a sign of recognition and respect for my work with the brand and the
team. I am thrilled to face the new challenges and
opportunities that are now lying ahead of me.
What exactly does the job of a Head of Sales for the
European market entail?
Sjoerd: The most important aspect of my job is
supporting the sales team in any way possible. This
includes helping our retailers develop a first-grade, class A experience at the point of sale. It also
includes many practical fields of activity such as
overseeing product launches, time tables, and the
marketing measures that go along with all that.
Which ideas, plans, etc. of your own do you want to
implement in this new position?
Sjoerd: I want to work with the team to make the
brand even stronger on an international level. We
have successfully established our brand in many
European countries, but we are confident that we can
improve our position in these markets even further.
An important step to making the brand more international is the introduction our franchise system, which
has been in place at our flagship stores in Berlin and
Munich since the beginning of the month. This new
concept is all about retail success, and we want to
take it beyond the borders of Germany and use it to
boost international business.
Will your experience as a Sales Manager be helpful
when you tackle these new challenges?
Sjoerd: Of course. The experience I have gained is
the foundation on which I base everything I do in this
new position. Naturally, I was only focusing of the Benelux countries before, and now I am dealing with the
whole European region and Asia as well. So, more
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than anything, it is the scale of my responsibilities
that has changed.
You have been with FUN FACTORY since April of
2015. What was your career trajectory before joining
the company, and how and why did you decide to
get into the business of selling vibrators?
Sjoerd: Before I joined FUN FACTORY, I worked in
the consumer electronics market. My last job was
with headphone producer Beats Electronics. When
it became clear that Apply would take over Beats
Electronics, I started looking for a new job and new
challenges. I have always worked for quality brands,
and I wanted to continue on that path, so when
I found out that FUN FACTORY were looking for
someone, that obviously appealed to me. From the
very first moment, I loved the sex-positive attitude
of the company and the commitment to quality. Of
course, there are differences between the sex toy
industry and the consumer electronics industry. In
the latter, you have several major players from Asia
that dominate the market: SONY, Panasonic, Samsung, etc. In the adult industry, however, most of
the stalwarts of quality can be found outside of Asia,
and there are also many other regions where quality
products do not yet dominate the market. Long
story short, it is a developing, growing market, and
there is still a lot of room for growth and for creative
possibilities.
What made you confident that FUN FACTORY was
the right choice for your career?
Sjoerd: As mentioned earlier, I wanted to continue
working with high-quality brands. FUN FACTORY
is not just a sex toy producer; they are much more
than that - a brand with an image and a mission.
That was what really got me interested.
This team wants only to create products of the highest quality – in terms of functionality and in terms
of materials. That is the only way to offer the best
possible result to our customers, a result that is top
notch all around.

I N T E R V I E W

Sjoerd Pereira started
working for FUN FACTORY
in 2015; until his promotion
to Head of Sales, he was
in charge of the Benelux
market

You probably know the European market for sex toys
inside and out by now. If you had to boil down the
current situation in a few sentences, what would you
say?
Sjoerd: Right now, there is a lot going on in the
European market: There is a strong trend toward
online in the retail segment; many offline stores are
struggling, while the online business continues to
grow and grow. Bigger retailers are doubling down
on their private brands. In a free market economy,
the industry determines the prices, but right now,
we see a flood of low-price products being dumped
onto the market. I am of the opinion that it is also the
industry’s job to make the consumers understand
that quality has a price. It is important to create some
awareness among the consumers, so they will look
for products that have been produced in a controlled,
responsible, and sustainable fashion, and that are
made from materials which do not harm your body.
How much more potential do you see for FUN FACTORY in Europe?
Sjoerd: FUN FACTORY is a well-known brand, not
just in Europe, but globally. In Europe, we have been
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one of the key market players of the past 20 years,
and we are one of the biggest sex toy producers
on the continent. We have already achieved a great
deal in this marketplace, and we are also very confident about the future. The team maintains close
contact with our retailers, which is great because
we want the consumers to experience some of that
good, old ‚FUN FACTORY spirit‘ when they purchase a toy, no matter where they are in Europe. Also,
hardly a day goes by when we are not in touch with
potential new partners and customers. So, there is
a constant reminder that there is still lots of demand
to be met out there. We are nowhere near the end
of the flag pole.
Is there anything you‘d like to tell our readers about
Sjoerd Pereira, the private person?
Sjoerd: Yes, sure. I am living in Holland, and I used
to do a lot of home office work. As a result of my
new position, I am now spending much more time
at FUN FACTORY headquarters in Bremen. I love
spending time with my family, and when a vacation
rolls around, I enjoy driving all over Europe on my
motorbike.
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This is a brand that

really is all about fun.
exclusive

K h e p e r G a mes is no w a va ila ble f ro m AB S

ABS is the first and only distributor in Europe to offer all of Kheper
Games‘ best-selling items – a brand that is known the world over for its
fun and sexy board games and party products. Brian Pellham, CEO of
Kheper Games, and Justin Vickers, Head of Global Trade Sales at ABS,
tell us more about this collaboration.

„

Justin Vickers,
Head of Global Trade Sales at ABS

Kheper Games is the latest addition to
the range of ABS. What can you tell us about
this new distribution agreement? Do you
have the distribution rights for the whole of
Europe? Are you the exclusive source of
Kheper Games products in your markets?
Justin Vickers: We’re really excited about
this partnership, as it adds something so fun
and novel to our existing range across the
UK and Europe. We made sure that all of the
top-selling games were included in the range
that we’re stocking, as we want customers
to experience the brand full-on. There are so
many creative products in this range and
we’ll be showing them off to their best potential. ABS has seen amazing growth in
European territories, and it makes sense to
offer our European customers fresh, fun
products and brands like Kheper Games that
everyone in the industry will be talking about.
Brian Pellham: Kheper Games works with a
few distributors throughout Europe but ABS
is the first and only distributor to offer all of
Kheper Games’ best-selling items. In all three
of their primary product lines: Romance,
Party, and Ladies Night / Wedding.
Why did you want to work with Kheper
Games? What makes their brand special?
Justin: If we know one thing about our
customers, it’s that they love diverse, creative
products that are hot off the press. Kheper
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Games is a really exciting brand - they push
boundaries and offer anything from playful
romance to really risqué games that turn up
the heat. We love the variety that they offer
- there really is something for everyone in this
range, and we’re big fans.
Brian: Our brand is the best-selling adult
games brand with the widest variety of
options. We have a game or novelty for every
adult occasion, whether it be social,
romantic, a milestone event, or sexual.
Could you give us some information about
the products that Kheper Games creates?
Brian: Kheper Games carries over 200
products in its range and sells to over 100
countries. Our top selling brand is our Sex!
line and other strong brands include: What
the F*ck? adult party and drinking games,
Let’s Fool Around for fun and foreplay that
can be for more than two people, and our
newly expanded line of bath bombs with
adult themes or surprises inside.
Justin: This is a brand that really is all about
fun. Some games set challenges, while
other’s dare you to do things you’d never
dream of - which adds an extraordinary
element to couples fun. A lot of Kheper
Games romance games are actually created
for 2 or more players, which in itself sets the
tone for a risqué evening with your partner or
even more players. The games set the mood
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J U S T I N V I C K E R S
B R I A N P E L L H A M

Brian Pellham, CEO
of Kheper Games

and the tone of the evening and it’s up to you
where you take it! We love that these games inspire
you to use your imagination and get creative.
Did ABS pick up the entire range of Kheper
Games, or just a selection of products?
Justin: We picked up a selection of Kheper
Games’ bestsellers according to what we know our
customers are looking for. The range is large and
diverse, and we picked the top selling games in
each category. That said, we will be reviewing new
items on a monthly basis and if there’s a call for a
certain game or customers want us to add more to
a game genre we’ll certainly be doing this.
Europe is very diverse ... that also goes for the
sense of humour in the various countries. What
makes you confident that the products of US
company Kheper Games will appeal to consumers
across Europe?
Brian: Kheper Games over the years has worked
with a very diverse group of individuals when
developing their games. This includes European
partners and employees, and also translators that
have helped our line develop to include up to 12
different languages.
Do the products offer several language versions?
Brian: Over 50 products of Kheper Games’ line include
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„W E ’ R E R E A L LY
E X C I T E D A B O U T TH I S
PA R TN E R S H I P, A S I T A D D S
S O M E TH I N G S O F U N A N D
N O V E L TO O U R E X I S TI N G
RANGE ACROSS
AND EUROPE.“
JUSTIN VICKERS

additional languages including:
English, Español (Spanish),
Français (French), Deutsch
(German), Russian, Dansk
(Danish), Nederlands (Dutch),
Svensk (Swedish), Czech, Italiano
(Italian), Polski (Polish), and
Português (Portuguese). (Please
see our language sheet included).

Is Kheper Games the first brand in
this special product category for
TH E U K
ABS, or do you already have
similar brands or products in your
range?
Justin: Kheper Games is a
completely unique brand. We do
stock novelty games and
products, but Kheper Games is
by far our biggest brand in this area, and this is the first
time we’ve added such a large range at once. There
was a gap in our range for something really special, and
Kheper Games have exceeded that by miles. By adding
them to our range, we’ve not only given our customers
access to wedding and bachelor / bachelorette games
which we know are always popular, we’ve also added
party games and romance. Kheper Games have
covered so many bases with this range, with so much
variety to keep any customer happy.

I N T E R V I E W

Is this an under-represented product category in
the adult market?
Brian: I feel that it has been, traditionally. We
historically have struggled to match interested
customers to distributors in Europe who want
product that they can’t find easily. But with our
items being somewhat inexpensive, freight from the
U.S. becomes difficult. We had half a dozen such
inquiries last year.
Do you have some tips for retailers, so they can
achieve the best-possible results with the Kheper
Games products? Also, do you offer POS materials
to the trade members?
Brian: Some items like the Sex! Scratch Tickets
and Let’s F*ck! dice game are fun impulse buys
and should be displayed as such. Other items,
such as our 50 Cards of Bondage, is a great
“how-to” item that will help people figure out how
to use bondage equipment. It’s a great add-on
purchase to someone buying any sort of bondage
item. The playful nature of our range also makes
our items some of the most giftable for Weddings,
Birthdays, Christmas, and Valentine’s. Games are
fun. You can’t go wrong with a fun gift!
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Rock Candy, Kheper Games… what’s next for
ABS? What are your plans for the upcoming
months?
Justin: We have so many amazing brands coming
up in so many categories! We’ve just added YES
Lubes and Le Wand to our range as well as B-vibe
and of course the Mimic vibrator by Clandestine.
Next up, we’re looking forward to J lube, Boy
Butter, Boneyard as well as new products from
Perfect Fit and NS Novelties. We’re adding exciting
new brands and products every few weeks - but
you’ll be the first to know when they arrive!
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The time will come where

we will see a fully autonomous doll
exclusive

T h e l a u n c h o f DS Do lls’ Ro bo tic H ea d is f a st a p p ro a ch ing

The technological advances in the doll segment continue at a brisk pace: Shortly, we will
see the first Robotic Head from DS Dolls, which is going to be veritable quantum leap in this
product category. Paul Lumb, founder and head of Cloud Climax – the flagship reseller of
the DS Dolls and EX Doll brands for Europe and Great Britain – tells us more about the new
product, and he explains why the Robotic head marks the beginning of a new phase in the
evolution of the dolls segment.

Consumers can now make a down payment
on the Robotic Head at your online shop. Does
that mean that the launch of the product is
imminent?
Paul Lumb: Yes, the launch is coming very
soon. We are taking deposits of £300 to
ensure that our customers are the first to
receive the new Robotic Head first.
Can you already gauge how much demand
there is for this unique product?
Paul: We have had so much interest and it
quite honestly came as a surprise how much.
Because this is such a new development in
technology from a retailing perspective, I think
it really is sinking it for consumers that they
really will be able to own a robot.
How much will the Robotic Head cost?
Paul: We have not established how much the
robotic head will cost yet, we are taking
deposits of £300 which will be offset against
the total cost. As usual we will be able to offer
fantastic prices to our customers.
The Robotic Head clearly marks a quantum
leap in this product category. Would you mind
telling us more about the individual features of
the product?
Paul: The first generation of the Robotic Head
will be able to give facial expressions,
movements and will have the functionality to
play mp3s. You could play music or a voice
recording and it will all be controlled by an App.
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The second generation will be much more
interactive. She will have the ability to speak
and interact verbally. She will have a tongue
that she can pull out cheekily and may also
include an oral function. She will have head
neck and shoulder movements and will be a
bust rather than just a head. We hope that
the functionality will also include the ability to
turn on and off your interactive home devices
too.
How long did it take to develop this product?
Paul: DS Doll have been undertaking
Robotic research and development for
around five years. There has been a lot of
hard work, which has culminated in the
development of the Robotic Head. Research
and development into all products is ongoing
all the time in the DS Laboratory and they
constantly strive to improve all their products
in the range. Development is ongoing with
further robotic products to be released too.
However, this Robotic Head is only going to
be the first step. Is it correct that DS Dolls
are already working on a new, optimised
version? What are the differences between
the two?
Paul: There are several versions of Robotic
products that are currently being worked on.
The second generation will improve upon the
first by having head, neck and shoulder
movements included, being in a bust style as
well as being a more interactive version.
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FREE FOAMING
TOY CLEANER 50ML

WITH EVERY PURCHASE OF A JO H2O
120ML CLASSIC ORIGINAL LUBRICANT

Available for a limited time only
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“ D S D O L L H AV E B E E N
U N D E R TA K I N G R O B OTI C
RESEARCH AND
D E V E LO P M E N T FO R
The First Generation will be fully compatible with
existing dolls, which is more unlikely with the
second version.
Fully autonomous Dolls are being looked into, with
much work going into body sensors, warming
functions and skeleton and skin progression
amongst other things.
Which doll models are compatible with the Robotic
Head? Or does it fit on any DS Dolls product?
Paul: The First Generation of the Robotic Head will
be compatible with all the DS Doll range from
158cm to 167cm dolls and the Evolution Doll,
which is the latest release. The head will fit on any
of these doll bodies similarly to a normal doll head.
The fitments will be the same. We also anticipate
that the Robotic Head will be available on it own
with a stand.
What can you tell us about the Robotic App?
Paul: The first release of the App will be a version
with the First Generation Robotic Head to facilitate
the movement of the face and generation of facial
expressions, blinking and movement of the
features. Cloud Climax are also working on a more
developed version of the app, which will allow
users a wider range of functionality and will be
available for free to users who purchase their
robotic head from Cloud Climax.
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AROUND FIVE YEARS.“
PA U L L U M B

How much is possible in robotic and artificial
intelligence, especially with respect to the adult
market? Or, put differently: When will we see the
first true ‚robotic doll‘?
Paul: Some people say it will never happen, or not
happen for a long time, however I do not believe
this. The products are in the pipeline and being
developed right now. The technology has got to be
right and the market is definitely there for it.
The time will come where we will see a fully
autonomous doll, with all body movements and
walking that is available for consumers to buy.
How far away that is, is likely a lot nearer than
we might think.
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There is nothing like
THE LILY on the market
A v i br a to r i nsp ired by na ture: Th e Lily

exclusive

Flowers have always been a symbol of lovers – a romantic fact that is also reflected in
the first product of Fleurotics, a vibrator named The Lily, that is shaped much like a flower.
The consumers obviously liked this special design flourish since the company reached
its funding goal on the very first day of their crowdfunding campaign. Emily Robertson,
the founder of Fleurotics, tells us more about The Lily and the appeal of flower-inspired
aesthetics.
The Lily will launch this
summer at a retail price of
roughly 70 euro

Fleurotics recently launched a very successful crowdfunding campaign for your
first product, THE LILY. What made
this vibrator
so appealing to its backers?
Emily Robertson: We think
people are looking for
something different. If you
go to your local store, with
a few notable exceptions,
a good percentage of
the vibrator section
all looks the same.
They tend to blend
together. We
didn’t want to just
make something,
we wanted to
make something
that wasn’t like
anything else on the
market. With THE
LILY, we think we
accomplished that.

Do you or the Fleurotics team have previous
experience in the adult industry?
Emily: I‘m the founder and have been in and
out of the erotic industry my entire adult life.
I co-founded one of the largest adult social
networks in the world and co-own an online
adult retail store. I have guest lectured at a
top 25 university, taught workshops in multiple
countries on multiple continents, and have
been an organiser for multiple conferences
and shows.
My husband Brian, who has joined the team as
our VP of Sales and Marketing, has focused on
the educational and entertainment side of the
erotic industry. Brian founded a very successful
educational conference and has presented

“ W E TH I N K P E O P L E A R E
LO O K I N G FO R S O M E TH I N G
D I F F E R E N T. ”
E M I LY R O B E R T S O N

What can you tell us
about Fleurotics, the
company behind THE LILY?
Is there a certain philosophy the
company is pursuing?
Emily: Fleurotics is a small team of likeminded people. Our philosophy is simple,
make the highest quality products for the
best value. With that said, we haven’t cut
any corners. THE LILY is 100% body-safe,
inside and out.
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on a variety of topics in Canada, Australia,
Singapore, and Hong Kong. He also managed
and organised the world’s largest rope
bondage art show, which involved over 400
performers across 9 cities, on 5 continents.
Most sex toys are either realistically shaped or
have an abstract form. Why did you choose
the natural shape of a flower?
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Emily: The choice was two-fold. First, we wanted
something different and distinct, that had a certain
aesthetic and beauty about it. There is nothing like
THE LILY on the market. We might find out there’s
a reason for that, but from the feedback we’re
receiving, people love it. Secondly, as we were going
through the exercise of figuring out what we wanted,
we found a correlation between adjectives for what
we wanted in a sex toy, and plants. Plants are healthy
and an important part of our lives. They possess a
certain gentile quality; they have a sense of calmness
to them. They’re natural and beautiful, pleasant and
inviting. Most of all, they’re rarely intimidating. As we
looked down a list of adjectives, it sorts of became a
natural fit. We wanted a vibrator that encompassed
everything we just said, and we think June nailed it!
Was discretion also a factor when you designed
the toy?
Emily: Discretion was a big part of
our design and THE LILY reflects that
in multiple ways. Before discussing
this though, we really need to discuss
the intended role of it. THE LILY was
primarily designed to be a clitoral
vibrator, and as such, it was designed
for anyone with a clitoris. The stem is
powerful, so anyone with a penis will
enjoy it on the frenulum and perineum,
however, people with penises are not
our target market with this product. With
its primary use in mind, June designed
the petal to cover the user’s vagina while
the stem stimulates the clitoris. This
allows the user a certain level of modesty
or discreetness, not afforded by many
vibrators. Studies and surveys all over
the world show the majority of people
engage in sexual activity in the dark,
so we feel an added level of discretion
THE LILY can provide is going to be an
appreciated feature.
Furthermore, life happens, and
sometimes people show up
unexpectedly. We’re sure some
of your readers have left their
toys out accidentally and someone
has seen them. While THE LILY isn’t
going to fool anyone if they take a
close look at it, it will save you some
embarrassment if company takes a
casual look.
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Finally, we wanted to make something people could
travel with discreetly. Emily travels all over the world,
so she wanted something that she could take with
her that wouldn’t take up a lot of space and wouldn’t
be too obvious if pulled out by airport security. Emily
actually tells a funny story about being in Mexico for
her sister-in-law’s wedding and getting searched
exiting the Cancun airport. She was pulled aside in
the open, in front of the entire family, wedding party,
and their friends. So the need for discreet toys is
definitely a lesson Emily learned the hard way.
Apart from a great design, the technology that makes
a vibrator work is also very important. What has THE
LILY to offer in this regard?
Emily: It’s incredible the amount of science and
technology that goes into these things. We have
learned a lot about our favourite toys since we began
this process. It’s given us a greater appreciation for
some of our toys, and unfortunately, completely
ruined some of our favourites. Thankfully, we have
a great team and a great manufacturing partner
who have helped us avoid some of the problems
other products face. THE LILY uses the best
components and materials on the market
right now. We’re so confident in it, we have a
2-year warranty that will protect anyone who
purchases it.
As for features, the first thing our supporters
will experience is the feel of it. We have
worked for 2 years on engineering the
perfect silicone formula. We wanted to
make it was as soft as we could get it,
without ruining the structural integrity or
insulating the vibration too much. No one
wants a vibrator where you can barely feel
the vibration!
The second feature people will enjoy is
THE LILY is completely waterproof. With an
IPX7 rating, it is completely submergible for
30 minutes in water up to 1 meter. This means
THE LILY can be enjoyed in both the bathtub,
and the shower. As an added bonus, the IPX7
rating means you can wash it thoroughly, worry-free.
No more worries about shorting out or ruining your
favourite toy while cleaning it!
Finally, THE LILY magnetically charges on a small,
convenient charging dock. The dock itself is only
2.3cm tall by 6.0cm wide, so it does not require a lot
of space. The magnet is powerful and will hold THE
LILY firmly on the dock while charging. It charges fully
in 90 minutes and can be used for up to 2 hours!
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When will THE LILY ship and how much will it cost?
Emily: We’re estimating shipping in August. As of
now, everything is on track. Of course, we have not
went into production as of yet, and I’m sure we’ll
encounter some challenges along the way. However,
our great manufacturing partner has a wealth of
experience in production, and most importantly sex
toys, so we think that will mitigate a lot of our growing
pains.
We’re still working out the MSRP in each of the
different areas of the world. We believe THE LILY will
retail around 70.00 in Europe, which will make it very
competitive with competing clitoral vibrators.
Are you working with distributors in Europe? Who
can retailers turn to if they want to sell your products
in their shops?
Emily: We currently do not have any distributors
in Europe, but we are beginning to work on it. The
European market is very important to us. However,

The discreet
look is one of
the strong points
of The Lily

The vibrator
magnetically charges
on a small, convenient
charging station

our focus at this time has not been on acquiring
distribution or retail shelf space. It has been squarely
on the people who have made this a success, our
Indiegogo backers. We wouldn’t be even thinking
about retail if it weren’t for them, and we want to
make sure each and every one of them are taken
care of first.
It is easy to get blinded by the successes we’ve had.
We reached our funding goal on Day 1! We then went
on to reach our stretch goal and received over 150%
of our goal. It would be easy to look ahead and get
excited about seeing our product in every major
adult store in Europe, and around the world. I think
a lot of crowd funded companies do that and forget
about what’s currently in front of them. We made a
commitment to our backers and they believed in us
enough to give us their hard-earned money. We take
that pledge very seriously.
What are Fleurotics plans for the future? Will we see
more floral inspired sex toys?
Emily: We have a business plan and we’re sticking
to it. We think we’ve got the right pieces in place
with Emily’s experience in the adult industry, June’s
experience as an award-winning designer, and our
manufacturing partner’s experience in adult toys.
From there, we’re going to continue to build and
grow. June is working on the second product
now, which we think everyone is going to be
excited about when we announce it.
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The Cocks Not Glocks protest
becomes more profound in retrospect
Co c k s N o t Glo cks: A Do cumenta ry tells a sto ry o f unusua l p ro test

exclusive

In the summer of 2016, the campus of the University of Texas in Austin was the stage for a
very unusual show of protest: Students held sex toys over their heads or tied them to their
backpacks. This way, they wanted to demonstrate their dislike of a new law that had been
passed in the Lone Star State allowing people to bear concealed handguns in the lecture
halls of the university (while the public display of sex toys was forbidden.) This protest,
dubbed “Cocks not Glocks” has now become the subject of a documentary film, directed
by Audra Webbe. We had the opportunity to interview the filmmaker and ask her about the
protest and the reactions it caused.
’Cocks not Glocks: A Documentary‘ is a
movie about a protest movement that started
in response to a law that was passed in Texas
in 2016. Could you tell our European
readers a bit more about the
background? What was the
protest against?
Audra Webbe: The Cocks
Not Glocks protest was in
reaction to the passage
of the Campus Carry
bill, which allows for
concealed handguns
to be carried into
public university
buildings in the state
of Texas. Concealed
handguns were
already allowed on
university grounds, but
now they would be allowed
into lecture halls, professor’s
offices with permission, and
certain dorm areas.

Audra Webbe,
the director of
Cocks Not Glocks –
A documentary

One of the students who
started the protests was
Jessica Jin and she
seems to
play an

000

important role in your documentary as well.
What can you tell us about her? Why did she
start the “Cocks not Glocks“ campaign?
Audra Webbe: Jessica Jin now lives and
works in San Francisco at a small tech startup.
When the campus carry bill was passed in
June of 2015, she was a recent graduate
of UT and was living in Austin. As a quickwitted woman and small time internet troll,
she decided to make a fake Facebook event
called Campus (Dildo) Carry to poke fun at
the absurdity of the campus carry law. The
event called for UT students to strap dildos
to the outside of their backpacks in protest
of the law on the first day of the fall semester
in August 2016. After she shared the event
with her friends, the protest went viral and her
“dick joke” became a reality. Thus, Jessica was
thrust into the spotlight and into the world of
gun violence prevention activism, having 10
months to plan a dildo protest.
Why use sex toys as a means to protest
against guns? Is there broader meaning to this
than just for shock value?
Audra Webbe: In Jessica’s words, she had
a “mischievous hunch” that openly carrying a
dildo on a college campus in Texas would be
illegal-- and she was right. To openly brandish
a sex toy on a public, Texas campus is a Class
C misdemeanor. That our state government
would ban the open carry of sex toys, but allow
weapons to be carried in students’ backpacks
into university say a lot about our values as a
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Rosie Zander, one
of the leading
figures of the
protest, holding
a Cockzilla
above her head

Jessica Jin kicked
off the Cocks Not
Glocks protest
with a Facebook
post in the
summer of 2016

culture. In American culture, sexual and reproductive
Did the protest have any support from the erotic
freedom- especially women’s- has always suffered
industry and sex toy manufacturers?
social shaming and restrictions. In contrast, the
Audra Webbe: The protest couldn’t have been
ownership of guns and presence of
carried out to the extent that it was - in
violence in American culture has become
regard to the number of dildos and vibrators
more graphic and glamorized in our media.
handed out- without help from the erotic
When students raise a dildo against a
industry and sex toy manufacturers. Several
“ TH AT O U R S TAT E
gun, it questions not only our love for guns
companies- Shane’s World, Doc Johnson,
and violence, but also the shame that’s
G O V E R N M E N T W O U L D B A N Smile Makers- reached out to Jessica and
attached to sexual pleasure and why a gun
donated sex toys to be distributed. A sex
TH E O P E N C A R RY O F S E X
should belong in places of higher learning.
shop in Austin, called Dreamers, played an
integral role in housing most of the donated
TOY S , B U T A L LO W W E A 
How did the protest play out? Could you
dildos that Jessica received, as well as
give us a short account of what happened
donating their own. The day of the protest,
P O N S TO B E C A R R I E D I N
that summer 2016 at the University of
about 4,000 sex toys were distributed on
Texas?
campus.
S T U D E N T S’ B A C K PA C K S
Audra Webbe: On August 24th 2016, at
noon, on the University of Texas West Mall,
The “Cocks not Glocks” protest was almost
I N TO U N I V E R S I T Y S AY A
Jessica and her team strapped dildos on to
two years ago. Did anything change at all?
the backpacks of students, while explaining LOT A B O U T O U R VA L U E S
How would you describe the outcome of
the current campus carry laws and
the protest?
A S A C U LT U R E . ”
registering students to vote. While the area
Audra Webbe: As far as the legislature
swarmed with about 200-300 students at
goes, the bill hasn’t changed or been
AUDRA WEBBE
any time, the professors’ group, UT Gun
repealed. The Cocks Not Glocks protest
Free, also rallied and gave testimonies
lives on in fond memory at UT, and has
against campus carry. Around 2pm, Roy
been a form of protest adopted by a few
Wood Jr. from the Daily Show came and filmed a
other campuses around the U.S. However, I would
segment for the show. Ultimately, the protest was
say that in light of the 2016 presidential election
pulled off without a hitch.
that would take place only two months after, the
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Cocks Not Glocks protest becomes more profound
in retrospect. Since Trump becoming president,
we’ve seen a slew of protests and demonstrations,
including most recently the March for Our Lives
and the #MeToo movement. In some ways, I feel
that the Cocks Not Glocks protest was a prelude to
our country’s surge activism in the Trump era and
now, as a documentary, will act as another way of
accessing the present social unrest we face.
Have you personally been involved in the protest?
Audra Webbe: Due to my proximity to the subjectswho were the core organizers of the protest- I ended
up being intensely involved in the protest. However,
I believe my role in the demonstration wasn’t so
much as another organizer, but as someone to bare
witness and document it as a moment in history. In
efforts to remain ethically unbiased, I tried my best
to only document and not facilitate the protest.
However, in solidarity with my subjects and with the
efforts that they had put in, I strapped a small, purple
dildo to my backpack the day of the protest. :)

young women openly holding dildos. By the time the
protest occurred and was featured on local news,
as well as The New York Times, Rolling Stone, and
Vice, it was at once considered important due to the
point it presented, but also dismissable because of
its blatant sexuality.
When are you planning on releasing the finished
movie and where will be able to watch it?
Audra Webbe: Our next steps after fundraising and
post-production will be submitting to our project
to film festivals, like Slamdance and SXSW, in the
coming months. Anticipate a premiere of our film by
Spring 2019.

Why did you choose this topic
for a Documentary?
Audra Webbe: While scrolling over
the Facebook event for Campus (Dildo)
Carry when it first went viral, the intense
backlash in the discussion section struck
me as significant. So many comments revealed
a sincere sexism and racism that was
purely directed at Jessica due to who she was,
not what her opinion was. From there, I wanted
to consider the story as an important and genuine
inspection into our culture and what it meant that
we were having a dildo protest against guns in
2016. Also, as a young woman that believes that
women’s experiences are downplayed and dismissed in our culture, I am determined to tell stories
that highlight women and our stories. Documenting
Cocks Not Glocks seemed only natural.
How was the feedback in regards to the protest
and how was it perceived by the public?
Audra Webbe: Due to the polarizing nature of the
protest, the feedback that it received was a mixture
of extremes. There was the far left, that ate up the
protest as a testament to feminism and gun control,
and then the far right, that felt it was an infringement
upon the Second Amendment and an immature way
to protest. The ugliest of both sides simply exhibited
sexism and misogyny at the sight of
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We want to be there for our customers
however and whenever they chose to shop
w w w.f e tc h s h o p .co .uk – F E TC H is o nline!

exclusive

Mark Lawrence
(Director FETCH),
Nigel Glenn
(Director FETCH),
and Rob Doman
(Store Manager,
FETCH Clapham)

At the beginning of April, FETCH opened their first brick and mortar store in Clapham,
London. At the beginning of May, they followed that up by launching their online shop,
www.fetchshop.co.uk. EAN had the opportunity to speak with Mark Lawrence, one of
the two Directors of Fetch, and we pelted him with questions about the online shop, their
e-commerce strategy, and the importance of customer service.
FETCH successfully opened its first brick
and mortar store in April, and at the beginning
of May, you followed that up with the launch of
your online shop. How has the response been
so far?
Mark Lawrence: We’ve been overwhelmed
by the response we’ve had to the store,
from customers, suppliers and the industry
in general. A store like FETCH has been long
overdue in Clapham and we are so happy to
be getting such welcoming, positive feedback
on a daily basis. We already feel very much a
part of the community and are proud to call
Clapham our home.
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Can you give us some information about your
online shop? Are there differences between
your product range online and in your walk-in
store?
Mark: It’s taken us a little longer than we had
hoped to get up and running online, but it’s
been worth it. We wanted the site to be an
extension of the store. Easy to shop and find
your way around, clean, simple, exciting and
FULL of amazing product that appeals to the
massive spectrum of our diverse community.
Who is target audience you want to reach with
the online shop?
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The FETCH store
in Clapham

Mark: We want the online store to be a one stop
ever be able to replace the interaction of a customer
shop for customers looking to purchase fashion,
stood in front of you and the service you are able
fetish and fun. Obviously not everyone lives in London
to offer in a brick and mortar environment. The risk
nor can everyone easily visit our bricks and mortar
of cannibalisation I believe sits in the hands of the
store on a regular basis, so the site allows us to
individual retailer. If your online offer always favours
reach those people who are excited about the range,
customers who shop online, and your physical store
offer and proposition that we have and want to be
is seen as an expensive alternative with limited choice
able to buy from us with confidence.
then you are going to force customers online. Like I
Our target I guess are people who love the
said it must be about balance.
product we have to offer and want to be
able to purchase it to enhance their lives
Is a multi-channel strategy an absolute
“IT’S ABOUT
and enable them to be themselves. We
necessity nowadays if you want to be
don’t believe in boundaries or restrictions
successful in the adult retail trade?
U N D E R S TA N D I N G W H AT
although by the very nature of what we sell
Mark: I guess it depends on your
there will always be a strong lean towards
individual strategy. If you are happy to
C U S TO M E R S WA N T A N D
the gay market.
exist only in the physical world then
G I V I N G TH E M TH E B E S T. ” you risk limiting your customer base
There is a great discussion about whether
and reach. We want to be there for our
M A R K L AW R E N C E
these two distribution channels – brick and
customers however and whenever they
mortar and e-commerce – are cannibalising
chose to shop. That’s why we are the
each other or whether there is a crossfirst adult retailer to offer customer
pollination effect. What is your opinion?
service seven days a week, 363 days a year
Mark: Clearly there has been a massive shift in
(we still get to have two days off for Christmas)!
the way people have chosen to shop over recent
We have worked hard promoting the FETCH brand
years, the effect is all too obvious to see when you
on social media and through promotional work
walk down any high street. I think that it’s critical to
with clubs, bars, magazines, and events around
recognise that people will always have choice but
London. Now we need to get the message of the
that there needs to be balance. How people choose
FETCH brand further afield, across the UK, Europe,
to shop will always depend on the individual and
and the Rest of the World. We are making
what experience they are looking for. Nothing will
FETCH happen.
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www.fetchshop.co.uk
launched in early May

You also offer a ‚1-Hour Click & Collect Service.‘
Which customers make use of Click & Collect, and
why do they choose this service?
Mark: Our delivery options put customers at the
heart of what we do, whether it’s Click and Collect
instore or tracked second class delivery on all orders
as standard. If you want it faster or live outside
the UK, then we can do that too, with our logistics
partner DPD.
Click and Collect is an extension of great service.
Time is probably the most valuable commodity in life
these days and the last thing you want is to head out
to make a purchase to find that what you wanted
has sold out or is not available. Click and Collect
gives you the certainty of knowing what you want is
there and waiting for you when you are ready to pick
it up, even better we can make that happen seven
days a week. Again, it’s about understanding what
customers want and giving them the best. We will
also be launching a FETCH first in delivery options
very soon, but we’ll have to keep you waiting just a
little longer with the details on that one. Trust us, it
will be worth the wait #GoFetch.
How have the consumers responded to the service
thus far?
Mark: It has been really well-received, even some
of our regulars now use the service for essentials to
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save time, but still end up browsing the store when
they come in and see new things that weren’t there
on their previous visit. Win – win.
What are your plans for FETCH in the upcoming
months?
Mark: So many events coming up. We have the
Clapham Street Party at the end of June which we
are really excited for, especially on our home turf.
Then we head into London Pride where we’ll be
taking FETCH on the road, we’ll see everybody
there. Then straight into Fetish Week London which
is probably going to be the highlight of this year, as
we have events lined up almost every day with LOTS
of new and exclusive product hitting the store and
website making sure everybody gets kitted out in the
right gear for them.
Product wise there’s always something new and fresh
at FETCH. Since opening we’ve already launched
our Triton Fetish Range of leather harnesses and
jocks along with our stunning collection of medical
grade stainless steel cock rings, ball stretchers, penis
plugs and wands, glans rings and speculums to
name but a few. There’s still more to come. We are
just finalising the details on our FETCH fashion range
which will also be out in time for Fetish Week. I’m
exhausted just thinking about it all.
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There is still a major gender gap in
the use and purchase of sex toys

Ti n a Ca r te r o n th e results o f TE NGA’s Glo ba l Self -Plea sure Rep o rt 2018

exclusive

For their Global Self Pleasure Report,
TENGA interviewed more than 13,000
women and men from 18 nations about
their views on masturbation, sex, and
sexuality. Tina Carter from TENGA’s
advertising and PR department sheds
some light on the result of this self-pleasure
report and explains why TENGA believes
that it is important to conduct surveys such
as this one.

Tina Carter is
happy about the
media’s interest
in the Global
Self-Pleasure
Report 2018

The Global Self-Pleasure Report 2018 is
not TENGA’s first survey. What are the pro
arguments for conducting surveys? What
makes this investment of time and effort
worthwhile?
Tina Carter: This is our third year conducting
large-scale surveys, and a major finding that
has been consistent in each survey is that
people’s perceptions and what the reality is
are often very different. Education will hopefully
weaken the stigmas around sexuality and
masturbation, to help more people enjoy
something that should be fun, not a source of
anxiety or guilt.
The investment is not just about the surveys
themselves. This research allows us to have
full sets of data to work with that are our own,
which can be used not only within our own PR
campaigns, but also allow us to provide facts
and be a source of information when media
wish to write about sexuality.
To what degree do the results of such surveys
impact the development process at TENGA?
Tina Carter: While we do look at and stay
aware of market trends, TENGA believes in
proposing new ideas for pleasure. That is one
reason why we offer such a wide range of
products, and continue to come up with new
ideas even when no one else is making the
same things we do – innovation is at the core
of what we want to achieve. Conducting these
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C A R T E R

All results of
the survey can
be seen at
www.feelmore.global

surveys and analysing their results also help with this
goal - developing an understanding of people and
their perceptions towards masturbation and sexuality
in general can give us valuable insight into what is
missing from the market, and what we can make
next to help even more people enjoy their
own sexuality to the fullest.

How willing are people to share information about
self-gratification? Or is this still a case of ‚everybody
does it, but nobody talks about it?‘
Tina Carter: An interesting thing we have found is
that, even though people are always given the choice
to opt out of the survey, we have never had
any problem getting the reports fielded on
schedule – with any of our surveys! PSB has
Now, let’s talk about the Global Selfeven told us that the surveys are completed
“ W E H AV E S E E N G R E AT
Pleasure Report 2018. Who were the
even faster than anticipated, which may
SUCCESS IN OPENING
interviewees and how did you reach
indicate people’s openness to talk about the
them? In which countries, among which
subject anonymously.
U P TH E C O N V E R S ATI O N
age groups, and over which period of
Of course, there is a difference between
time did you conduct the survey?
completing an anonymous survey about
A R O U N D M A S T U R B ATI O N ,
Tina Carter: TENGA, in partnership with
masturbation and talking to your auntie
research firm PSB, surveyed more than
about it at the dinner table – there is surely
W I TH G R E AT C O V E R A G E
13,000 men and women aged 18-74
a level of openness that people will have
across 18 countries that make up 57% of
in the survey that they would not in their
FROM WOMEN’S MEDIA
the world’s population about their habits
everyday lives. In the UK Self-Pleasure
S I N C E TH E B E G I N N I N G . “
and views toward self-pleasure, sex,
Report, we learned that while 87% of people
gender dynamics and sex toy usage. The
masturbate, 55% never talk about it – even
TINA CARTER
survey was conducted February – March
though 46% think it would benefit society
2018.
to talk more openly about sexuality. These
For an explanation of the full methodology
things indicate that while many people
behind the survey, we have a full breakdown posted
would like to be having these conversations, we
in the Media section of our campaign website, www.
aren’t quite there yet.
feelmore.global. It’s a bit of a read, but we wanted
to do our best to ensure that the findings were as
How honest are the answers your received? When it
accurately representative of each country and its
comes to sex-related surveys, many people seem to
inhabitants as possible.
be exaggerating quite a bit …
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Our readers are obviously most interested in the
questions and answers relating to sex toys. What can
you tell us about the results on that front?
Tina Carter: This may not be such a surprise, but
there is still a major gender gap in the use and
purchase of sex toys. However, we were delighted to
find that in the UK, 44% of men are open to using a
toy themselves, and 70% are open to using one on
a partner (71% in the US, and 69% in Germany). The
second bit is significant because one main finding
of the survey this time is that men who use sex toys
have partners who are more sexually satisfied – this
is huge! And while the toys themselves are great,
this can also indicate that a partner who is open
to using toys is also more open to communication
and experimentation, leading to greater intimacy
and bonds with their partners. More men open to
buying and using toys, both for themselves and for
their partners, is good both for people’s personal
relationships, and for the industry as a whole.
The Global SelfPleasure Report 2018
marks TENGA’s third
survey about sex
and self-gratification

Tina Carter: Our research partners PSB have teams
around the world that ensure the integrity of their
results - these aren’t surveys we’ve conducted
ourselves with volunteers brought in through our own
website, we brought in the professionals! We are
confident in the data we have received, also largely
due to the sample size we have taken – 13,000
people! – for a survey centred around masturbation,
this is one of the biggest of its kind.
What results did the survey yield? Were there
surprises?
Tina Carter: Since this was a global survey, we came
away with a lot of interesting news – which can be
read in full detail at feelmore.global – including both
some differences and many similarities in sexuality
around the world. While differences can be fun to
read about, it is equally important to look at what is
the same across regions and cultures. For example,
the majority of countries surveyed said that honesty is
extremely important (if not the most important feature)
in an ideal man. Globally, men who ‚feel more‘ also
tend to score higher in many areas including overall
health, quality of sex life, happiness levels, self and
body confidence, and quality of relationships with
their partners.
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“ E D U C ATI O N W I L L
H O P E F U L LY W E A K E N
TH E S TI G M A S A R O U N D
SEXUALITY AND
M A S T U R B ATI O N , TO H E L P
M O R E P E O P L E E N J OY
S O M E TH I N G TH AT S H O U L D
B E F U N , N OT A S O U R C E
O F A N X I E T Y O R G U I LT. “
TINA CARTER

How do the results compare to previous surveys
you conducted? Have there been big changes? Are
people more open and relaxed when it comes to
things such as sex, sexuality, and self-pleasure?
Tina Carter: While there are things that we
benchmark year to year, each survey we have done
has had a different theme. In 2016 our survey was
focused on masturbation in the United States, and
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In total, there were
more than 13,000 male and
female interviewees, whose
age ranged from 18 to 74

How much more normalisation and persuasion will be
2017 saw this expand to the UK and Germany.
necessary before people will truly be at ease with the
This year’s survey was the first time we went global,
aforementioned topics, and what role can
so have been able to compare results
TENGA play in supporting that process?
across nations – and our major takeaway
Tina Carter: It’s less a question of
is all about masculinity and the ‚Feel
persuading people to have these
More‘ man.
“A S O U R S U RV E Y H A S
conversations, and more about creating
To summarize very simply, there is a
an environment where people feel
huge difference between the stereotype
SHOWN, BEING OPEN
safe and comfortable talking about
surrounding what makes a ‚man‘, and
masturbation and sexuality if that is
what men actually value. This has led to
HAS MORE BENEFITS
something they want to do. The main
a false understanding of what being a
TH A N J U S T R E L ATI N G
goal of our survey reports is to elevate
man is. While many people still think of
the conversation around masturbation
the classic man’s man – macho, strong,
TO M A S T U R B ATI O N 
from jokes over beers to an opportunity
a provider, stoic – as the ideal man, the
for real connection and growth – letting
traits that people are looking for are that
B E T T E R R E L ATI O N S H I P S ,
people know that they are not alone in
of a much more sensitive type – honest,
their behaviours and desires can play
kind, trustworthy, in touch with his and
B E T T E R E M OTI O N A L
a huge role in creating a new kind of
others’ emotions. The men who fit this
thought around these discussions.
profile – the ‘Feel More’ men – tend to
H E A LTH , H I G H E R S E L F 
As our survey has shown, being open
have happier lives all round – you can
CONFIDENCE.“
has more benefits than just relating to
read the full reports at www.feelmore.
masturbation – better relationships, better
global.
TINA CARTER
emotional health, higher self-confidence.
We have seen great success in
People like our brand ambassadors in
opening up the conversation around
Europe, Alix Fox and Volker Wittkamp,
masturbation, with great coverage from
are helping to move that conversation
women’s media since the beginning; we
forward – we hope we can continue to be a major
have seen an increase year over year in the amount of
source of support to those who want to open it up
coverage we get from men’s media and mainstream
even further.
newspapers (initially not as open to covering the topic
openly), indicating an expansion of the conversation
around sexuality and self-pleasure.
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I believe we aren’t so
far away from it as we might think
Vi r tu a l X: M a rta Gira lt ta kes a critica l lo o k a t a dult VR co ntent

exclusive

Virtual reality enables us to experience things we normally wouldn’t or couldn’t. The
adult industry quickly saw the potential of this technology, and today, there are several
companies working to make fully immersive virtual sex a reality. But how far can or should
this be taken? Should everything that can be portrayed actually become experienceable?
Those are only two of the many questions that designer Marta Giralt addresses with her
installation Virtual X, which includes three devices that could theoretically be used to create
virtual simulations of rape. In our EAN interview, she explains why she decided to tackle
this subject and what discussions we need to have in our society as the possibilities of VR
continue to grow.
Marta, you are the creator of an installation
Futures, I discovered virtual reality (VR) and
called “Virtual X“. Before we talk about your
became fascinated by how immersive and
work, could you tell us a bit about your
interactive it was. As part of my graduation
background?
project, I decided to investigate what industries
Marta Giralt: After
would most likely adopt
finishing my BA in fashion
this technology and I
design in Barcelona, I
soon stumbled upon
began working in the
the porn industry, which
“ I TH I N K TH E R E A L
fashion industry as a print
had been one of its early
P R O B L E M I S TH AT
and accessories designer
adopters. For my initial
for womenswear. After
research, I investigated
EXTREME EXPERIENCES
two years, I enrolled in
the current state of
the MA Material Futures
online pornography
L I K E TH I S I N V I R T U A L
at Central Saint Martins in
and I was shocked by
London, hoping to push
how easy it is to access
REALITY MIGHT
my practice in a more
hardcore pornography
research and materialsD E S E N S I TI S E A N D
and, more specifically,
lead direction. There I
by the content and
D E TA C H U S F R O M TH E
developed an interest for
abundance of such
critical and speculative
pornographic footage.
R E A L S I T U ATI O N S I N L I F E For me, it was an
design and developed
Virtual X as my secondobvious question … if
 E V E N M O R E S O TH A N
year graduation project.
hardcore pornography
is currently common
WATC H I N G TH E M O N A
Your project Virtual X is
in online pornography,
SCREEN.”
asking the question “If
then there will also be
current online hardcore
a place for it in virtual
M A R TA G I R A LT
pornography were to
experiences so, what
move into a virtual domain
will happen in that case?
tomorrow, what would
be the impact in our society?“ Why did you
Virtual X has three different components, called
choose to explore this topic?
Suna, Thuom, and Avigan. How do these fit
Marta Giralt: In my second year at Material
together to create an experience?

Marta Giralt is a
design researcher
and explorer
of the future
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The three elements
of Virtual X are
called Avigan,
Suna, and Thuom

Marta Giralt: Suna, Thuom, and Avigan are the
three objects that would allow a user to have a
complete rape experience in virtual reality through
their three different orifices (considering rape under
the UK Sexual Offences Act of 2013, legislation.
gov.uk/ukpga/2003/42/part/1/crossheading/rape).
I chose this as the project’s scenario as it is one of
the most normalised simulated practices in online
pornography.
Pornography has been criticised for normalising
deviant sexual behaviour and VR pornography is
said to have an even stronger effect. What were
your findings in this regard?
Marta Giralt: Although during my research I tried to
find conclusive studies that proved that there exists a
link between VR and deviant sexual behaviour, there
are actually no studies like those at this point in time.
VR as we currently know it (with new developments
being made by companies like HTC, Oculus or
even Playstation) is relatively new and therefore
still needs time to be implemented in society and
become ubiquitous. Not only that, but developments
in robotics and computer-generated imagery still
have a long way to go before users can access
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fully immersive and realistic virtual experiences on a
commercial level. Until then, we can only speculate
what impact (if any) this might have on the long term.
The argument that new media lead to deviant
behaviour in real life is nothing new. Comic books,
video games, and even novels have been accused
of having an undesirable impact on the user.
Now it‘s VR. Is it different this time?
Marta Giralt: I don’t believe so, VR just brings
another level of immersion in which most of our
senses participate from the experience. With VR
we don’t watch something on a screen, but we are
actually completely surrounded by the environment
and although this does challenge our perceptions
of reality, we will always know that it isn’t real. In
any case, I think the real problem is that extreme
experiences like this in virtual reality might desensitise
and detach us from the real situations in life (even
more so than watching them on a screen).
Since your project is a concept it also poses the
questions, how far along we are to such products
becoming reality. When will we see fully immersive
VR pornography? And are we ready for it?
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The Virtual X
installation, as it
could be seen at the
presentation of
Marta’s final thesis

Marta Giralt: I believe we aren’t so far away from
it as we might think. Companies like Real Doll in
California are already working on pairing up their
hyper-real dolls with Virtual Reality so as to have
fully immersive sexual experiences. Not only that,
but Japan has been one of the countries leading
in developments within the sex-tech industry with
festivals such as the Adult VR Fest where a couple
of years ago we could already see users trying out
different VR porn experiences. Nevertheless, the
real VR porn you find at the moment are the 360º
porn videos on sites like Pornhub which are hardly
anything close to the “real thing”. I’m sure this will
change at some point in the near future, but I believe
there still have to be quite a lot of mental and societal
shifts for users to be willing to experience porn in a
fully immersive way (not to mention the pricing of the
headsets and other robotic sex toys would probably
need to go down).
You worked together with experts on different fields
for this project. Who were the contributors to Virtual X
and why did you choose them?
Marta Giralt: For this project I had a lot of input
from experts in different fields related to VR but
also in the fields of psychology, robotics and ethics.
During the initial phase of my research (where I was
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studying VR more broadly) I was in contact with
Dr. Sylvia Xueni Pan who gave me very important
insights regarding studies that are being conducted
connecting psychology and VR. Later on, I had
input from experts such as Massil Benbouriche
from the department of psychology in Wayne State
University and Ethan Zuckerman from the Center
for Civic Media at MIT regarding the impact of VR in
the context of sex and the evolution of pornography
through the lense of different technologies.
At which exhibitions will Virtual X be shown this year?
Marta Giralt: Virtual X has been shown at the Design
Does exhibition in Barcelona, Spain and the What
If? exhibition at the Museum of Decorative Arts in
Trondheim, Norway as part of their biennale.
Will you continue to explore the challenges of
technology and sexuality? Are you currently working
on further projects?
Marta Giralt: Yes, I would like to continue exploring
the intersection of technology and our sexuality in a
more applied and pragmatic way. In a sense, I would
like to explore the next phase of Virtual X in terms of
its applications in a more therapeutic and medical
environment. Currently I am in the early research
stages of this next phase.
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I believe that there is a huge potential in the
West African market and it is expected to grow
exclusive

D r o e a I n ti ma tes distributes a dult p ro ducts in Nigeria a nd Gh a na
When was Droea Intimates founded? And
what was your motivation to distribute sex toys
in the West African market?
Lynda Unogu: Droea Intimates was
established in 2018 and our aim is to break
down customer prejudices concerning pleasure
products and to introduce quality and the
best global brands in the sexual wellness and
pleasure segment. Also, we identified a gap in
the market for quality pleasure products as the
market is saturated with fake products.

Pioneers of the West African
adult market: Dr. Akpubi, General
Manager of Droea Intimates, and
Lynda Unogu, Director Business
Development of Droea Intimates

How would you sum up your corporate
philosophy?
Lynda: 1) To pioneer the distribution of sexual
wellness and pleasure products in West
Africa.
2) Commitment to transforming lives and
relationships by granting access to quality
sexual health products.
To whom do you distribute your products and
brands? Who are your customers?
Lynda: We distribute to adult retail stores
both online and bricks & mortar, to hotels,
pharmacies, novelty and gift shops, to lingerie
boutiques and sexual health clinics.

Droea Intimates truly deserves
to be called a pioneer, after
all, the Nigerian company has
set out to supply consumers
in West Africa with adult
products – an ambitious goal,
considering the adult market
in this region is still very much
in its infancy, not to mention
that it is being swamped with
cheap knock-off products.
EAN spoke with Lynda
Unogu, who is the Director of
Business Development at the
fledgling company, and asked
her about the potential and
the possibilities lying within
the West African market.

Do you only work with customers within
the adult market, or also with mainstream
retailers?
Lynda: We work with clients in the adult
market, in the health sector, and in the
entertainment industry.
In which countries do you operate? Where are
your customers from?
Lynda: We operate in Nigeria and Ghana
You focus heavily on well-known brands and
products. Why did you decide to pursue this
strategy?
Lynda: Yes, we do focus on well-known
brands because we want to work with brands
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that are passionate about the quality and
innovation of their products – products which
serve a unique purpose for their customers.
Also, brands that have a good track record of
customer satisfaction.
What do you look for in brands? What
standards do they have to meet to be of
interest to you?
Lynda: History of research and development,
innovation, good customer satisfaction, price,
and product design.
Droea Intimates is the exclusive distributor
of several brands. Currently, many people
discuss the advantages and disadvantages of
exclusive distribution. What is your opinion?
Lynda: As a new company in a developing
market, exclusivity is important to us because
we put a lot of effort into promoting brands
in Nigeria and a lot of this will be evident in
the coming months. Having exclusivity, we
can work with these brands, manage product
prices, bring quality products to the market,
put a check on fake products, and above, all
be a market leader in the African market.
Do you also have private brands, or do you
intend to launch your own products in the
future?
Lynda: No ,we don’t have any private brands.
We don’t intend to launch our own products
in the near future.
What support do you offer to your customers
with respect to POS materials?
Lynda: POS Materials are available on request
for shop owners.
What role does customer service play for your
company?
Lynda: It plays a huge role as service is what
sets us apart.
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Dr. Akpubi founded
Droea Intimates
just this year

Lynda Unogu sees great potential
of sexual wellness products in
Nigeria and Ghana

Like any region made up of different countries,
cultures, languages, etc., the West African market is
very heterogeneous. Is that a problem if you want to
market adult products?
Lynda: In regards to languages – all we do is in
English.
What about the legal situation? Is it permitted to sell
vibrators, etc. in all West African nations? Are there
any limitations?
Lynda: Selling vibrators is not illegal.

What can you tell us about Droea Intimates’ plans for
the future?
Lynda: We intend to grow and expand our reach.
How should we envision the existing structures of the
adult market in these countries? Are there producers,
who are the distributors, and where are adult products sold?
Lynda: The adult market is in its infant stage, it is not
developed yet.
How would you describe the typical West African
sex toy buyer? Are these consumers predominantly
younger people from urban areas?
Lynda: They are mostly in their 30s.
On your website, you complain that the West African
market is swamped with cheap products. What is
the reason for this situation? Hadn’t brand products
been available before? Or have the prices of brand
products been too steep for many consumers?
Lynda: The influx of cheap fake products is a common thing here, but it is even worse with sex toys.
Unfortunately, brands are not available and accessible. The price plays a role, but the most important
thing is easy access to these brands.

How open-minded and accepting are the people in
West Africa when it comes to sex toys and themes
such as sexuality, masturbation, sexual wellness,
etc.?
Lynda: They are becoming open-minded and you
find people openly talking about things like sex and
sexuality and sexual wellness. But we still have a long
way to go.
How well-informed are the people about sexuality,
etc.? Is there sex education of some sort? Where can
people in West Africa learn about these things?
Lynda: Sex education used to be very one-sided,
full of a scare tactics, and more focused on sexual
abstinence and birth control. However, a few
public health campaigns have introduced more
comprehensive sex education for youths.
What are your expectations for the future of the West
African market for adult products? Will it grow and
eventually realise its full potential?
Lynda: I believe that there is huge potential in the
West African market and it is expected to grow.
Following recent cultural changes and the huge
exposure to, and influence of Social Media, Africa will
eventually realise its full potential.

Which products are particularly popular among the
West African consumers right now? Which trends
can be seen in the market?
Lynda: Vibrators are quite common in the market for
women.
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Moving to Japan at the tender age of 20
without speaking a word of Japanese – that
is very daring. Tina Carter did exactly that,
and in our Monthly Mayhem, she tells us
about this adventure, about how she landed
a job in the advertising and PR department
of TENGA, and about the Japanese word
‚ganbaru‘. Moreover, she professes her love
for the video game ‚Legend of Zelda‘, and
she tells us why she prefers going to the
movies by herself.
Do Japanese people have a special
working morale?
Tina Carter: There is a Japanese word,
‘ganbaru’ – it literally means to do one’s best.
If you’re having a trash day and someone says
to you, ‘oh… ganbaru today’, it means they
are wishing you the best possible day at work
– and it’s not about good luck, it’s about doing
the best you can. That’s awesome, because
not everyone is lucky, but everyone can do
their best.
What was your childhood ambition?
Tina Carter: My earliest professional ambition
was to be a writer – my first book was entirely
written, illustrated, and bound (ie: printed on
my Dad’s work computer and put in a clear file)
by me at about 6 years old. It was called The
Evil King, and it was about, can you believe
it, an evil king. He had a maid who had to
do all his cleaning and never got paid – one
day she’d had enough, and said to him, ‘NO,
now YOU work for ME – and I won’t pay you
either, HA HA HA.’ She did pay him in the end
though, she just wanted to teach him a lesson.
Morality tales were my strong suit, clearly.
How did you get into the love toy industry?
Tina Carter: I previously had a five-year
contract in Japan working as an English
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Tina Carter
Questions & Answers
teacher, and it was about to run out – I was in full-on
job-hunting mode and was fortunate enough to have
a friend of a friend refer me to a job listing for my
current position. As soon as I heard what company
the opening was with, I felt like I had hit the jackpot –
and I still do!
If you weren’t in this industry, what would you be
doing now?
Tina Carter: During my job hunt, I also interviewed
with a luxury jewellery company. No previous
experience of any kind was required, just an aptitude
for visual design and an ability to make beautiful
tiny things out of wax. I have an artistic background
– I majored in Fine Arts and painting in
university – so my interview and portfolio
were good, but as soon as TENGA was on
the table, the jewellery thing went straight
“ N OT
out the window.
What was the biggest step in your career?
Tina Carter: I’m not sure I have a ‘career’
to talk about yet – ask me again in 10
years.

meetings, silent concentration time, and nice emails.
I love getting into the zone for things like writing, but
doing that all day melts your brain – but a day full of
meetings can be overwhelming. The perfect day has
silent time to focus, meetings for socialisation, and
some nice emails – customer service can get pretty
miserable when it’s just complaints all the time, so the
people who go out of their way to say nice things are
some of the best people in the world.

How do you relax after work?
Tina Carter: I am obsessed with video games – if I
have any free time at all, that is where it goes. The
Legend of Zelda in particular has been my favourite
series for 20 years, and I have logged over
200 hours in the latest title, Breath of the
Wild, on the Switch. I also enjoy painting,
but I won’t pretend I have the energy for
E V E RYO N E I S
that after work – that is an activity that is
firmly relegated to weekends and full days
L U C K Y, B U T E V E RYO N E
off.

C A N D O T H E I R B E S T. ”
TINA CARTER

Where do you see yourself in 10 years’
time?
Tina Carter: Lounging in my Tokyo home,
covered in cats, sipping a dirty Martini, trying to figure
out what the biggest step in my career has been.
How do you envision the future of the sex toy
industry?
Tina Carter: I hope that it will only get bigger, more
varied and more widely ‘acceptable’, with a highly
discerning audience – that there will be safe, quality
options for all, and that it will be an industry where
dangerous, low-quality products do not succeed on
any level.
What is your idea of a perfect working day?
Tina Carter: The perfect working day is a mix of
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Who would you consider your role model
and why?
Tina Carter: I have always thought that
if I lived my life like my parents, I will have
succeeded – both travelled far from where
they were born to follow opportunity, took
risks, and have loads of great stories to tell. I think I’m
doing pretty well so far.
Imagine you have been asked to award a medal to
someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
Tina Carter: I would award Jenna Marbles (YouTube
royalty) with a medal for consistently putting out
quality content for the better part of a decade, and
often driving me to laughing-so-hard-I-can’t-breathe
levels of joy. She puts that stuff out for free on the
internet, and my life is absolutely better for having
her in it. I met her once a few years ago at a YouTube
event in Tokyo and she was so, so sweet, even
though I’m sure I was not playing it remotely cool.
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Which personal success are you proud of?
Tina Carter: I learned Japanese from zero – no
alphabet or anything – after coming to Japan.
Looking back, that sounds insane, but at the time
it seemed like a very reasonable way to put myself
through super-intense language training. It clearly
worked to some degree – I am at a language level
that I can work in a Japanese company and not
ruin everything – but I don’t think I would have the
guts to take the same risk now. The power of being
barely 20 years old, unreasonably confident, and
impulsive as hell is not to be underestimated.
What do you particularly like about yourself?
Tina Carter: That at 29, I remain unreasonably
confident and impulsive as hell (but with a keenly
developed new layer of general caution and
reasonable fear).
Which vice could you never forgive?
Tina Carter: If you pour the milk into the bowl
before the cereal, I will absolutely leave you on
‘Read’.
What song do you sing in the shower?
Tina Carter: It changes daily, but ‚You Make My
Dreams‘ by Hall & Oates is a frequent feature, along
with David Bowie’s ‚Modern Love‘ (my favourite
song of all time) and the DuckTales theme song (the
old one, not the new one). I like a peppy shower
bop.
Who would you never ever like to see naked?
Tina Carter: Anyone resembling an anthropomorphised snack food – like a Cheeto, for example.
With whom would you like to go to the cinema and
what film would you watch?
Tina Carter: I don’t like going to the movies very
much – I love seeing films at the cinema, but I hate
the audience around me. If someone tries to talk
to me during a movie, game over. Ideally, I want to
sit twelve rows apart and discuss the film after it is
over. I would really like to see ‚A Clockwork Orange‘
by myself in an entirely empty theatre. That would
be a ride.
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You have a month’s holiday. Where do you go?
Tina Carter: First, I would spend a solid few weeks
visiting home, in Northern Ontario, Canada. It’s not
very easy to get there from Japan, so an extended
holiday like that would be a huge treat!
After that, I would love to take an Alaskan cruise,
and ride the old railroads through Skagway – I
grew up reading Scrooge McDuck comics and
have wanted to go ever since I realised that all the
places he went are real.
Which three things would you take with you to a
deserted island?
Tina Carter: If we’re ignoring clever things related
to survival and just trying to stay cosy, I would want
to have a jam-packed Kindle (The Last Unicorn,
The Princess Bride, and the entire Harry Potter
series required), a source of music, and a big
source of whiskey.
If you could swap lives with somebody for a day,
who would it be?
Tina Carter: I have often thought that being a wellkept housecat would be peak living.
Is there anything you would never do again?
Tina Carter: I once ate a large fried scorpion on a
stick. Once was enough.
Do you have some good advice you want to share
with our readers?
Tina Carter: I will repeat something I often think
to myself when I’m tempted by laziness, gluttony,
and all other sorts of generally poor choices – be
someone you are comfortable with for the first few
minutes of the morning. You can put on all sorts of
airs for the people around you, but for those first
few moments of the day, you wake up and it’s just
you with yourself – live your life in a way that you
can be someone that you are proud to be with in
those moments.
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